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Highlights of our year

2019/20
A MESSAGE FROM

It’s great to highlight the continuing progress
being made by the CCG and our care partners
as we develop support and services in
Gloucestershire and put the building blocks in
place for an NHS that can meet the needs of
future generations.
We are committed to working
ever closer together to meet the
needs of local people.
That is why we are so pleased
to report on the rapid progress
being made by our Integrated
Care System (ICS), a voluntary
partnership of NHS and care
organisations to help keep
people healthy, support active
communities and ensure high
quality joined up care.
We know that we face
significant challenges such as
a growing population with
more complex needs, increasing
demand for services, recruiting
and keeping enough staff with
the right skills and pressure on
money.
Looking forward, as part of
the ‘One Gloucestershire Way’
we will be placing even greater
emphasis on preventing ill
health (whilst promoting the
benefits of good health) and
helping people to live in more
active communities with strong
networks of support.
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Mary Hutton

Accountable Officer

We will be supporting people
to look after themselves when
they can, but when they do
need the help of the NHS, we
will ensure people are able to
access consistently high quality,
safe, physical and mental health
care.
A significant feature of this
year has been development of
Primary Care Networks and
Integrated Locality Partnerships,
supporting our shared goal of
providing as much support and
care in, or near, home, using
local knowledge, networks and
skills.
GP practices are working
together to provide more
appointments and teams of
health and care professionals
are working together in
surgeries, neighbourhoods and
homes to support people to
recover from illness and stay
independent for longer.
We are also leading the way
nationally on so many areas that
matter to people on the ground

Dr Andy Seymour
Clinical Chair

such as young people’s mental
health services, support for
people with learning disabilities,
maternity services, stroke care,
supporting people who are frail
or who have dementia and end
of life care (to name but a few!)
Gloucestershire is striving to
make sure that when people
are really unwell, specialist
hospital and mental health
services are truly outstanding
and comparable to the best in
England.
Alongside conversations with
local people and partners, we
will be taking a logical approach
to developing priorities and
proposals for how we organise
services and support across the
county to meet the challenges
of the future, improve health
outcomes and make best use of
the Gloucestershire pound.
Thank you for your support
as we work to improve the
health and wellbeing of the
population.

Additional note (May 2020)
At the end of 2019/20, the NHS faced its greatest challenge since its foundation in 1948.
Although not covered in detail by this report the Covid-19 pandemic will have an ongoing impact on
the health and wellbeing of our population and the work of the CCG and the wider health and social
care system in planning and providing support and services. We would like to take this opportunity
to pay tribute to all front line and support staff across the NHS and social care in Gloucestershire and
the many other agencies and individuals who have made such vital contributions in managing the
response to the pandemic, keeping people safe and supporting essential services.
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1
Highlights of the Year
Keeping healthy and
supporting active
communities

zz2,188 people with a learning disability attended an

Annual Health Check
zzCommunity Learning Disability Teams received

around 400 new referrals to help people with
learning disabilities access a range of support
zzAround 3,000 GP practice and hospital staff

zzMore than 190 county schools learn about

keeping healthy through Facts4Life
zz21 businesses have signed up to the new

bespoke Gloucestershire Workplace Wellbeing
accreditation programme

trained in Early Identification of Domestic Abuse
zzOver 500 energy efficiency measures installed in

people’s homes as part of the Warm and Well
programme. The measures have also led to a
carbon saving of over 250 tonnes of CO2.

zz£1.2m pledged by CCG and partners to help

get 30,000 inactive people doing daily exercise
through the We Can Move programme
zzMore than 35,343 pupils from 164 schools

walk, jog and run their way to better health
thanks to the Daily Mile
zzYoung people walk and cycle more than 80,000

miles as part of the ‘Beat the Street’ initiative
zzMore than 4,500 people with, or at risk of,

diabetes taking positive steps to improve
their health through the diabetes prevention
programme and KiActiv health coaching
zz5,025 local people referred by GPs and link

workers to community activities or support
through ‘Social Prescribing’
zzAround 550 adults and children

supported to manage their long
term health conditions through targeted
arts and nature based opportunities
e.g. singing groups for people with
respiratory conditions
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35,343

pupils jog and run
the daily mile

Developing community
support and services
zzOver 100,000 additional GP surgery

appointments made available this year in
the daytime, evening and weekends
zzMore health experts work in, and with,

local GP surgeries to provide care and free
up GP time
zzMore than 60 healthcare professionals in

primary care delivering excellent patient
care including, clinical pharmacists, frailty
matrons, physiotherapists, paramedics,
mental health workers, social prescribers,
health coaches and pharmacy technicians
zzThe Gloucestershire Primary Care Training

Hub provided training and development
opportunities to more than 850 GP
Practice staff
zzMore than 32,000 referrals to integrated

health and social care community teams, 7
days a week. Around 3,000 referrals were
made to the rapid response service

Over

100,000

additional GP surgery
appointments made
available

zzCommunity teams provide support to

thousands of people living with frailty and
dementia to help them remain independent
at home
zzOver 80 people supported through the

365 day a year Learning Disability Intensive
Support Service – preventing the need for
stays in hospitals and facilities outside the
county.

We want every person
in every community
to receive really good
support and services
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Improving mental health

84%
Improving mental health
zzMore than 900 children and young people

receive on-line and face to face counselling
through Teens in Crisis
zzSince April 2019, the TiC+ Parent Support

of schools and colleges
working towards
the Mental Health
Champions Award

zz15 Education Mental Health Practitioners

working with 73 Schools to offer low level
mental health support to more than 2,000
children each year.

and Advice Line has supported 368
parents, with 98% reporting it helped
them
zz84% of Gloucestershire’s schools and

colleges working towards or achieving
the Mental Health Champions Award
since 2016

2,000

children offered low
level mental health
support
6
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Early support and
improving the way
services work

50

people trained as
‘community blood
pressure checkers’

zz30% reduction in MSK hospital outpatient

appointments with specialist therapists reviewing
patients with musculoskeletal conditions
zzAround 750 people a month helped by

community eye care services at local high
street opticians, reducing the need for
hospital appointments
zzAround 50 people trained as ‘community blood

pressure checkers’ to help detect people with
high blood pressure and direct them to support
and treatment
zzMore than 1,500 people with cancer supported

by the Macmillan rehabilitation programme after
diagnosis and treatment
zz98 women from 12 different ethnic groups

attended our first cancer awareness event for
BAME communities as we focus on reducing
health inequalities.

4,000

older people
receive specialist
assessment on
arrival at Emergency
Department

High quality,
timely specialist
hospital services
zz20% increase in the number of hip and knee

replacements, fewer cancelled operations and
reduced waiting times for trauma surgery
zzQuicker access to early cancer care – hundreds

more patients see a specialist, have tests and
start treatment with a single hospital visit
zzAround 4,000 older people with signs of frailty

receive specialist assessment on arrival at the
Emergency Department ‘front door’ with
support to return home more quickly.
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Performance Report – an overview
Over the last twelve months we have seen many achievements, but also faced some challenges. This
section of the report provides you with an overview of our Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG), its main
objectives, strategy, performance and principal risks in-year.

About Us
The CCG is a clinically led organisation made up of 74 GP member practices working across 6 localities
and 14 Primary Care Networks (PCNs).
The CCG commissions (buys) a wide range of primary care (GP), community, mental health, learning
disability and hospital services on behalf of the local population.
A key role of the CCG is to work with all health providers and other partner organisations (see description
of our Integrated Care System below) to help keep people healthy, develop and support active, well
connected communities and provide joined up health and care services.
This includes:
zz Prevention – helping people to stay well and avoid getting unwell
zz Empowering people to look after themselves (self manage) and their health conditions where they can
zz Developing joined up community services and support, keeping people independent for as long as

possible and reducing the need for hospital stays
zz Ensuring high quality, safe specialist hospital care when needed
zz Ensuring that the patient experience of services and the effectiveness of services is as good as it can be
zz Meeting national and local service standards such as waiting times
zz Working with partners, including housing, local councils, police, the voluntary, community and social

enterprise sector, Healthwatch, Health Education England and the Academic Health Science Network
to reduce health inequalities and tackle the wider factors that can impact on a person’s health
zz Involving patients and the public in shaping health services.

How we work
Our 74 member GP member practices are at the heart of our communities and in a good position to
understand the needs of their local population alongside partners in the 14 Primary Care Networks and 6
Integrated Locality Partnerships (ILPs).
Each of our localities is represented by a GP Liaison GP who is a member of the Governing Body.
Our member practices influence and inform decisions and provide feedback and ensure we do not lose
the local focus amongst the national and wider Gloucestershire priorities.
We also work to ensure that the voice of patients and the public can inform and influence decisions
through GP Practice based Patient Participation Groups (PPGs) and the PPG Network, chaired by the CCG.
Our support (commissioning) staff work in, and across, 7 Directorates led by:
zz Accountable Officer’s team – Mary Hutton, Accountable Officer
zz Commissioning Implementation – Mark Walkingshaw
zz Finance – Cath Leech
zz Integrated Commissioning (joint commissioning with the County Council) – Kim Forey
zz Locality Development and Primary Care – Helen Goodey
zz Nursing and Quality – Marion Andrews-Evans
zz Transformation and Service Re-design – Ellen Rule

Annual Review 2019/20 - Performance Report Overview
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Our constitution
A formal document, called our Constitution, sets out the arrangements the CCG has put in place to meet
its responsibilities for commissioning high quality support and services for the people of Gloucestershire.
It describes the governing principles and rules and procedures which ensure integrity, honesty and
accountability.
It also commits the CCG to taking decisions in an open and transparent way and places the interests of
patients and public at its heart.
Our Constitution can be found on our website at: www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/thegoverning-body/constitution/

The population we serve
The CCG covers a population of 650,000 registered with a Gloucestershire GP; with 71% living in an
urban area and 29% in a rural area.
There are pockets of deprivation in the county although it is lower than average. Life expectancy is also
better than the average; however, this masks significant differences between parts of the population.
Gloucestershire’s registered population is projected to rise to 674,000 by 2030. There are currently 47,500
people over 65 with a long term condition in the county and this is set to rise to 77,000 by 2030.
There are pockets of deprivation in the county although these are lower than the national average. Life
expectancy is also better than the average however this masks significant differences between parts of
the population.
The CCG and partners are committed to reducing health inequalities and more information can be found
on page 35.

Our providers
We commission (buy) services from a range of providers, including:
zz GP providers
zz Gloucestershire Health and Care NHS Foundation Trust
zz Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
zz South Western Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust
zz Third sector bodies – these are non-governmental and non-profit making organisations or associations,

including charities, social enterprises and voluntary agencies
zz Independent sector care homes, hospitals and services.

Our headquarters
Our headquarters are based at 5200 Valiant Court, Brockworth, GL3 4FE.

Financial Performance and Performance against Constitutional Standards 2019/20
Full summaries of our performance in these areas can be found in the Performance Analysis section of this
Report.
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Principle Risks and Uncertainties
We have developed a Governing Body Assurance Framework to ensure that there is a streamlined
approach to assurance enabling the Governing Body and delegated committees to focus only on the
strategic risks of the organisation. For assurance see the full governance statement from page 54.
This is supported by the Corporate Risk Register which documents all strategic and operational risks of
the organisation. The Corporate Risk Register and Governing Body Assurance Framework are reported
regularly to the Governing Body, Audit and Quality Committee and the Directors’ performance meeting.
The CCG is committed to reducing the risks, whatever their cause, it faces to reduce the possibility of
impacting on service delivery for the Gloucestershire population.
There were a number of key risks identified by the CCG during 2019/20. These are summarised below
and further details can be found in the Governance Statement. Further information on Covid-19
and management of the CCG’s response to the pandemic can be found at the end of the Corporate
Governance Report.
Key risks:
zz Covid-19 risk to population health and delivery of healthcare related services due to the impact of the

outbreak of Covid-19, this is due to increased volume of patients requiring hospitalisation, increased
staff absence due to sickness, volume of infectious patients attending A&E etc. The risk relates to
quality of care, patient experience and disruption to planned care etc. This risk was rated as 16 (RED)
zz Risk to the achievement of the CCG’s financial plan due to financial pressures
zz Implementation of an electronic patient administration system within our main acute provider has

led to reporting issues for clinical correspondence, national performance reporting and contractual
management
zz Risk around knowledge of NHSE strategy for specialised services and engagement with NHSE in

relation to specialised services
zz System partners will be unable to effectively deliver a timely and coordinated approach to patient flow

and discharge ensuring a reduction of patients who remain in the acute trust when medically stable
and with a length of stay greater than 14 days
zz Risk to Non Emergency Patient Transport delivery and patient experience due to operational issues,

financial sustainability of the Non-emergency patient transport contract and procurement risks relating
to the new contract
zz South West Ambulance Service NHSFT has identified a risk in the South West to patients due to call

stacking. In Gloucestershire the risk is in category 2 patients where waits are longer than target times;
category 1 patients are responded to within the required times
zz Risk to the achievement of the 4 hour A&E target
zz Risk to the delivery of primary medical services within an area relating to specific circumstance arising

in year.
No significant risks have been identified that specifically relate to:
zz The effectiveness of governance structures
zz Responsibilities of directors and committees
zz Reporting lines and accountabilities between the governing body, its committees and sub-committees

and the executive team; or
zz The submission of timely and accurate information to assess risks to compliance with the Clinical

Commissioning Group’s licence.
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An explanation of the going concern
The CCG is required to give an explanation of its consideration of its status as a going concern.
This is effectively in relation to its intention to continue its operations for the foreseeable future and the
awareness of any circumstances affecting this in its preparation of these financial statements.
At the end of January 2020 the NHS declared a level 4 incident as part of the Government response to
the global pandemic caused by a novel coronavirus - Covid-19. The impact on healthcare delivery in direct
response to this virus, changes in demand and capacity for other healthcare and the impact on wider
society (through social distancing and the so-called ‘lockdown’) and economy has been dramatic.
Two specific items of relevance are firstly, the UK Government publically stating it will fund the NHS
‘whatever it takes’ to manage the pandemic; and secondly a significant overhaul of the financial
architecture of the NHS, for example suspending the current financial performance management regime,
moving all NHS providers onto a cost based ‘block’ payment regime, authorising pre-payments of one
month’s operating costs to NHS providers, centralising the procurement of Independent Sector Capacity,
providing new funding for the Hospital Discharge Programme and NHS Nightingale ‘surge’ capacity
and enabling the recharge of other specific Covid-19 costs to NHSE. Taken together, this package and
Government statements effectively demonstrate how the Clinical Commissioning Group, as a statutory
body in the NHS, will have its finances supported by the Government for the period of the pandemic and
in the event of any future radical change to demand and funding for healthcare.
This is in addition to the Secretary of State direction that, where Parliamentary funding continues to be
voted to permit the relevant services to be carried out elsewhere in the public sector, this is normally
sufficient evidence of going concern. As a result, the governing body of Gloucestershire CCG has
prepared these financial statements on a going concern basis.

Our Integrated Care System (ICS)
In recognition of the progress made, we were accepted by NHS England as one of 14 Integrated Care
Systems in 2018/19.
As an ICS we are at the forefront of providing joined, up, better co-ordinated care and support with
communities, breaking down the barriers between services and integrating physical and mental health
care.
Over the last 12 months, we have been strengthening our relationships with partners, taking further
responsibility for finances in return for greater flexibility in delivering NHS services.
The One Gloucestershire Integrated Care System (ICS) comprises the following NHS and care organisations
(although the ICS works with a wide range of other local partners):
zz NHS Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)
zz Primary care (GP) providers
zz Gloucestershire Health and Care NHS Foundation Trust
zz Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
zz South Western Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust
zz Gloucestershire County Council.

Future Plans
We will continue to develop and evolve our ICS to ensure we are a high performing system with a
focus on:
zz evolving governance structures, including shared accountability for delivery of outcomes
zz organisational development and cultural change, including enhancing collaboration across our system
zz new ways of working, including development of procurement and contractual models and back office

functions.
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As an ICS, we are committed to making rapid progress across partnership priorities and in the following
areas:
zz urgent and emergency care
zz developing our Primary Care Networks
zz cancer
zz long term conditions, including diabetes
zz mental health, including children and young people and eating disorders
zz maternity
zz digital technology
zz workforce development.

Details of our priorities for 2020/21 have been developed from the Long Term Plan. These priorities are
currently under review in response to the Covid-19 situation.

Annual Review 2019/20 - Performance Report Overview
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Performance Report – analysis
How do we monitor performance?
The CCG’s Governing Body is responsible for discharging the duties of its constitution, which includes
monitoring and scrutinising performance. The Governing Body receives an integrated performance report
at their bi-monthly meetings in public.
The CCG has formal committees of the Board which scrutinise how the CCG and our health providers
are performing, these are the Audit Committee and the Integrated Governance and Quality Committee
(for more information about the committees and their purpose please see page 49). The Governing Body
receives more in depth Finance and Performance updates on a monthly basis at Development sessions.
The A&E Delivery Board also has a role to play in monitoring performance. Its members include the chief
operating officers from NHS organisations in the county.
The group aims to develop and maintain resilience across the system and support effective leadership and
operational management of high quality care.
The CCG is also assessed by NHS England. The CCG has met the requirements of the NHS Act 2006,
14Z15, and it’s duties under sections 14R, 14T and 14Z2

Sustainable development
Climate mitigation has reached a new urgency and NHS Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group
(the CCG) is committed to play its part.
The CCG continues to use a sustainable approach when commissioning healthcare services, taking into
consideration the use of its financial, environmental and social resources while maximising health and
health outcomes for its current and future population.
The CCG’s Chief Finance Officer (CFO) takes responsibility for Sustainability at Board level. Action on
sustainability continues to be initiated through the CCG’s Joint Staff Consultative Forum, which regularly
includes sustainability as an agenda item and promotes sustainability through staff briefings.
Honoring the Public Service Value Act (2012), the CCG considers the social and environmental impact
of all its procurement and commissioning activities. The CCG carries out a Quality and Sustainability
Impact Assessment for all proposals and contracts which would lead to changes in the way services are
commissioned and delivered.
Where sustainability is considered during competitive tendering, it is incorporated in the service quality
weighting using a standard scoring matrix or methodology.
In January 2020, the CCG acknowledged the ‘For a Greener NHS’ campaign announced by NHS England
and Improvement. The programme will support and encourage all NHS staff to play their part in tackling
climate change and improve people’s health.
The CCG is proactively working towards the NHS’s ambitious target to reduce its carbon emissions by
80% by 2050 in line with the Climate Change Act (2008). Since 2014/15, the CCG has been completing
the SDU’s sustainability reporting template annually to monitor its own progress in emissions reduction.
The data will be used to inform decision making and develop sustainable strategies for the CCG ‘Green
Plan’ (formally known as a Sustainable development Management Plan) for 2020/25.
In 2019/20, the total carbon footprint1 of Gloucestershire CCG was 191,735 tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalents (tCO2e). In common with all previous years the commissioning of services was the highest
contributor to the CCG’s greenhouse gas emissions, being responsible for 90.12% (172,785 tCO2e) of the
CCG’s total carbon footprint.
Internal procurement (CCG office procurement plus pharmaceuticals) is the second highest contributor,
responsible for 9.68% (18,555 tCO2e) of the CCG’s emissions. Core emissions, which cover those released
during energy and water use, waste disposal and business travel, make up only a very small proportion of
the CCG’s carbon footprint – 0.15% (290.19 tCO2e).
1. The term carbon footprint is used to describe the sum of all greenhouse gas emissions released in relation to an organisation,
product or service expressed in carbon dioxide equivalents.
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Gloucestershire CCG's carbon footprint of 188,942t CO2e- % CO2e
0.15%

9.68%

0.05%

Core
Procurement
Commissioning
Commuting

90.12%

Graph 1: Proportions of 2019-20 NHS Gloucestershire CCG’s carbon footprint
Compared to last year, the CCG’s 2019/20 carbon footprint has increased by 1.48% - see Table 1.
This increase is mainly due to a rise in the greenhouse gas emissions embedded in commissioning.
Table 1: Comparison of NHS Gloucestershire CCG’s carbon footprint 2018/19 and 2019/20
Carbon Footprint (tCO2e)
Category

2018-19

2019-20

Increase/ decrease

Core energy useGloucestershire CCG's
275.54
290.19 use (tCO2e)
carbon footprint of energy

5.32%

Procurement
Commissioning
Commuting
Total

400
300

18,419

18,555

0.74%

170,143

172,785

1.55%

105

105

0.00%

188,942

191,735

1.48%

200
Staff commuting

In 2019-20 commuting
remains at 105 tonnes which is 0.05% of the CCGs overall carbon emissions. In
100
2020, the CCG will be conducting an annual staff travel survey to allow a more accurate analysis of staffs’
commuting distances and commuting behavior. This will enable more accuracy for the carbon emissions
0
embedded in commuting
and could
monitor
and inform
potential
change
over time.
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19
2019/20
The CCG has put incentives
reduce commuting
It is offering a car share and a
Gasin place
Oil to Coal
Electricity emissions.
Green electricity
bike to work scheme. The CCG is also working closely alongside Gloucestershire Health and Care NHS
Foundation Trust to introduce electric vehicle charge points at the nearby Edward Jenner Court. The
scheme is planned for delivery in 2020 and will provide four 7.2Kw electric vehicle charging sockets for
use by the CCG staff.

Procurement
There has been a small rise of 0.74% in greenhouse gas emissions associated with the CCG’s overall
procurement – from 18,419 tCO2e in 2018/19 to 18,555 tCO2e in 2019/20. Within procurement,
pharmaceuticals are the highest contributor of greenhouse gas emissions, currently at 98% or
18,199 tCO2e in comparison to last year at 17,893 tCO2e, however the carbon footprint of the CCG’s
pharmaceuticals has increased by only 1.68% for 2019-20.
2019/20 has seen a decrease of -30% in greenhouse gas emissions associated with information and
technology, this reduction is as a result of a large project which took place in 2018/19 to improve the wifi
services for GP services and the expenditure for IT services reducing in 2019/20.
The carbon footprint due to food and catering has also seen a decrease by 38.6%. The carbon emissions
associated with paper products have also been reduced by -23% from 9.12 to 7.0 tCO2e. The CCG has
continued to encourage its staff ‘to think before we print’. Moreover, the photocopier at the CCG now
indicates the cost of printing urging staff to think if photocopying is really needed.
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Core emissions
The 5.32% rise in the CCG’s core emissions is due to an 18.58% increase in carbon emissions related to
business travel by car 128 tCO2e and rail 6.38 tCO2e. The CCG aims to mitigate staff business travel and
face-to-face meetings by embracing new technology and introduced Microsoft Teams in summer of 2020.
Gas use has also increased by 20.60%. However, the carbon emissions from electricity have reduced in
2019/20 by -6.96% meaning that there has been an overall decrease by -3.77% from energy use.

Gloucestershire CCG's carbon footprint of energy use (tCO2e)
400
300
200
100
0

2014/15
Gas

2015/16
Oil

2016/17

Coal

2017/18

Electricity

2018/19 2019/20
Green electricity

Graph 2: Carbon emissions due to energy use (tCO2e)
Electricity and business travel is still the biggest contributor to the CCGs core emissions, while emissions
from electricity use has continued to go down, this is largely due to de-carbonization of the grid and
the design of the building from which the CCG operates being very energy efficient. There are also
future plans to introduce energy efficient LED lighting to substantially reduce carbon emissions related to
electricity consumption.
The carbon emissions embedded in water use has decreased by -11.43% respectively, this is due to the
CCG having efficient washroom facilities and staff being mindful not to waste water.
2019/20 has seen a an increase in waste disposal emissions by 45.83%, however total carbon emissions
from waste remains the lowest due to segregation systems in place, whereby waste is either recycled or
sent for energy recovery by the CCGs waste contractor, under desk bins have also been removed and
replaced with shared recycling stations.
The CCG also has a system in place for reuse, in May 2019 the CCG sent a number of office chairs for
upcycling which resulted in a saving of 164kg tCO2e, reducing both the impact on carbon emissions from
waste and procurement.
Table 2. Comparison of NHS Gloucestershire CCG’s core greenhouse gas emission
2018/19 and 2019/20
Carbon footprint (tCO2e)
Core category
Electricity
Gas

2018-19
144
16.9

2019-20
134
20.6

Business travel
Water
Waste
Total

113
1.4
0.24
275.54

134
1.24
0.35
290.19

Increase/ decrease
-6.94%
21.89%
18.58%
-11.43%
-45.83%
-5.32%
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Commissioning
The national NHS Long Term Plan (LTP) was published in January 2019. In response the CCG has been
engaging on the development of a local NHS Long Term Plan. With the Long Term Plan’s emphasis on
prevention, support for self-care and nurturing of community strength and assets the CCG is taking a
big step towards a more sustainable health system. Though there has been a 1.55% increase in carbon
emissions associated with commissioning due to a rise in the CCG’s commissioning expenditure1, the Long
Term Plans’ initiatives are predicted to alleviate the pressure on environmental and social resources whilst
improving patient care. Below is an example.
Social prescribing
In 2019, GPs in Gloucestershire have referred over 3,500 people to social prescribing through the
community and wellbeing hub.
The 2016 evaluation2 of social prescribing in Gloucestershire showed, that social prescribing improved
patients’ wellbeing, reduces hospital emergency admissions and the number of GP appointments
including GP home visits and calls to the GP. With a visit to the A&E department and a GP consultation
being responsible for 13.8 kgCO2e/visit and 1.14 kgCO2/visit respectively, social prescribing has the
potential to reduce the impact of healthcare on the environment.

Provider performance
The CCG understands that most of its carbon emissions derive from its commissioning activity. To alleviate
its environmental impact, the CCG supports sustainability improvements across provider trusts.
All providers are asked to demonstrate their plans and policies on sustainability as part of the CCG’s
contracting processes. Below is a summary of the providers’ highlights in sustainability in 2019-20.
Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust declared a ‘Climate Emergency’ in December 2019,
recognising that climate change as one of the biggest threats to public health. This pledge sets out the
Trusts commitments to fast tracking the reduction of carbon emissions and to take collaborative action
with civic partners to improve carbon reduction in Gloucestershire.
The Trust continues to embed sustainability within its day to day business and has a Sustainable
Development Plan for 2015-2020. Their carbon emissions data for 2019-20 are not yet available to include
in the CCG’s sustainability report but will be ready for review in their own annual report for 2019-20.
Trusts merger
gether NHS Foundation Trust and Gloucestershire Care Services NHS Trust merged on 1st October 2019.
Sustainability highlights from the Trust are updated below.
2

Gloucestershire Health and Care NHS Foundation Trust
In its annual report for 2018/19, 2gether NHS Foundation Trust reduced its grand total carbon footprint by
-25.5%, this is based on their 2008 baseline target for a 34% reduction by 2020.
The 2019/20 carbon emissions data for the merged Trusts is not yet available to include in the CCGs
sustainability report but will be ready for review in their own report for 2019/20.
In March 2020, the Trust upgraded the lighting to LED at Weavers Croft in Stroud; the scheme will reduce
carbon emissions by 11.00 tCO2e per annum and will result in financial savings of £4,000 per annum with
a lifetime saving of at least £44,000 over an eleven year period.
Gloucestershire Health and Care NHS Foundation Trust has also been working closely with the CCG and
has set out plans to introduce electric vehicle charge points to a number of strategic locations across
community health sites in Gloucestershire.
1. The carbon emissions factors for commissioning and procurement are based on per £ spend, so a rise in commissioning
expenditure will lead to an increase in emissions embedded in commissioning (if the carbon emissions factor stays the same).

2. www.glosvcsalliance.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Social-prescribing-Evaluation-report-FINAL-201216.pdf.
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Phase one for the project is planned for summer 2020 and comprises of a total of 18 electric vehicle
charging sockets split across hospitals and offices in the North of Cotswolds, Cirencester, Cheltenham and
Gloucester.
The Foundation Trust’s initiatives for reuse and waste reduction continue through the platforms ‘Warpit’
and ‘gumtree’ which quantifies the efforts in improving efficiency in waste reduction.
Since launch in 2017 the Warpit programme has reduced tCO2e by 1.8 tonnes and has also resulted
in over £61,000 in financial savings. The Trust aims to continue this trend following its merger with
Gloucestershire Care Services in October 2019.
The Trust has also signed up to the ‘NHS plastics pledge’ in January 2020 with the aim to reduce single
use plastics in catering and office environments.
The Trust also recognises the health benefits released by keeping active and as such they plan to introduce
‘Health Routes’ across some of its more rural sites. #
The scheme is called ‘NHS Forest’ and the aim is to make better use of the Trusts green space where
natural surroundings and biodiversity have been shown to aid in the recovery and rehabilitation for
patients, as well as improving mental health and wellbeing for Trust staff. Other plans for biodiversity
and greenspace include planting trees funded by the Woodland Trust, approximately 100 saplings to be
planted as part of a community dig at the NHS Forest during the autumn of 2020.
Gloucestershire Health and Care are seeking ways to work alongside the CCG and Gloucestershire
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust to make a cultural difference by raising environmental awareness; we look
forward to hearing more about this project in the forthcoming year.
South Western Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust
During 2019/2020, the Trust has continued to monitor its utilities and waste data closely and to use the
data for contract management and staff awareness.
The Sustainable Development Management Plan is still in development, as recommended by the NHS
Sustainable Development Unit, it is being aligned to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
This strategic work is led by the Environment Management Group, which is now chaired by the Executive
Director of People and Culture.
The Trust has signed up to the NHS Plastics Pledge, which commits it to reduce single use plastic initially
in catering. The Trust does not have catering facilities as such but does purchase plastic drinking cups for
vending machines, plastic milk bottles.
The Trust has also kept at watching brief on developments around the proposed Clean Air Zones in Bristol
and Bath.
The Trust has installed LED lighting at a number of sites.
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Quality Improvement
The Health and Social Care Act 2012 S26 (14R) sets out how Clinical Commissioning Groups have a duty
to continually improve the quality of services.
The CCG’s Quality and Governance Committee has the responsibility on behalf of the Governing Body for
ensuring these responsibilities are discharged.
Working with our partners, the CCG Quality Team has supported a number of quality improvement
initiatives, some of which are outlined below. Though much of the focus of the CCG’s quality agenda is
on the main NHS service providers, it is recognised that the quality of services commissioned from our
non-NHS providers is just as important to service users.
Through a system of site visits, quality performance reports and assurance meetings, the CCG can provide
assurance that the commissioned services are of an acceptable standard and offer the patients safe and
effective evidence based care.
The CCG welcomes the opportunity that our NHS Trusts provide for us to be observers at their Quality
committees. This again provides the CCG with reassurance regarding service quality. Where the services
are not of the standard expected, the CCG is involved in the development of action plans to improve
service delivery.
It is pleasing to note that both of our NHS Trusts are rated Good by the CQC. Over recent years the CCG
has become increasingly involved in monitoring service quality and supporting general practice with
service improvement initiatives.
The majority of our practices are rated Good by the CQC, but the few that are rated as Requires
Improvement have received focused support from the quality and primary care teams to ensure they meet
the standards expected by CQC.
In addition to this assurance and supportive activities, we also take our responsibility as system leaders
seriously and offer training and other development opportunities to facilitate service improvement to both
NHS and non-NHS providers including social care.

Learning, Development, and Service Transformation including General Practice Nursing
Over the course of the last year, the CCG have worked with system providers and educational leads to
deliver a range of training and development programmes. This includes joint training workshops and
seminars on subjects such as infection control, pressure ulcer awareness, hydration and sepsis.
The CCG held three very successful evening events for Practice Nurses in the county with a bespoke
agenda recognising both local training requests and national updates, helping to raise the profile of
General Practice Nurses in Gloucestershire and promoting the NHS England Ten Point Action Plan.
The CCG have also been working closely with system partners on improving patient and service user
information and education. Patient feedback has been incorporated to help streamline services and
consider new ways to ensure a system wide approach to high quality care delivery.

Primary Care
The Health and Social Care Act 2012 S26 (14S) places a responsibility on the CCG to support primary
medical services to continually improve. Over the course of the last year, the CCG has worked with a wide
range of GPs to help share learning from Care Quality Commission (CQC) inspections, celebrate success
and where needed provide additional support to improve care.
Included within the Quality team are a number of independent prescribing clinical pharmacists, who are
available to support in the short term (approx. 6-12 months) and work in GP practices, where required, to
support GPs by providing expert knowledge and advice relating to medicines and essentially to reduce the
pressure in surgeries.
During 2019/20, the CCG Medicines Optimisation Team continued to work with the Medicines
Optimisation in Care Homes (MOCH) scheme. As part of this exciting initiative, the CCG have a number
of specialist pharmacists offering support to care homes and other organisations to improve co-ordination
and quality of the medicines management.
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The last annual report described the operation of the Prescription Ordering Line (POL). This service
continues to provide patients with a dedicated phone line to call to request their repeat prescriptions.
The team of call handlers process the requests on behalf of patient’s registered GP practice, and the
prescriptions are sent electronically to their chosen pharmacy. Patients have commented that they like
being able to request their repeat prescriptions over the phone, instead of having to drop off a request at
the GP surgery. This service also saves administrative time at surgeries and pharmacies, as well as helping
to reduce wasted medicines by ensuring that medications are not ordered if not necessary.
23 practices are now using the service (with many more having expressed an interest), and currently the
service is available to a patient population of c.220,000.
The team currently handle over 9,000 calls per month, and these numbers continue to grow as the service
continues to prove to be increasingly popular amongst patients and carers who have used it. In the recent
Covid-19 response, this service has provided a valuable service to patients and General Practices.

Dieticians
The quality team continues to include CCG employed dietitians to provide GP practices and other
community healthcare professionals, including Care Home staff, with nutritional guidance for their
patients.
The nutritional advice has proved to be a valuable asset for healthcare professionals in Primary Care to
access. Dietitians are uniquely qualified to use the most up–to-date public health and scientific research
on food, health and disease, which they translate into practical guidance to enable people to make
appropriate lifestyle and food choices.
By supporting patients to choose the right food and drink for them, Gloucestershire can maximise
effective treatment of these conditions and help people to live as healthily as possible.

Infection Prevention and Control
In 2019/20, the CCG continued to lead the implementation of countywide action plans to reduce
Clostridium Difficile and E-coli Infections including having robust processes in place to provide assurance.
Reducing the incidence of urinary tract infections continues to be a focus and the CCG has led on
hydration projects completed in conjunction with partners from the CCG funded NHS Information bus
across the county.
Working together with local public health services, an ongoing response plan was supported following a
slight upturn in the number of MRSA cases amongst a small number of intravenous drug users. Further
work on the prevention of Measles in young adults is continuing to be undertaken in joint working with
General Practices.

Seasonal Flu
The CCG led a local collaborative approach for the management of flu in the winter of 2019/20; this
included a focus on the seasonal Flu vaccination programme.
As a result of hard work and determination from across the ICS locally we achieved Flu vaccination rates
of above the England average for all eligible population groups and much higher for 2 and 3 year olds.
An important part of this work was the information shared on our website and social media (including
targeted video content). The joint collaborative work across the NHS ensured that there were no
significant outbreaks of community acquired infections including flu this winter.

Safeguarding
The CCG Safeguarding Team is well established within the CCG, providing health leadership and
professional expertise on safeguarding children and adults.
With publication of the CCG Safeguarding Strategy this year, we continue to sustain ‘safeguarding at
the core of health’, and demonstrate our three year work plan that aids the CCG’s commitment and
responsibility to seeking assurances of effective safeguarding from across the health partnership.
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The Safeguarding Children legislative reforms (Children Act 2004) and enactment of statutory
guidance, Working Together (2018) has progressed the local safeguarding children partnership as the
Gloucestershire Safeguarding Children Executive. The CCG’s Executive Nurse is the current Chair, whilst
the Designated Doctor and Nurse and Specialist Nurse support Delivery Board and Subgroup activity.
Within adult safeguarding, the CCG maintains its close working relationship with the Gloucestershire
Safeguarding Adults Board; consistent representation at Board level by the Executive Nurse and
furthermore Subgroup activity is supported across the Team. In summary, key work this year has
included:
zzHealth at the Core of Safeguarding’: CCG Conference for 150 health delegates with a keynote speech
from local MP, Alex Chalk
zzEngagement, Training and Safeguarding supervision with the CCG Continuing Health Care nurses
(50+): lead by Specialist Nurse, Safeguarding
zzCommissioning and creation of two short films; raising awareness of children’s safeguarding and
addressing Learning Disability - the health implications of not attending health appointments
zzCommissioning by the CCG of an Independent Review of the healthcare provision for MASH; this
provided recommendations on working practice and supported additional funding for staffing.
Primary Care and Safeguarding
Through a creative, supportive and collaborative approach, colleagues in Primary Care are predominately
positive on content and delivery of forums for GPs and Dental Safeguarding Leads.
Our Named GP is continually responsive to feedback from GP colleagues and now seeks to innovate by
planning web-based links and virtual meetings to increase engagement.
Of note this year is the excellent engagement from General Practice with the Child Protection Case
Conference Team, at close to 100% of reports being provided on children when requested. In addition,
GP contribution to all statutory Learning Reviews (Domestic Homicide, and Serious Case Reviews for both
adults and children) is also at 100%. This work is lengthy and challenges practice, but it has provided
valuable local learning.
Children in Care
The Designated Doctor and Nurse for Children in Care are statutory roles and are now substantively
employed by the CCG as part of the Safeguarding Team and enables direct work to advise and support
the Commissioning process, ensuring that the CCG is meeting our statutory obligations and supporting
best practice.
Providing immediate influence to assess nursing capacity within provider teams, Commissioners carried
out a review of specialist health services for Children in Care in Gloucestershire. This resulted in additional
funding, and includes the provision of the (statutory) Named Nurse lead role for GHC as well as greater
nursing capacity.
The Children in Care Team resource for the county will continue to be monitored, as this remains below
the national recommendations.
Specifically, Initial Health Assessments (completed by Hadwen GP Practice) are consistently of high quality,
commended within inspections and notably recommended by Care Quality Commission across the South
West region.
The Permanency Team (Adoption) is challenged by reduced staff capacity (x1 long-term absence); despite
this, GHNHSFT has fully achieved expected targets and the quality of the reports has received high praise
by Adoption West.

Collaborative working with Health Providers
The CCG has continued to work with NHS and private providers, as well as neighbouring Clinical
Commissioning Groups to offer Gloucestershire patients both an innovative and the very best service
possible in terms of quality, safety and effectiveness.
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Members of the Quality Directorate are key partners across the healthcare landscape in Gloucestershire
and frequently work in other areas to offer support and challenge.
A strong example of collaborative working over the last year is in the provision of the Non-Emergency
Patient Transport Service (NEPTS) which, since June 2019, has been operated by E-Zec medical.
E-Zec has continued to work in partnership with the NHS managed Patient Transport Advice Centre
(PTAC) who help patients find the right transport option for them. As well as booking NEPTS they also
help signpost to community transport and public transport options.
This service now stretches across most of the South West with commissioners working together to reduce
the need for NHS funded transport, whilst helping patients find the most appropriate option for them.
We have also continued to operate the Dialysis Mileage Reimbursement Scheme which enables renal
dialysis patients to opt to receive an expenses payment to find their own way to and from sessions, rather
than rely on NEPTS. This has now been taken up by nearly 30% of patients who are now able to better
manage their dialysis sessions. Our scheme is recognised as a leading example of improving the quality of
how patient transport can be managed with several other CCGs adopting the Gloucestershire model.
NHS 111 has had a challenging year. With rising call volumes the service has needed to adapt and
change to meet demand. CareUK, who provide our NHS 111 service have worked collaboratively
with commissioners to find solutions and work creatively to meet demand. They have also worked in
collaboration with South West Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust (SWAST) to manage the volume
of calls and ensure that ambulances are only dispatched if other community options are not appropriate.
This collaborative work will continue in 2020/21.
During the last year, NHS England and Improvement launched the visionary Patient Safety Strategy. This
document sets out the direction of travel for the NHS and how the whole system should work together to
implement safer systems and make those already in place more rigorous so that patients can enjoy even
safer healthcare than they do already.
The CCG has lead preliminary talks with both the acute and community and mental health trusts to
work through ideas of how we can all collaborate and work across the ICS in the future to implement
this strategy. We will be continuing this over the next year as we also seek to work collaboratively with
other partners including private providers, primary care and bodies such as the Academic Health Science
Network.

Social care and care homes
The CCG Clinical Quality Review Group for Care homes has been reviewed and re-modelled in response
to the continued integration across Health and Social Care within the County.
The CQRG now reviews and gains assurance for pan disability care home services as well as those that
provide care for the older person.
Membership has been revised to ensure that relevant stakeholders across all social care commissioning
environments, regulators and clinical leaders are in attendance.
Work has commenced to align the County Council quality assurance team priorities with the CCG Care
Home quality priorities in order to maximise the capacity available across both teams.
Opportunities for shared learning have been identified, in particular those that focus upon the safety of
individuals.
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Engaging People and Communities
The Health and Social Care Act 2012 S26 (14Z2) sets out how Clinical Commissioning Groups have a duty
to work to ensure there is public involvement and consultation by clinical commissioning groups.

Get Involved – our commitment
The CCG is committed to talking with staff, patients, carers and the public about any proposed changes
to local services.
Our intention is to coproduce potential solutions to the challenges and opportunities that come our way,
so that the services we commission can be truly responsive to the people and communities who use them
and the staff and partners who deliver them.
Any engagement and consultation activities are widely publicised through the media and through
cooperation with our partners in the public, voluntary and community sectors. We also use the NHS
Gloucestershire CCG and the One Gloucestershire Integrated Care System website as part of our
engagement consultation process.

Strategy and Reporting
Engagement and Experience Strategy
‘An open culture’ is our strategy for engagement and experience. Refreshed in 2019/2020 it sets out
our commitment to listen to the views of our local communities and involve people in the planning,
development and evaluation of services. The full document is available at:
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-you/strategy-and-reports
Our engagement strategy celebrates the diversity of our county and recognises the need to ensure we
commission services that lead to Better Health Outcomes and Improved Patient Access and Experience.

Output of Engagement Reports
At the end of Engagement projects we produce Output of Engagement Reports, for example, the Output
of Engagement Report relating to the Fit for the Future Engagement (more details below in Involvement
Opportunities in 2019/20) can be found at:
www.onegloucestershire.net/yoursay/fit-for-the-future-output-of-engagement
These reports include Equality Impact Analysis of the approach to engagement taken, describe the
engagement activities and summarise the feedback received into themes. They include considerations and
learning points for future engagement and communication activities.

Regular reporting of patient experience and engagement activities at the CCG
Engagement and Experience Reports form part of the regular Quality Reports discussed at the CCG’s
Committees. These reports promote discussions, ensuring patient and public voices influence decisions
about the development and commissioning of services. Further details of the CCG Governance Structure
can be found at: www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/the-governing-body/governancestructure-sub-committees/

Governance: engagement and involvement activity
Much of the strategic engagement activity in Gloucestershire is organised across the countywide One
Gloucestershire Integrated Care System partnership.
Individual Provider Trusts also undertake involvement within their organisations, seeking patient, carer and
staff views to inform the development of services and monitor the quality of services they provide.
There are comprehensive structures and processes for involving patients and the public in the work of the
CCG and across Gloucestershire’s Integrated Care System (ICS).
The feedback received from public engagement is reported and heard at all levels of the CCG’s
Governance structure from the groups that report into the sub-committees and boards up to the
Governing Body. There are feedback loops back to patients and members of the public who have shared
their views on how they wish to see services changes and improve.
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Governing Body: The Governing Body holds meetings in public on a bi-monthly basis. At each meeting
there is a patient story given by a member of the public who wishes to share their story; usually their
experience of using local services.
The narrative, given often highlights areas of good practice, poor/inadequate service provision and
changes the person would like to see in how services are organised and delivered. Over the past 12
months, patient stories have covered:
zzExperience of living with personality disorder and accessing health services
zzExperience of signing up to KiActiv after an invitation from a GP practice – improving diet and taking
up more exercise with the help of a mentor
zzExperience of using Ophthalmology services and the Eye Liaison Officer
zzExperience of being part of the Integrated Accelerated Project and being actively involved in creating a
care plan that works for you, you’re able to manage in the way you want and suits your lifestyle
zzExperience of accessing and using the diabetic foot management clinic
zzExperience of accessing and using mental health services - the positives and what needs to be
improved.
The Governing Body receives a Quality report at each meeting which provides an update on the quality of
commissioned services as well as providing an overview of contemporary engagement events and patient
and public feedback. The Quality report also includes a summary of PALs/complaints.
The Governing Body receives strategies and reports on a wide breadth of services, projects and
programmes which incorporate patient experience and feedback and what changes have been made in
light of that feedback. For example work on personalisation and subsequent funding made available to
voluntary and community groups.
Additionally, the Governing Body has held extraordinary meetings in public with ICS partners to hear
and respond to the Outcome of the Engagement report, for example, the New Community Hospital for
the Forest of Dean Outcome of Engagement Report and Fit for the Future evidence given as part of the
Citizen’s Jury hearings.
Governing Body Business Sessions – hearing people’s voices: As part of the Governing Body
development programme business sessions are organised on a fortnightly basis. The business sessions
provide dedicated time for governing body members to consider project and programmes in more depth,
discuss performance and finance issues and as well as collaborative work across the ICS.
There have been patient experience sessions where patients/service users attend and have an open and
candid conversation with governing body members about their experience of the services they have used.
For example, one person came to talk about their experiences of using mental health and emergency care
services; how the most valuable support and help they received was from the Friendship Café run by local
charity: Treasure Seekers, a project funded by the CCG.
Quality and Governance Committee: The Quality and Governance Committee has specific
responsibility for assuring the Governing Body of the quality and safety of services the CCG commissions
on behalf of Gloucestershire residents.
Part of the remit of the Committee is to consider and review the quality of patient and public involvement
and engagement. At each meeting, an over-arching quality report is received.
There are individual quality reports relating to commissioned services including Gloucestershire Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust, Gloucestershire Health and Care Foundation Trust, Care Homes, Non-Emergency
Patient Transport, and Safeguarding reports. In addition, the provider’s quality accounts, PALS/complaints
data and engagement activities are included in reports to the Q&G Committee.
Each of these groups will have methods for including patients and the public in their group’s work for
example Individual Funding Request Panel receives submissions from patients and the HR/OD group
includes staff members from across the organisation. The HR/OD group is responsible for ensuring that
the findings and recommendations from the Staff Survey are acted upon and reported to the Quality and
Governance Committee.
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Primary Care Commissioning Committee (PCCC): The PCCC receives and reviews the bi-monthly
primary care quality reports. This includes an overall summary of engagement activities undertaken over
the past two months within primary care. The report covers the activities of the Patient Participation
Groups, key themes emerging from those groups and feedback on what needs to change for example
changes to the phone system and appointments at practices.
Additionally, every application that is submitted for practice merger/acquisition or out to tender
includes an analysis of the patients’ feedback from the practices affected, as well as wider stakeholder
engagement. This feedback along with other important factors is used in determining for example
practice location and premises etc.

Equality and Diversity
NHS Gloucestershire CCG is committed to upholding the Rights set out in the NHS Constitution,
specifically in relation to equality, diversity and human rights, and the principle which requires us to
provide “a comprehensive service, available to all irrespective of gender, race, disability, age, sexual
orientation, religion or belief, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity or marital or civil
partnership status.”
We recognise that Gloucestershire has a diverse population and that individuals may have multiple
identities which can cut across more than one protected characteristic; e.g. we all have an age and a
racial identity. Some of our characteristics may change over the course of our lives, e.g. we may acquire a
disability, and some of us may change our religion.
We want to understand the needs of our diverse community and strive to treat everyone as an individual,
with dignity and respect, in accordance with their human rights.
To help us understand “what matters to you,” we have undertaken a significant amount of local
engagement across the county. Working in partnership with voluntary sector and community groups
and organisations across One Gloucestershire (our Integrated Care System) we aim to provide a range of
opportunities for people to get involved and influence local health care services.

How we help you to get involved and share your experiences
Over the course of the last year, the CCG have worked with system providers and educational leads to
deliver a range of training and development programmes. This includes joint training workshops and
seminars on subjects such as infection control, pressure ulcer awareness, hydration and sepsis.
We help in the following ways:
zzProvide information in an accessible format
zzEnsure that any event we hold has a hearing loop installed, microphones are used and presentations
are displayed on a large screen
zzEnsure that an interpreter is available for anyone that may require one in order to fully participate
zzEnsure that our venues are accessible to those attending
zzPayment of reasonable expenses as outlined in the Patient and Public Reimbursement Policy
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/94_Patient_and_Public_
Reimbursement_Policy_V1.pdf
Please contact us using any of the following methods and we will work with you to meet your needs:
zzTelephone: 0800 0151 548
zzEmail: glccg.pals@nhs.net
zzText: 07342 093777

EDS2 (Equality Delivery System)
To find out more about our approach to achieve the Goals and Outcomes of EDS2 (Equality Delivery
System) visit the Equality and Diversity section on the CCG website at:
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-you/equality-diversity
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The CCG working together with partners
The CCG works is a member of the One Gloucestershire Integrated Care System (ICS) partnership;
feedback collected from local people and communities through our engagement activities informs the
strategic thinking across the ICS.
The CCG works with a wide range of partners from statutory, voluntary and community organisations.
These key relationships are shown at: www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2020/02/Working-together-for-you.pdf
Providing firm foundations for the development of better future services by building strong and
sustainable relationships and engaging in open conversations can avoid surprises, build trust, confidence
and credibility and engender mutual respect.

Patient and Public Engagement Team
Our Patient and Public Engagement Team advises the CCG on ways to actively engage our local
community; seek feedback on services, plans and proposals; and ensures that the CCG complies with
current legislation relating to engagement and equality. We are a small team and are there to help people
and communities to get involved in shaping health and care ¬in Gloucestershire. We also provide advice
and support CCG staff and our member GP practices.
This year we have presented information about the CCG’s approach to Patient and Public Engagement at
all new staff induction sessions and provided Engagement ‘taster’ sessions through the CCG staff “lunch
and learn” programme. We have also invited local communities to share their experiences with our staff.
A representative from the deaf community recently joined us at a ‘lunch and learn’, prompting a staff
member who attended to say:
“The session was a real eye-opener. I had no idea that BSL is a language in its own right and had always
assumed that people who use BSL could easily read English. The experience today has made me realise
just how difficult it is for people to lip-read too – thanks so much for inviting Gloucestershire Deaf
Association.”
Patient and Public Engagement Team skills include:
zzthe planning, design and delivery of engagement and consultation activities
zzdeveloping and undertaking survey work and reporting
zzproviding support to patients who want to share their experiences of using NHS services, raise a
concern, ask questions or need help to access healthcare
zzproviding advice on equality good practice
zzGraphic Facilitation
zztraining (accredited trainer for NHS England’s10 Steps to Even Better Engagement)
zzsupporting NHS Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group staff with patient and public
engagement.

CCG Information Bus - Supporting our partners to support you
Recognising the value of partnership working, we support the shared use of the CCG Information bus to
support active community involvement across Gloucestershire.
Using our Information Bus enables us to reach out to local communities and visit events and festivals
across the county. The CCG’s Information Bus has facilitated partnership working, offering information
and activities which support self-care, health and wellbeing and self-management across the communities
of Gloucestershire over the last twelve months. The Bus is also a fantastic engagement resource to
support service planning and design activities.
In twelve months the Information Bus has visited 132 community venues where we were able to talk faceto-face with over 7,000 people from across Gloucestershire. The Bus has been used for engaging with the
public on a variety of topics including:
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zzFit for the Future engagement

zzCarers

zzNHS Long Term Plan engagement

zzNHS support for military staff

zzDying Matters Week

zzICON initiative (I can cope, babies cry)

zzDiabetes including glucose testing

zzShared lives

zzInfant feeding support

zzMacmillan Urology Cancer support

zzKnow your numbers (blood pressure testing)

zzNHS research

zzImportance of hydration

zzHealthy lifestyles

zzFrailty

zzPlus many more.

In 2019/20 the CCG worked in partnership with colleagues from other NHS organisations, Gloucestershire
County Council and local district and borough councils. We also held engagement and awareness-raising
sessions with a wide range of community organisations including:
zzHealthy Lifestyle Service

zzGP Patient Participation Groups

zzMaternity Voices Partnership

zzPharmacists

zzPublic Health England

zzInclusion Gloucestershire

zzCitizens Advice Bureau

zzBarnwood Trust

zzIndependence Trust

zzMacmillan Cancer

zzSue Ryder

zzLGBT+ Partnership

zzGreat Oaks Hospice

zzPlus many more.

Contact the Information Bus Facilitator (GLCCG.informationbus@nhs.net ) to find out how we can help
you plan and deliver your event. The team can also be contacted on 0300 421 1794 or 07900 737 346.

Additional support to GP member practices
The CCG Engagement Team supports practices and Patient Participation Groups to engage with their
practice population about changes and developments such as branch closures, staff changes and
premises developments.
From April 2016, it has been a contractual requirement for all English GP practices to form a Patient
Participation Group (PPG). In Gloucestershire we have a countywide network of active PPGs who
meet together on a quarterly basis. The CCG offers support and advice to our PPGs and we have a
dedicated online PPG resource: www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-you/your-views/patientparticipation-groups
This year there are several new features to support PPGs such as: free equipment hire to support
PPG engagement activities and signposting to NHS England’s Jargon Buster www.england.nhs.uk/
participation/resources/involvejargon

Patient Experience Team
Our Patient Experience Team deals with patient experience feedback. This includes assisting with local
resolution of individual patients’ concerns and handling the complaints process. We can also signpost to
independent advocacy support through POhWER.
We regularly liaise across multiple NHS organisations both locally in Gloucestershire and our neighbouring
counties to help resolve complex issues. Recently the CCG PALS Team has been on Tour in the CCG
Information Bus with colleagues from other PALS across the county.
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Involvement Opportunities in 2019/20
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-you/your-views/148-2/

Fit for the Future – developing urgent and hospital care in Gloucestershire
The Fit for the Future (FFTF) public and staff engagement programme, which started in August 2019,
sought views on the future provision of urgent and specialist hospital care in Gloucestershire.
The public engagement provided a range of opportunities for local people, staff and communities to
talk about ways services could be organised, so that the very best urgent advice, support and care can
be provided across the county and we can benefit from two thriving specialist hospitals in the future in
Cheltenham and Gloucester.
The focus of the engagement was on:
zzideas to support easier, faster and more convenient ways to get urgent same day advice and care
wherever people live in Gloucestershire
zzwhat’s important to local people in getting urgent (not life threatening) same day advice and care
across our communities in Gloucestershire, including illness and injury services
zzideas for a ‘Centres of Excellence’ approach to providing specialist services at the two large hospital
sites in the county
zza range of ideas for the next few years, including Accident, Emergency and Assessment Services
(including A&E), General Surgery and Image guided interventional surgery
zza new hospital for the Forest of Dean (FOD).
There were a number of innovative ways the NHS involved local people and staff, from a survey and ‘drop
in’ events to independently facilitated workshops, a live-steamed engagement hearing and a Citizen’s
Jury. Further information about the Fit for the Future Citizen’s Jury can be found at:
www.citizensjuries.org/371-2
Over 3,300 local people participated in planned activities:
zz1,230 FFTF online surveys completed
zz1,252 FFTF surveys (template) received from Cheltenham MP
zz153 FoD Hospitals surveys completed
zz28 Public Drop in Events
zz12 Independently facilitated workshops
zz1 Engagement Hearing
zz13 other events
zzWebsite - 18,872 views of the One Gloucestershire website, incl. 4,755 views of the Fit for the Future
engagement page
zz1,800 visits to the Forest of Dean website
zz21 Facebook posts (non- paid for activity), with a total reach of 34,406
zz4-week paid for Facebook advert that linked to the engagement section on the One Gloucestershire
website. This achieved a reach of 57,440 with 82 shares
zz49 tweets, with a total of 42,625 impressions
zz7,000 Hardcopy engagement booklets
We worked with Inclusion Gloucestershire, a local user led organisation, to ensure the voices of people
with protected characteristics were heard. We collected a range of demographic data from the FFTF
survey respondents (*note individuals self-select to complete surveys): Age, Role, Postcode, Disability
status, Carer status, Ethnicity, Religion/belief, Gender identity, Sexual orientation, whether Pregnant or
recently given birth.
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Respondents to the demographic survey questions broadly represented the local population profile.
Exceptions were a high response rate from people with a Cheltenham postcode and people who identify
as an unpaid carer. No ‘weighting’ was applied to feedback.
The Fit for the Future Output of Engagement Report and Appendices, which contain all feedback
received, is intended to be used as a practical resource for One Gloucestershire partners to inform the
development of priorities, programmes and potential solutions. The Report has been shared widely across
the local health and care community and is available to all on the One Gloucestershire website www.
onegloucestershire.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/FFTF-Output-of-Engagement-Report.pdf

Fit for the Future – a new hospital for the Forest of Dean
Approval was given to locate the new community hospital for the Forest of Dean in, or near, Cinderford
by NHS Boards in August 2018.
In addition a commitment was made to undertake further engagement to ensure local people are fully
involved in the development of the new community hospital in the Forest of Dean and the services that it
provides.
Consequently, we are asking people who live and work in the Forest of Dean, as well as others who
have an interest in the future provision of services here, to help up to develop ideas for the services to be
provided in the new hospital.
No decisions have been made about what services will be provided or how many beds there will be. We
are keen to ensure that we build a new hospital that will meet the needs of local people now and for the
future.

England/Wales Cross-Border Referral Assessment Service (RAS)
A Referral Assessment Service (RAS) has been established to handle all referrals to secondary care for
patients living in England with a Welsh-registered GP. All Welsh-registered GPs with patients who live in
Gloucestershire are signed up to the RAS, ensuring timely access to English health care providers for our
residents.
We are keen to hear about people’s experience of using the referral service. The information that we
collect will be helpful in monitoring the quality of the service and could lead to further improvements.

You said, we did
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-you/your-views/you-said-we-did/
‘Well done, you listened’ this is one of the many comments received this year about the engagement
activities coproduced by the CCG with health and care partners the public and communities.
We are committed to ensuring the voice of our patients, carers, staff and the public inform the design
and delivery of local services with feedback collected through our engagement and consultation activities
reported to service leads and decision makers.
Information about engagement and consultation, together with details of how we have used feedback
to shape local plans and services is shown below. If you have been involved in shaping services, or
have given feedback as part of any of our local engagement programmes, and would like any further
information about this work please do not hesitate to contact us at: GLCCG.participation@nhs.net
Here are a few examples of our engagement work in 2019/20:
The CCG working with local communities - Engaging with the local Black, Asian and Minority
(BAME) community groups: In December 2019, local BAME community members came together with
the local NHS, including the CCG, and the local police to have conversations exploring how the local NHS
engages and involves with local BAME community groups. The key themes from the conversations were
captured in a graphic representation drawn by a member of the CCG Engagement Team.
In February 2020, we all came back together to update on progress. Particular highlights were the plans
by Gloucestershire Health and Care NHS Foundation Trust (community and mental health services) to
advertise regularly on the local community radio station GlosFM: www.gloucesterfm.com and the
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CCG Information Bus is booked to attend the JamDay celebrations later this year (these may be postponed
due to Covid-19 restrictions).
At the event, community representatives raised questions and concerns about the new national law
regarding changes to organ donation – the CCG looked into the concerns and was able to provide the
following information the next day.
The CCG working with Integrated Care System (ICS) Partners - Developing our local NHS Long
Term Plan: We engaged with local communities in the development of our local NHS Long Term Plan.
Healthwatch Gloucestershire supported this engagement, gathering the views of the public on their
camper van tour of the county.
As with all engagement and consultation activities undertaken by the CCG, a full Output of Engagement
Report has been produced (including all feedback received). As the NHS Long Term Plan has an impact
across the whole of health and social care services, we asked local people and communities and staff
when thinking about developing our local long term plan: what matters to you? Information about the
engagement we undertook locally, including a series of illustrative short films, can be found on the One
Gloucestershire Integrated Care System website at: www.onegloucestershire.net/yoursay/closedengagements-local-nhs-long-term-plan
The CCG working with its Providers – Joint Trans learning event with Gloucestershire Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust: The event, held in December 2019, aimed to hear about the healthcare
experiences of the Trans community, explore how improvements could be made and provide them with
the opportunity to shape Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust’s Trans Care Policy. Read all
about the project, the outcomes and next steps here: www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-you/
your-views/you-said-we-did/working-with-our-providers-trans-learning-event
When asked “what matters to you,” five over-arching themes were identified:
zzCommunication: for example - Don’t make assumptions; ask me questions and communicate openly
zzMy care: for example - Treat me with compassion, dignity and respect
zzKeep me safe: for example - Rainbow badge wearers all feel confident to advise and support patients
and colleagues
zzPersonalised care: for example - Helping patients to feel like themselves – having their personal care
kits on wards with hair, skin care and make-up/beauty products, as well as shaving accessories
zzMy information: for example - Care of trans people is ‘normal’, not highlighted or different.
Next Steps: NHS Gloucestershire CCG is working in partnership
with Gloucestershire Hospitals Trust to develop the “About me”
information.
The aim is that patients will be able to complete a simple card that
contains any information about their wishes that they would like to
share.
The draft card will be circulated to the LGBT+ Partnership and
other communities, such as BAME groups and those with physical
disabilities, for comment. Circulation of the cards is yet to be
finalised, with options to distribute through the Central Booking
Office, GP practices and Community Nursing Teams being
considered.
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The CCG working with its Providers - Integration Accelerator Pilot with Gloucestershire Health
and Care NHS Foundation Trust: This pilot is looking at joint health and social care assessments. The
focus is on people with serious mental illness under the care of Gloucestershire Health and Care NHS
Foundation Trust and eligible for a care act assessment, also people with Learning Disabilities (LD) who
also have mental health need.
We have had an ‘expert by experience’ and his carer as part of the pilot team from the beginning.He is
from a Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) background.
The new style of assessment has been co-produced with the individuals and staff who are using it.
Fortnightly ‘action learning groups’ have been attended by staff and experts by experience to review
learning and feedback.
Several of the individuals who have experienced the assessment have now joined the ‘experts
by experience’ team. Case studies are being written up, and a video ‘The Girl Who Climbs’
widely shared, including with the national NHSE Personalised Care group: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XOHGN7ikxF0
A workshop showcasing Personalised Care with staff from across the community and mental health
trust included a panel of people with lived experience sharing their experiences of care. An ‘expert by
experience’ and his carer have been part of the pilot team.
Learning and outcomes: Outcome of engagement around design of care and support assessment and
plan – the plan is much more fit for purpose, holistic and feedback from individuals includes one very
difficult to engage person saying: ‘Well done, you listened’.
The CCG working with local families - Journey to Parenthood: Developing Personalised Care
Plans in Maternity: Women had expressed a desire to keep a diary/journal of their journey, as they were
unable to keep their clinical notes.
In order to understand what a personalised care plan would look like for local women and ensure women
feel that they are being listened to and leading their own care, we enlisted the help of our Maternity
Voices Partnership (MVP): www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-you/your-views/you-said-wedid/journey-to-parenthood-developing-personalised-care-plans-in-maternity
The MVP led a series of engagement activities to better understand
what local women want from personalised care plans including the
questions they would like to be asked, and at what point in their
journey.
On one occasion the MVP advertised a coffee morning through their
facebook page, and ran a morning asking women ‘what matters to
you?’ with topics ranging from early pregnancy to postnatally. The
women were clear that they wanted this in a digital format, specifically
not an app. This is when the Journey to Parenthood was born!
Once the Journal was drafted, the content was reviewed by a variety
of groups such as Maternity Voices Partnership members, the Perinatal
Mental Health Patient Participation Group, Maternity Partnership
Team, Health Visitors and clinical staff to ensure the content was
suitable.
Next steps: By March 2021, we hope that all women giving birth in
Gloucestershire will have access to a personalised care plan during
their maternity journey.

The Journey to
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Your interactive Journey to Parenthood provides you with
an opportunity to create a journal detailing what matters
to you, during your pregnancy, labour and after birth.
The journal will give your maternity team the opportunity to get to know you better and understand your
feelings and priorities. This is an opportunity for you and your partner to consider what is important to you,
share this with professionals and personalise your care. We would encourage you to consider the benefits of
using a personalised care plan; personal to you and your circumstances.

Early Days

Mid to Late Pregnancy
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Sharing your news
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Meeting your
Midwife and your
dating scan

Your 20
week scan

Your Birth
Preferences

Preparing for Birth
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Planning to meet
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Life as a
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The next
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My Journey
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To support their decision making, we have provided unbiased information available through www.
glosmaternityvoices.nhs.uk including the latest evidence and what services are available within
Gloucestershire.
We are currently trialling the journal in a small pilot within the Forest of Dean and Gloucester and are
actively receiving feedback on the content, look and feel of the journal to ensure it is received well and
remains fit for purpose and women feel it is something they would use and find useful.
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The CCG working with young people - Young Minds Matter: Gloucestershire Trailblazer
Programme Mental Health Support Teams: Early on in the planning stages for our Mental Health
Support Teams, we identified a need to engage with young people and parents earlier rather than later,
so that their feedback could influence the entry pathway into teams, how teams are promoted within
schools and how parents access help for both their child and for themselves to better support their child.
Young people told us that the term Mental Health Support Teams did not resonate with them and
therefore Gloucestershire has renamed this programme ‘Young Minds Matter’.
Further engagement with a range of young people and parents, helped us to test some assumptions
about how the programme would run including informing GP’s and parents when a young person had
accessed the service.
Learning and outcomes: Within the programme, we had made some assumptions based on current
services e.g. informing GPs or parents that a young person had received support. From our engagement
with a range of young people and parents, it became apparent that they did not want GPs to be
informed.
They felt that low to moderate support around things such as exam stress did not need to be medically
documented and many felt this could be more damaging than helpful.
Furthermore, parents were fully supportive of not being informed, unless life threatening, if their child had
reached out for support from the mental health support team.
This was extremely encouraging and gave us the ability to offer a service which empowers young people
and provides them with a confidential service. It was therefore critical to engage with young people and
parents during the planning phases as this gave us the ability to respond to their needs.
The CCG working with local communities - Black Asian and Minority Ethnic groups cancer
prevention and awareness event: At times we identify that we need to undertake some additional
work in communities based on data. This was the case when a review of national and local data
told us that the uptake of screening among the Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) groups in
Gloucestershire could be improved.
Consequently we contacted one of our local partners, The Friendship Cafe and asked them to help
us shape an engagement and health promotion programme with the BME community in Gloucester
City. They suggested a prevention and awareness event should be arranged and this was designed in
partnership with them.
The event was well attended and supported by local charities and the voluntary and community sector.
We arranged for Interpreters to attend the event and support people from the local community – on
the recommendation of The Friendship Café we provided interpreters for Polish, Arabic, Urdu/Gujerati,
Chinese and Sylhetti speakers, to ensure that all attendees were able to participate.
The event was promoted through local community groups and media, including Gloucester FM radio, an
urban music community radio station.
Clinicians from local NHS provider organisations presented on prevention of Breast, Head & Neck,
Gynaecological and Lung Cancers. A Dietitian talked about importance of good nutrition and a patient
story supported this event – all supported by local interpreters. There were information stalls supported
by:
zzMacmillan & CRUK Information booklets
zzHealthy Lifestyle Service
zzBowel & Cervical Screening
zzMaggie’s
zzCharlie’s
zzArtlift
zzGloucestershire Carers.
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98 delegates from 12 different ethnic groups attended the event. Delegates were provided with an
information pack and a healthy lunch which was designed by a dietitian and chef. Lunch included a fusion
of healthy foods from each of the ethnic communities in attendance.
Learning and Outcomes: Delegates were asked what changes they would like to make as a result of the
session. Many commented on the desire to eat more healthily, do more exercise and check more regularly.
One delegate commented on feeling “empowered” and another “informed”.
The CCG working with local communities - Cardiovascular Disease Prevention: Community
Blood Pressure Testing Service: NHS Gloucestershire CCG was successful in securing funding of £100k
from the British Heart Foundation (BHF) to ‘improve the detection and management of Hypertension.
When developing the bid, we gathered the views of the local community and healthcare professionals to
inform the kind of service we could develop.
The project has directly benefited from the input of our local BAME communities and trained BP
Volunteers. Their opinions have led to: more targeted advertising of our BP testing events; increased
attendance at the events; improved quality of information and provided in languages that match local
need.
The project has:
zzTrained non-clinical members of the community to take BP readings and signpost e.g. volunteers,
workplace ‘health’ leads, local community groups
zzEnabled Community BP Testers to sign post to Community Pharmacists so that they can set up BP
Home Monitoring if needed
zzResulted in a series of BP testing events across Gloucestershire in a wide variety of venues including
workplaces, community events, faith centres, and using the NHS Gloucestershire CCG Information Bus
zzEnabled community pharmacies to also provide opportunistic blood pressure checks
zzDeveloped a local communication campaign to promote public awareness of blood pressure and the
opportunities for testing and self-testing
zzTargeted Gloucester City residents and the BAME communities
zzProduced patient information in a variety of languages
zzTailored training, that takes account of cultural and religious needs and preferences.
How we engaged local communities and health care professionals in the project: In developing
the initial BHF bid, we wanted to gather the views of the local community and healthcare professionals to
inform the kind of service we could develop.
We carried out Face-to-Face Patient surveys in GP Practices and gathered feedback from the Gloucester
Locality Meetings and via an on-line survey for healthcare professionals.
We held a workshop with key stakeholders to gather wider views on how to improve detection
and management of hypertension. Attendees included – Patient Representation, local health care
professionals, Public Health England, British Heart Foundation, Local Pharmaceutical Committee,
Gloucestershire County Council, commissioners.
A Hypertension audit was undertaken in primary care to understand prescribing and whether patients
were on any, or the correct dosage of, medication. One of the findings was that only 50% of patients
were being treated to the recommended targets.
Detailed reports were shared with practices, to enable them to review patients’ medication accordingly,
improving the management of hypertension. A new Hypertension pathway was also developed with local
health professionals, including GPs.
The CCG working with local communities - Community Blood Pressure (BP) Testers:
Community BP Testers have been attending local events and community meetings, in addition to using
the NHS Information Bus to provide BP testing at wider events such as Barton and Tredworth Cultural
Fayre and Gloucester Pride.
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We have recently held a Coffee and Chat morning for the current Community BP Testers to be able to
feedback how things are going and provide them with a refresher. One Volunteer Community BP Tester
said:
“I really enjoy being a BP tester. 2/3 years ago, my high BP was picked up via healthy living sessions I was
attending. My GP explained that if I didn’t start taking the tablets I may have a stroke or a heart attack. It
did rather shock me as I was a Social Care Assessor and have seen several clients who had survived heart
attack and stroke and are living with their disabilities. I am now on medication, but I am also exercising
regularly. This is the reason why I volunteer to be a BP tester and I share my own journey with those I
advise to see the pharmacists for a re-test or to go to the GP. I do enjoy the opportunities to meet, chat
and help so many people.”

Sharing your experiences
We use the experiences of local people and our staff to continually improve and develop our services.
Some of these experiences have been captured in a series of short films. www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.
uk/multimedia/patient-stories

Reducing Health Inequalities
The Health and Social Care Act 2012 S26 (14R) sets out how Clinical Commissioning Groups have a duty
to work to reduce inequalities in its population
Health inequalities are unfair and avoidable differences in health across the population, and between
different groups within society. They do not occur randomly but are largely socially determined by factors
beyond the individual’s control. These conditions influence our opportunities for good health, and how
we think, feel and act, and this shapes our mental health, physical health and wellbeing.
Health inequalities exist across the country and Gloucestershire is no exception. Although Gloucestershire
is typically a healthy place this overall picture hides inequalities throughout the county.
Many health inequalities are associated with deprivation. Gloucestershire is a relatively affluent county,
though pockets of deprivation do exist, particularly in the main urban areas and in some of the market
towns.
Generally, men living in the least deprived areas of Gloucestershire can expect to live 8.1 years longer than
men living in the most deprived areas and women can expect to live 5.3 years longer.
However, county level data masks even greater inequality in certain parts of the county, such as within
Gloucester City, where the gap is 11.9 years for men and 10.5 years for women. Through our use of
insight and data the CCG is aware that these inequalities exist and is committed to reducing them. The
reduction of health inequalities is seen as a ‘golden thread’ that runs through all the work we do.
We have a number of countywide strategies and tools in place to identify and target health inequalities
across our county. These include:
zzThe Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) – this is used to assess the current and future health and
care needs of our local populations. Within Gloucestershire we are currently refreshing the JSNA to
make it a more useable and useful tool. The new version will be web based and will provide three tiers
of information with each containing more detail. Alongside the data our refreshed JSNA will host a
repository for case studies and evaluations, creating a sharing platform across the local system
zzThe Health and Wellbeing strategy – We have refreshed our health and wellbeing strategy and have
identified 7 priorities for our county. The focus is on what we can tackle in partnership across our
county, but with recognition that local areas will adopt bespoke approaches based on what works in
their local context
zzOur Prevention and Health Inequalities framework – Building on the success of our Prevention and SelfCare plan we are developing a new system wide Prevention and Health Inequalities Framework to take
this work further and faster
zzPopulation Health Management - We are committed to using data to further develop our
understanding of local health and care needs. The population health management approach allows
us to fully understand needs using the wealth of data available to us, and to tailor our services
accordingly.
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Each of the strategies and tools is implemented and used locally in the context of our ‘Gloucestershire
Way’ of doing things. This approach recognises that positive health and wellbeing outcomes and a
reduction in health inequalities will not be achieved by a ‘doing to’ culture and meaningful social change
will only occur when people and communities have the opportunities and facility to control and manage
their own futures.
The Gloucestershire Way describes our system wide, long term approach to how we interact with
communities and recognise local strengths. There are some excellent examples of this in practice locally
which are sometimes referred to as ‘strengths based’ or ‘asset based’ approaches.
There is a huge amount of work going on across our system to reduce health inequalities and improve
health and wellbeing outcomes for our population. This annual report cannot capture all of this work in
detail but the following examples will highlight how we are utilising data and analysis techniques working
in combination with our local teams, knowledge and communities to reduce the inequalities in the
county.

The Health Inequalities fellowship
The Health Inequalities Fellowship was designed in discussion with GP practices and stakeholders
across health and care to support GPs working in the inner city area of Gloucester to become more
knowledgeable about the different services on their patch.
The project is a true collaboration between GP Practices, the CCG, Health Education England, Public
Health and NHS England/Improvement.
The scheme targets specific GP practices where patients may experience complex health care needs or
face challenging social situations, often based in pockets of deprivation.
GP have led on projects such as supporting the development of a specialist asylum seekers and refugees
service, focusing on topics such as mental health, and obesity.
The Fellowship was a finalist in the national NHS Parliamentary Awards after winning the South West
Awards in the Health Equalities Category. It was also a finalist in the 2019 HSJ awards (Workforce
Category).

Smoking and obesity in pregnancy
All pregnant women are offered a Carbon Oxide test at booking and those that are identified as smokers
are referred to the Gloucestershire Healthy Lifestyles Service (HLS). Women and their partners are able to
have 12 weeks of free support to become smoke-free.
Women with a Body Mass Index (BMI) of between 30 and 40 can also be referred to HLS for support to
lead a healthier lifestyle. HLS has also worked with our current services and stakeholders to develop a
targeted programme of healthy lifestyles support (‘Healthy Me, Baby and Beyond’) for women with the
greatest needs during pregnancy and the two years following birth. A specialist Healthy Lifestyles Midwife
post has been created (funded jointly with Public Health) to support the development and delivery of this
programme, as well as a Healthy Lifestyles Coach being available in the antenatal clinic.
A three month pilot of the programme was completed in September 2019, and the programme is now
being rolled out. Between January and March 2019, this service helped 79% of pregnant smokers who
took up support with HLS to quit within 4 weeks. This puts Gloucestershire in the top three areas in the
country.

Infant feeding
Despite our average breastfeeding rates at 6-8 weeks being relatively high, there are inequalities between
areas. Gloucester and the Forest of Dean have historically had the lowest prevalence, which correlates to
areas of higher deprivation. Our strategy and action plan has a focus on interventions to reduce these
inequalities.
We currently have two charitable organisations which provide breastfeeding peer support in the
community, with a focus around support provided in low prevalence areas. In 2018-19 we awarded a
grant to the Gloucestershire Breastfeeding Support Network to broaden access to pregnant women as
well as mothers of newborn babies.
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In October 2019, we launched a project to pilot a social marketing campaign aimed at 16-25 year old
mothers in Gloucester, to identify barriers and attitudes towards breastfeeding. At the end of this pilot,
we aim to have increased breastfeeding rates among this population who are less likely to initiate or
continue breastfeeding. This scheme will run to October 2020 and the outcomes of this will inform
further action.
In addition, Gloucestershire County Council has secured recurrent funding for 2020/21 to promote
positive infant feeding practices. Ideas for how this funding will be used include providing grants to local
charities to support training and peer support group costs and developing Baby Friendly Accreditation
standards in the community.

Saving Babies Lives
The ‘Saving Babies Lives’ Stillbirth Care Bundle is one of the main strands of the Safer Care workstream
working towards the national ambition to halve the rates of stillbirths, neonatal and maternal deaths by
2025, with a 20% reduction by 2020.
We have developed a bespoke system-wide Gloucestershire Maternity Safety Improvement Plan, which
details how we will meet the requirements of Saving Babies Lives version 2, including our arrangements
for annually reviewing stillbirths.
To support reductions in stillbirths and further improve safety and improved outcomes and experience of
families we will be implementing ‘Continuity of Carer’ over 2021 with a target of providing this model of
care to 51% of women by 2023.
Women who receive continuity of carer are 16% less likely to lose their baby, and for women from
BAME groups and those living in deprived areas, midwifery-led continuity of care is linked to significant
improvements in clinical outcomes. We will prioritise those from more disadvantaged and BAME
communities, as the latter in particular are identified as being at higher risk of poorer outcomes.

Children’s Tier 2 Healthy Weight pilot
Levels of obesity among children are strongly associated with deprivation. In Gloucestershire, in line with
national trends, obesity levels among children living in the most deprived areas are almost double the rate
in the least deprived areas.

The inequality gap has increased over the last decade, particularly among 10-11 year olds. Our data shows
the prevalence of severe obesity among 10-11 year olds in Gloucester is 5%, which is the highest in the
region, and significantly higher than the national rate of 4.2%.
In conjunction with the local Public Health team, the CCG has commissioned a ‘test and learn’ pilot to
identify, through co-production, what works in helping local families achieve and sustain a healthier
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weight. Already underway, the pilot is due to run through until March 2021 in Gloucester City and the
Forest of Dean where obesity-related inequalities are greatest.
We engaged in depth with local families (60 participants) through a series of events and focus groups.
Of those we engaged with, 74% were from the most deprived quintiles. Through this engagement and
coproduction we have been able to shape an intervention which aims to truly meet the needs of those
families. The first rotation of the pilot is currently underway with a total of 32 families across the two
sites. We will evaluate this pilot during 2020/21 with a view to rolling this service out across the county
from 2021/22 onwards.

Population Health Management (PHM)
Population Health Management (PHM) seeks to improve population health through the planning and
delivery of care driven by data and intelligence. The overall aim of PHM is to improve the health and
wellbeing of the population; enhance patient experience of care; reduce per capita cost of healthcare and
improve productivity; increase the wellbeing and engagement of the workforce; and address health and
care inequalities.
Over the last year, the CCG has been developing its PHM capabilities and is part of a 20 week
development programme in partnership with NHS England and Optum Health Solutions to improve our
ability to use PHM to achieve the aforementioned aims. A number of projects using the PHM approach
have been implemented over the last year including:
zzA model using risk stratification to identify ‘High Intensity Users’ of services to enable a multidisciplinary approach to care and local exploration of a whole population segmentation model for
Gloucestershire
zzPopulation Health Information has also been used to support case-finding in a range of areas including
Complex Care at Home to provide more proactive care
zzTo further the potential of predictive analytics in the county, work is being undertaken to explore the
feasibility of building a predictive model for frailty using linked health and social care data
zzLocality and Primary Care Network Intelligence has been developed to support Integrated Locality
Partnerships (ILPs) and Primary Care Networks in identifying variation in outcomes and/or care and
support priority setting at a place level. This local data has been combined with local insight and
knowledge to develop a set of priorities for each of the ILPs to develop interventions to tackle.

Using a community and strengths based approach to reach out to people with diabetes
People’s opportunities for improving their mental and physical health are influenced by factors outside of
the health and care system. They lie in the circumstances in which people are born, grow, live, work and
age: the social determinants of health. Creating a healthier population for people with particularly Type 2
diabetes includes addressing the role of both the physical and social factors which shape neighbourhoods
and places.
Councils play a critical role as the voices of their local community. They are aware of the local health and
care issues through engagement with their system partners and can help champion the requirement for
local communities to be systematically involved in design to improve the health and wellbeing of people
with diabetes in their neighbourhoods and places. It is for this reason the CCG has worked with both the
Forest of Dean District Council and Gloucester City Council (our two most deprived Local Authorities) in
2019/20 to introduce two part-time Community Builder roles to engage with people with diabetes during
2020/21. The expected outcomes of these roles are to:
zzEstablish a deep understanding of the defined area, working with local residents and organisations to
identify any barriers to the support available to residents with a diagnosis of diabetes
zzWork with residents and organisations to identify what community assets and strengths are available
and take opportunities to build upon these
zzSupport residents to make ‘connections’ in the community i.e. connecting local people who want to
take action to better manage their diabetes through conversation, story-sharing and sign-posting
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Map of prevelance of Type 2 diabetes and
deprivation (red areas), Gloucester City

Map of Type 2 diabetes and deprivation
(red areas), Forest of Dean

zzSupport residents to grow in confidence, enabling them to feel empowered and more connected to
their local community. It is hoped that this in turn will help improve their health and wellbeing and
have a positive impact on local health services
zzSeek opportunities to identify community leaders (community assets) with a lived experience of
diabetes who may be willing to support others in a voluntary capacity.
Progress on this project will be included in our Annual Report 2020/21.

CPGs and pathway inequalities
Focus on physical activity, diabetes and deprivation
The CCG spends 9% of its commissioning budget on diabetes and its complications and 17% of
premature deaths in the UK are caused by physical inactivity.
The health benefits of physical activity are well established, however integration into routine healthcare
has been ineffective and the narrative of Sport and Fitness has failed to engage those most at-risk or
inspire behaviour change.
Since 2017, the CCG has collaborated with KiActiv® to establish the value of everyday physical activity for
people with Type 2 diabetes living in our more deprived parts of the county.
KiActiv® is a 12-week clinically proven digital behaviour change programme for personalised physical
activity, supported by a trained mentor that empowers effective self-care.
It is guided development of self-management and goal setting skills, enables users to create ‘ideal’
physical activity profiles using their everyday lifestyle.
This programme is offered to people with diabetes living in our more deprived parts of the county.
To date, over 600 people have taken part in this successful programme.
On average, participants improved their:
zzDaily non-sedentary time by: 1hr 29mins
zzDaily moderate activity by: 44mins
zzDaily calorie burn by: 284kcals
zzWeekly moderate bouts by: 2hr 36mins.
These physical activity improvements relate to a 10 mmol/mol reduction in blood glucose levels and there
was reported weight loss of 3.1% body mass.
There were also significant costs saving from reductions in medicines, complications and co-morbidities.
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Community Blood Pressure Project
Hypertension (high blood pressure) is the largest single modifiable risk factor for Cardiovascular Disease
(CVD) and related disability. It is implicated in half of all strokes and heart attacks and CVD is the second
leading cause of death in Gloucestershire. There is robust evidence that action to lower blood pressure
does reduce the risk to health.
We were successful in securing funding of £100k from the British Heart Foundation to ‘improve the
detection and management of Hypertension’ and a Community Blood Pressure service was set up in
2019. The aims of the project were:
zzTo increase: awareness of High Blood Pressure and other risk factors for CVD and to increase the
detection of people with High BP
zzTo provide patients with information and education on; healthy lifestyles, statins and services to
support them
zzTo target areas of higher deprivation and areas of BME communities (research shows that these areas
have a higher rate of hypertension. The Kings Fund ‘people from the most deprived areas in England
are 30% more likely than the least deprived to have high blood pressure’).
The project worked closely with the Friendship Café a local BME community venue and café in Gloucester
and with the Councils Community Development Support Team Manager.
They helped us produce, organise and advertise the training events for people to become BP Testers and
aided with the development of Blood Pressure information leaflets in a variety of languages.
To date, we have trained over 50 non-clinical individuals to take BP readings and signpost - volunteers
include people from Friendship Café, Gloucestershire Chinese Women’s Guild, St Ann Society of
Gloucester Church, Ebony Community Carers, Al Ashraf Secondary School, Redeemed Christian Church of
God, Barton and Tredworth Memory café.
We have run a series of BP testing events across Gloucestershire in a wide variety of venues such as
workplaces, community events, faith centres, cultural events and fayres and the CCG Information Bus. We
have tested over 500 people.
The majority have said they would not have thought of getting their Blood Pressure checked. The
Community BP Testing service data shows that around 35% of people tested have been detected with
high blood pressure and referred for further testing or treatment.
The project has benefited from engagement of the local BME communities as we would not have known
where best to advertise our BP testing events, we would not have known how to tailor our training so
that is was appropriate for certain religions and we may have not had as many people trained up. We
would not have been entirely sure which languages to print the patient leaflets in and what kind of
information was appropriate to include.

Health and Wellbeing Strategy
During 2019/20, a new Health and Wellbeing Strategy in Gloucestershire was developed.
This work was overseen by the Health and Wellbeing Board of which the CCG is an active partner.
The new strategy was developed through the Health and Wellbeing Board engaging with partners and
communities across the county.
The vision for the health and wellbeing strategy is ‘Gloucestershire is a place where everyone can live well,
be healthy and thrive.’
Under this vision we have identified seven priorities:
zzPhysical Activity
zzAdverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) and resilience
zzMental wellbeing
zzSocial isolation and loneliness
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zzHealthy lifestyles (with an initial focus on
healthy weight)
zzBest start in life
zzHousing.
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The work to deliver against these priorities will be overseen by the health and wellbeing board and
delivered in partnership with organisations, communities and the public across the whole county.
Although we have been refreshing the strategy during 2019/20, we have not stood still and action against
all of the seven priorities is already underway. Some examples of the work we are doing include:

Physical Activity Priority
Delivery of our ‘We Can Move’ countywide physical activity movement.
Working with partners we are creating a social movement which enables people to build physical activity
into their daily lives. The ‘We Can Move’ programme aims to create a culture of daily physical activity
through:
zzInfluencing peoples’ day to day behaviours so they get active and stay active
zzCreating social norms and support networks that enable and support people to get and stay active
zzTackling the policy and infrastructure barriers that prevent people getting or staying active.
During 2019 a host of activity was delivered through We Can Move including:
zzGetting 164 primary schools across the county undertaking the Daily Mile which sees children walk,
jog or run a mile a day. We also launched a recognition scheme which rewards schools for doing this
in the right way and helps to ensure children get the most from this activity
zzLaunching our ‘fall-proof’ older adult’s strength and balance campaign. Through this more than 1,250
people have received materials to help them undertake strength and balance exercises in their own
homes
zzDelivering the Beat the Street game during the summer of 2019 which saw more than 10,000 people
getting out and active.

Social Isolation and loneliness Priority
In 2019, the Enabling Active Communities Group and Safer Gloucester Board approved a deep dive into
Social Isolation and Loneliness. This work recognised the strong link between having meaningful social
connections and living a healthy and fulfilled life.
Through the implementation of this deep dive we want to create a county where social isolation
and loneliness are recognised openly as something likely to affect us all and where the
importance of Gloucestershire’s social infrastructure to grow connectivity and community
cohesion is understood and acted upon. Whilst it is early stages, the implementation of the deep
dive will take place in three phases:
zzPhase 1 – Awareness raising and reducing the stigma associated with social isolation and loneliness.
Start to create opportunities to bring people together in communities and workplaces. For example
Gloucestershire starting a ‘neighbours day’
zzPhase 2 – Focus on prevention for the known transition points in people’s lives i.e. starting school,
leaving school, moving into a care home. This phase will also focus on use of technology to connect
people who live apart and seek intergenerational opportunities
zzPhase 3 – Making best use of resources and community spaces. This will include working with arts and
culture and creating opportunities for new housing developments.
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Constitutional Targets - Performance 2019/20
Gloucestershire healthcare providers and the CCG work in collaboration to ensure that all services are
performing to the highest standards.
Our aim as One Gloucestershire partners is that patients receive appropriate high quality and timely care,
and that services meet the standards set out in the NHS Constitution.
The CCG monitors progress against national and local targets via its performance framework with
accountability to its Governing Body. Local targets are set as part of the CCG and System Operational
Plan at the start of the year.
2019/20 has continued to be a challenging year nationally with regards to performance against many NHS
constitutional targets, and this has been the case in Gloucestershire as well.
However there are many areas where Gloucestershire performance has improved or remained stable,
where other areas have seen deterioration.
In particular, performance has remained close to the target for the Diagnostics standard (less than 1% of
patients waiting more than 6 weeks for a diagnostic test) and Gloucestershire is the best performing area
for this standard in the South West of England.
In addition patients referred to hospital with suspected cancer are now only in rare cases having to wait
more than 2 weeks for their first outpatient or diagnostic test, and adherence to key cancer waiting time
targets has remained stable or improved throughout 2019/20.
Our local acute provider, Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust (GHFT), has made significant
steps towards recovering the waiting times for consultant led treatment (Referral to Treatment target),
with lower numbers of patients on the waiting list than in previous years, and good progress towards the
elimination of 52 week waits for treatment in line with the national target, although due to the Covid-19
response it is likely that performance will be challenging in the coming year.
Demand on Urgent Care services has continued to rise both locally and nationally, and the national 4
hour target (to see and treat or admit 95% of patients within 4 hours) has not been met in 2019/20.
However, Gloucestershire A&E and Minor Injury Units performance remains above the level of
performance seen nationally.
A summary of where Gloucestershire has met the NHS Constitution targets in 2019/20 is shown below:
2019/20 2020/21
Status forecast
Cancer - All cancer 2 week waits – At least 93% of patients seen for the first time
within 2 weeks of referral

Green

Green

Cancer - at least 98% of patients to receive subsequent treatment for cancer within
31 days of diagnosis - Drug Regime

Green

Green

Cancer - at least 94% of patients to receive subsequent treatment for cancer within
31 days of diagnosis - Radiotherapy

Green

Green

Cancer - 62 day wait for first treatment following referral from an NHS cancer
screening service

Green

Green

Cancer - Two week wait for breast symptoms – At least 93% of patients seen for the
first time within 2 weeks of referral

Green

Green

Dementia Diagnosis rate – at least 2/3 of people aged over 65 with dementia
receiving a formal diagnosis

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

IAPT Recovery rate – at least 50% of people with anxiety and depression making a
recovery following treatment by an “Improving Access to Psychological Therapies”
service
Delayed Transfer of Care (to be below 3.5% of all occupied beds)
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Despite these successes, and improvement throughout 2019/20, there are targets that the CCG has
struggled to achieve, and will remain a focus for improvement throughout 2020/21:
2019/20
Status

2020/21
forecast

Amber

Amber

Red

Amber

Ambulance Category 1 (urgent life threatening call) average response time to be
less than 7 minutes

Amber

Green

Cancer – at least 96% patients to receive first definitive treatment within 31
days of a cancer diagnosis

Amber

Green

Amber

Green

Red

Amber

Red

Amber

Mixed sex accommodation breaches (zero tolerance)

Amber

Green

Diagnostic test waiting times – not more than 1% patients having to wait over 6
weeks for diagnostic test

Amber

Green

IAPT Access Rate – at least 17% of people with anxiety and depression
accessing an “Improving Access to Psychological Therapies” service

Amber

Amber

The percentage of incomplete pathways within 18 weeks for patients on
incomplete pathways at the end of the period to be more than 92% (Referral to
treatment - RTT)
Referral to Treatment pathways incomplete at greater than 52 weeks (zero
tolerance)

Cancer – at least 94% of patients to receive subsequent treatment for cancer
within 31 days of diagnosis – surgery
Cancer - 62 day cancer treatment target (percentage of patients receiving
first definitive treatment for cancer within 62 days of an urgent GP referral for
suspected cancer to be greater than 85%)
Cancer - 62 day cancer treatment target (percentage of patients receiving
first definitive treatment for cancer within 62 days of consultant referral for
suspected cancer to be greater than 90%)

The tables above relate to NHS Constitution requirements. Expectations are laid out in annual planning
guidance: www.england.nhs.uk/publication/preparing-for-2019-20-operational-planning-andcontracting/
Referral to Treatment (RTT): Following the implementation of a new electronic patient administration
system at GHFT reporting against the national RTT target had been suspended, resuming at the end of
2018/19. GHFT is now reporting RTT nationally, and the total waiting list for Gloucestershire patients
has reduced throughout 2019/20, with fewer patients also waiting more than 18 weeks for consultant
led treatment. CCG continues to monitor long delays for patients waiting for treatment with monthly
performance meetings with GHFT where any breaches of 52 weeks are discussed.
Where Gloucestershire patients are seen and receive their treatment at out of county providers, the CCG
is provided with assurance that all patients who are delayed have been clinically reviewed. Performance
management is being undertaken in conjunction with the lead commissioner for planned care, through
the access and performance meeting. For the provider Trusts where we are an associate commissioner, we
receive the monthly performance position highlighting the issues and have an opportunity to challenge
progress.
Despite the improvements seen in RTT during 2019/20, it is likely that performance will remain challenging
during 2020/21 as the NHS as a whole recovers from the widespread cancellation of elective (planned)
procedures due to Covid-19. Planning for recovery is underway, and urgent treatments continue.
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4 hours emergency department wait: The national target (to see and treat or admit 95% of patients
within 4 hours at an Emergency Department or Minor Injury Unit) has been a significant challenge for the
majority of emergency departments throughout 2019/20.
Despite performance being below 95% across the Gloucestershire system, it compares well with other
areas nationally. Gloucestershire system performance against the 4 hour target was 87.3% for 2019/20,
compared to a national position of 85.7%.
In order to support delivery of this target, Gloucestershire has focussed on a number of projects which
help spread the demand on urgent care and keep patients moving through the system. In particular:
zzProvision of community services as alternatives to A&E and hospital admission;
zzImproved discharge from hospital to make sure patients are able to go home as soon as they are well;
zzImproved advice and guidance resources so patients are confident to self-care where appropriate and
clinicians are able to direct patients to the right place for treatment first time;
zzProvision of specialist rehabilitation services to help patients recover more quickly and to a higher level.
Ambulance Response time: Performance against the average response time to Category 1 (left
threatening) calls target has been much improved in Gloucestershire, with this trend expected to continue
into 2020/21. Gloucestershire also has a strong track record of minimising ambulance handover delays at
its acute trust, ensuring ambulances and paramedics are free to respond to urgent incidents.
Diagnostic waits: The proportion of patients waiting over 6 weeks for a diagnostic procedure has
remained stable compared to 2018/19. Performance has been good at local provider GHFT, where
overall performance has meant less than 1% of patients have waited more than 6 weeks for a test in
2019/20. Some out of county providers have struggled to meet this target in 2019/20, hence the overall
performance not meeting the 1% target. Focus on this target across the South West region should
ensure that performance continues to improve in 2020/21. Some diagnostic procedures will have longer
waiting lists in 2020/21 as a result of the Covid-10 response, however plans are in place to ensure urgent
diagnostic procedures are prioritised and additional capacity is being investigated to help reduce the
backlog of patients waiting
Cancer waiting times: Delivery of cancer targets remains a countywide focus, with a cross
organisational cancer programme group continually working to improve referral pathways and experience
for Gloucestershire patients.
Performance against the 2 week wait target for patients to be seen or receive their first diagnostic
test within 2 weeks of referral has improved significantly in 2019/20, with the target being met in full
throughout the second half of the year.
Performance against the 62 day treatment target continues to be an area of concern, especially in the
Urology specialty. The CCG has worked closely with GHFT to agree a plan for recovery, including pathway
reviews and additional clinics to minimise delays for treatment. While urgent cancer treatment has
continued during the Covid-19 response, there are likely to be some patients who have delayed treatment
during this time. This is likely to impact on time to treatment targets in 2020/21. Referrals for suspected
cancer have also dropped significantly towards the end of 2019/20; this may put pressure on the system
in 2020/21 as patients seek reassurance for possible cancer symptoms which they may have delayed. The
health community developed a localised version of the national ‘Help us help you get the treatment you
need’ campaign to encourage people with symptoms of potentially serious illnesses to make contact with
the NHS.
A new cancer standard is due to be introduced in 2020/21, which will aim to see patients receiving a
diagnosis of cancer (or cancer ruled out) within 28 days of referral on a cancer pathway. This target is
expected to improve patient experience and support delivery of faster treatment times.
Mental health targets: Dementia diagnoses help patients access the care and support they need, and
allows people to plan ahead if a diagnosis is made in a timely manner. Gloucestershire CCG continues to
meet dementia diagnosis rates, achieving the standard of 66.7% of patients estimated to have dementia
receiving a formal diagnosis in 2019/20 with people with dementia supported by GP practices and GHC
memory clinics.
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The Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) service (“Let’s Talk”) is provided by Gloucestershire
Health and Care (GHC) and supports those with low level depression and anxiety, aiming to ensure that
patients are better able to manage their mental health.
The service is expecting to receive an increase in referrals in 2020/21 due to the impact of Covid-19 on
people’s mental health. While the service has delivered the expected 50% recovery rate in 2019/20, this
may be challenging particularly at the start of 2020/21 due to challenges with providing services such as
group therapy in line with social distancing guidance, and patients choosing to delay treatment due to
Covid-19 concerns.
The CCG is working with Gloucestershire Health and Care NHS Foundation Trust to ensure that the service
can offer patients increased online therapy options, and will continue to support the expansion of the
service to reach a wider range of people who could benefit from psychological therapy. This will include
those managing long term conditions who need integrated psychological support.

Quality Premium
The Quality Premium is intended to reward the CCG for improvements in the quality of the services that
we commission and for associated improvements in health outcomes and reducing inequalities.
In 2019/20 we were assessed against our targets for 2018/19:
Urgent Care demand management indicators:
Domain

Description

Achievement

Emergency demand
management

Actual number of Type 1 A&E attendances to be
no greater than the planned number of Type 1 A&E
attendances

Achieved

Emergency demand
management

Actual number of non-elective admissions with LOS=0 to
be no greater than the planned number of non-elective
Achieved
admissions with LOS=0

Emergency demand
management

Actual number of non-elective admissions with LOS of 1
day or more to be no greater than the planned number
of non-elective admissions with LOS of 1 day or more

Not Achieved

Description

Achievement

Quality Indicators:
Domain

Cancer – Cancers
diagnosed at early stage

Demonstrate a 4 percentage point improvement in the
proportion of cancers (specific cancer sites, morphologies
and behaviour*) diagnosed at stages 1 and 2 in the 2017
calendar year compared to the 2016 calendar year
OR

Not Achieved

Achieve greater than 60% of all cancers (specific cancer
sites, morphologies and behaviour*) diagnosed at stages
1 and 2 in the 2017 calendar year

CCGs must ensure that more than 80% of all full NHS
CHC assessments are completed within 28 days.
Continuing Healthcare

Partly Achieved
(only 0.8% of
&
assessments
CCGs must ensure that less than 15% of all full NHS CHC took place in an
acute setting)
assessments take place in an acute hospital setting
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Mental Health –
A reduction in Out of Area
Placements

Bloodstream Infections –
reducing gram negative
blood stream infections
(BSI) across the whole
health economy

Bloodstream Infections –
reduction of inappropriate
antibiotic prescribing for
urinary tract infections (UTI)
in primary care

Total bed days for people sent inappropriately out of area
Not Achieved
reduce by 33%

A 10% reduction (or greater) in all E coli BSI
&
Collection and reporting of a core primary care data set
for all E coli BSI

Partly Achieved
(Core dataset
established and
collected)

A 10% reduction (or greater) in the Trimethoprim:
Nitrofurantoin prescribing ratio
&
A 10% reduction (or greater) in the number of
trimethoprim items prescribed to patients aged 70 years
or greater

Achieved

Bloodstream Infections
– sustained reduction of
inappropriate antibiotic
prescribing in primary care

Items per Specific Therapeutic group Age-sex Related
Prescribing Unit (STAR-PU) must be equal to or below
1.161 items per STAR-PU

Achieved

Local Indicator – Improved
outcomes for stroke
patients

The percentage of applicable patients who go direct to
a stroke unit within 4 hours to be above the national
average

Achieved

The total quality premium payment for a CCG will be reduced if its providers do not meet the NHS
Constitution rights or pledges for patients in the following key indicators;
NHS Constitution Indicator

Achievement

Waiting list at end of March 2019 to be lower than March 2018

Not Achieved*

62 day wait to first definitive treatment for suspected cancer to be
above 85% standard

Not Achieved

*Due to GHFT recommencing national RTT reporting during 2018/19, the waiting list in March 2019
appeared to have increased significantly however this was due to the majority of patients waiting not
being included in national reports prior to February 2019. While the quality premium gateway was
therefore not met, from local shadow reporting it is clear that the waiting list for consultant led treatment
has reduced from March 2018 levels.
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CCG Improvement and Assessment Framework
CCGs play a major role in achieving good health outcomes for the population that they serve. NHS
England has designed a set of outcome measures (or domains), described below, that help to demonstrate
how well an individual CCG is tackling important health outcomes.
All CCG’s are assessed on a quarterly basis by NHS England against these domains/indicators based on a
standardised framework. Gloucestershire CCG has been rated Good in all areas except “Better Care” –
this domain requires improvement as not all NHS constitutional targets have been met by the CCG this
year.

Following development of Integrated Care Systems, the IAF framework will evolve to reflect a populationbased approach to improving health outcomes and reducing health inequalities. Development of this
framework will be informed by the long-term plan for the NHS. This will ensure that the ambition
described for the NHS is captured in the metrics that are used to assess and oversee CCGs and healthcare
systems in the future.
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Our Financial Performance
The CCG set a balanced budget at the start of the financial year with an in year financial position of
breakeven and a cumulative surplus of £21.47m. This cumulative surplus was brought forward from
previous years.
The CCG achieved its financial duties for 2019/2020 with a surplus of £0.004m. The details of the
financial position are given below:
Financial Summary

Total
£m

Revenue resource limit

922.616

Total net operating cost for the
financial year

922.612

In Year surplus

4.000

Brought forward surplus

21.470

Cumulative surplus used in year

-1.000

Cumulative surplus carried forward

20.474

There have been a number of financial pressures in year including:
zz Additional costs due to significantly increased costs of drugs both in primary and secondary care
zz Additional costs resulting from continuing health care and individual placements
zz Increased costs from elective (planned) care, particularly within the independent sector.

However, within the year the CCG implemented a number of savings schemes which have delivered
results, a number of schemes started in year will deliver savings in 2020/21.
Examples include:
zzMedicines management optimisation – focus on improving the management of prescribing where
clinical effectiveness evidence is low, reducing waste
zzPathway redesign, diabetes services, further implementation of changes to musculoskeletal pathways
including falls services, dermatology, gastroenterology ENT and stroke rehabilitation.
At the end of the financial year, the CCG delivered a surplus of £0.004m; this is an achievement given the
significant financial pressures faced by the CCG in 2019/20.
The CCG’s cumulative surplus at the end of 2019/20 is £20.474m; this is a reduction from 2018/19 as the
CCG drew down £1m from the start of year cumulative surplus.
The cumulative surplus above 1% of the CCG’s allocation is available to the CCG in future years to use
non-recurrently, as part of the development of the five year long term plan. NHS England has approved
the use of £10m of the CCG’s cumulative surplus in 2020/21 to help system transformation to enable the
delivery of the five year plan.
In addition, the CCG:
zzRemained within its maximum cash drawdown as agreed with NHS England
zzComplied with the Better Payments Practice Code (details provided within the annual accounts).
The accounts as presented have been prepared under a Direction issued by the NHS Commissioning
Board under the National Health Services Act 2006 (as amended).
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For the financial year 2020/21, the CCG will receive growth in allocations of £4m for delegated primary
care and £36.9m for all other areas of expenditure excluding running or administration costs. The budget
also includes £10m of cumulative surplus draw down and £10m of additional non recurrent sources of
funding.
The financial situation remains very constrained and the focus on initiatives that improve efficiency and
value for money needs to remains intensive.
The CCG’s plans for 2020/21 show a small in year surplus position of £0.062m and comply with the NHS
England business rules including investments in primary care and mental health.
The CCG, with its partners, has identified a challenging programme of savings and opportunities over
the period 2020/21 based on the Right Care Programme and other benchmarking information. These are
informing the work streams within the Gloucestershire Integrated Care System (ICS). Savings for the CCG
will fall into two main areas:
Transactional Savings:
zzThe agreement of evidence based activity planning and activity management actions with providers
including appropriate clinical controls on the access to and type of treatment
zzEngagement and influence on primary care prescribing behaviour and costs
zzProcurement savings on contracts.
Service Design/Redesign:
zzOutpatient service redesign
zzFor example the new pathways and services for Musculoskeletal and Ophthalmology services.
Informed by the CCG’s participation in the Right Care Programme we are using benchmarked intelligence
on spend and outcomes to focus our improvement activities.

Mary Hutton
Accountable Officer
18th June 2020
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Corporate Governance Report
The Corporate Governance report outlines the composition and organisation of the CCG governance
structures and how they support achievement of the CCG objectives.
It comprises the:
zzMembers’ Report
zzStatement of the Accountable Officer’s responsibilities
zzGovernance Statement.

Members’ report
NHS Gloucestershire CCG (The CCG) is responsible for planning and commissioning health services for
a local population of 650,000. The CCG was authorised in April 2013 and operates in accordance with
its Constitution (www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/publications/) with a Governing Body
comprising clinicians, lay members and executive directors. Dr Andy Seymour is the Clinical Chair of the
CCG.

Member Practices
The CCG is a clinically led organisation with 74 GP member practices, organised into 14 Primary Care
Networks and 6 Integrated Locality Partnerships.
Our member practices help to shape local health services. A listing of the 14 Primary Care Networks and
the practices within those networks can be found at: www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/
localities. Our 14 PCNs are organised into 6 Integrated Locality Partnerships: Cheltenham, Cotswolds,
Forest of Dean, Gloucester, Stroud and Berkeley Vale and Tewkesbury.

Member profiles
For a list of Governing Body members and their records of attendance at Governing Body meetings see
the CCG’s website: www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/the-governing-body/memberprofiles/

Committee(s), including Audit and Risk Committee
For a list of Audit Committee members and a record of their attendance at meetings see the CCG’s
website: www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/the-governing-body/. This also includes details
of sub-committees of the governing body and members’ record of attendance at meetings..

Register of Interests
The CCG maintains a Register of Interests in line with its Standards of Business Conduct Policy and details
are set out within its Constitution. The Register of Interests (www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/aboutus/the-governing-body/) is updated whenever there is an update or change and posted on the CCG’s
website at least on a biennial basis. There are registers of interest for Governing Body members, CCG
staff, along with registers detailing any gifts and hospitality received.
In addition, at the start of each meeting of the Governing Body and formal committee meetings,
members are required to declare any conflicts of interests in relation to the items on the agenda and
discussion is held around how any conflicts have been handled. This is formally recorded in the minutes.
The procedures for declaring conflicts of interests is detailed in the CCG’s Standards of Business Conduct
Policy updated in March 2020: www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/the-governing-body/.

Personal data related incidents
There were no personal data related incidents that took place from 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.
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Statement of Disclosure to Auditors
Each member of the CCG at the time the Members’ Report is approved confirms:
zzso far as the member is aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the CCG’s auditor is
unaware that would be relevant for the purposes of their audit report
zzthe member has taken all the steps that they ought to have taken in order to make him or herself
aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the CCG’s auditor is aware of it.

Modern Slavery Act
NHS Gloucestershire CCG fully supports the Government’s objectives to eradicate modern slavery and
human trafficking but does not meet the requirements for producing an annual Slavery and Human
Trafficking Statement as set out in the Modern Slavery Act 2015.
Section 54 of the UK Modern Slavery Act (2015) requires commercial organisations that operate in the UK
and have an annual turnover above £36m to produce a Slavery and Human Trafficking statement each
year. The statement sets out how a business is taking steps to address and prevent the risk of modern
slavery in operations and supply chains. The CCG’s Modern Slavery Act (2015) statement can be read here:
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/modern-slavery/

Standards of Business Conduct including Anti-corruption and anti-bribery
The CCG has policies and procedures in place to including Standards of Business Conduct, Conflicts of
Interest and The Accountable Officers statement on Bribery
We have an annual Counter Fraud Plan that focuses on fraud prevention and deterrence. Policies explains
what fraud and bribery are, how to identify fraud, how to report fraud and how cases will be dealt with.
We provide counter fraud training for all of our staff.

Statement of Accountable Officer’s Responsibilities
The National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended) states that each Clinical Commissioning Group shall
have an Accountable Officer and that Officer shall be appointed by the NHS Commissioning Board (NHS
England). NHS England has appointed Mary Hutton to be the Accountable Officer of Gloucestershire
CCG.
The responsibilities of an Accountable Officer are set out under the National Health Service Act 2006
(as amended), Managing Public Money and in the Clinical Commissioning Group Accountable Officer
Appointment Letter. They include responsibilities for:
zzThe propriety and regularity of the public finances for which the Accountable Officer is answerable
zzFor keeping proper accounting records (which disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the
financial position of the Clinical Commissioning Group and enable them to ensure that the accounts
comply with the requirements of the Accounts Direction)
zzFor safeguarding the Clinical Commissioning Group’s assets (and hence for taking reasonable steps for
the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities).
zzThe relevant responsibilities of accounting officers under Managing Public Money
zzEnsuring the CCG exercises its functions effectively, efficiently and economically (in accordance with
Section 14Q of the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended)) and with a view to securing
continuous improvement in the quality of services (in accordance with Section14R of the National
Health Service Act 2006 (as amended))
zzEnsuring that the CCG complies with its financial duties under Sections 223H to 223J of the National
Health Service Act 2006 (as amended).
Under the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended), NHS England has directed each Clinical
Commissioning Group to prepare for each financial year a statement of accounts in the form and on the
basis set out in the Accounts Direction. The accounts are prepared on an accruals basis and must give
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a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Clinical Commissioning Group and of its income and
expenditure, Statement of Financial Position and cash flows for the financial year.
In preparing the accounts, the Accounting Officer is required to comply with the requirements of the
Government Financial Reporting Manual and in particular to:
zzObserve the Accounts Direction issued by NHS England, including the relevant accounting and
disclosure requirements, and apply suitable accounting policies on a consistent basis
zzMake judgements and estimates on a reasonable basis
zzState whether applicable accounting standards as set out in the Government Financial Reporting
Manual have been followed, and disclose and explain any material departures in the accounts; and
zzPrepare the accounts on a going concern basis; and
zzConfirm that the Annual Report and Accounts as a whole is fair, balanced and understandable and
take personal responsibility for the Annual Report and Accounts and the judgements required for
determining that it is fair, balanced and understandable.
NHS Commissioning Board (NHS England) has appointed Mary Hutton as Accounting Officer of
Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group.
The responsibilities of an Accounting Officer, including responsibility for the propriety and regularity of
the public finances for which the Accounting Officer is answerable, for keeping proper records and for
safeguarding the Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group’s assets, are set out in Managing Public
Money published by the HM Treasury.
To the best of my knowledge and belief, I have properly discharged the responsibilities set out under
the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended), Managing Public Money and in my Clinical
Commissioning Group Accountable Officer Appointment Letter.
I also confirm that:
zzas far as I am aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the CCG’s auditors are unaware,
and that as Accountable Officer, I have taken all the steps that I ought to have taken to make myself
aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the CCG’s auditors are aware of that
information
zzthat the annual report and accounts as a whole is fair, balanced and understandable and that I take
personal responsibility for the annual report and accounts and the judgments required for determining
that it is fair, balanced and understandable.
Mary Hutton
Accountable Officer
18th June 2020
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Governance Statement
Introduction
NHS Gloucestershire CCG is a body corporate established by NHS England on 1 April 2013 under the
National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended).
The Clinical Commissioning Group’s statutory functions are set out under the National Health Service Act
2006 (as amended). The CCG’s general function is arranging the provision of services for persons for the
purposes of the health service in England. The CCG is, in particular, required to arrange for the provision
of certain health services to such extent as it considers necessary to meet the reasonable requirements of
its local population.
As at 1 April 2019, the clinical commissioning group is not subject to any directions from NHS England,
issued under Section 14Z21 of the National Health Service Act 2006.
The CCG is a membership organisation and the provider of primary medical services drawn from 14
Primary Care Networks linked to six Integrated Locality Partnerships (see map below).
Practices that provide primary medical services to a registered list of patients under either a General
Medical Services, Personal Medical Services or Alternative Provider Medical Services contract are eligible to
apply for membership of the CCG.
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Map of our 14 Primary Care Networks
Gloucestershire GPs have a strong tradition of being involved in the planning and design of services for
their patients and are committed to working with patient groups, local stakeholders and partners across
the county to put residents at the heart of the CCG’s work. During 2019 the CCG focused on providing
support to practices with the implementation of the new GP contract, setting up Primary Care Networks
and bringing together ICS partners at the local level through the Integrated Locality Partnerships (ILPs).
ILPs are the organising principle of our ICS’ place-based ambitions and is where our partners are able
to play a full and active part in shaping the strategy and delivery of services for their local populations.
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Launched collectively by our ICS Lead (CCG Accountable Officer), ICS Chair (Independent lay chair) and
ICS Place CEO Sponsor (Chief Executive of GHC), they are often led by senior GPs with representation
from senior leadership teams from our ICS partners, including Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust (GHNHSFT) and Gloucestershire Health and Care Foundation Trust (GHC).
The six ILPs are:
zzCheltenham ILP with 3 PCNs comprising 16 GP practices
zzCotswolds ILP with 2 PCNs comprising 10 GP practices
zzForest of Dean ILP with 1 PCN comprising 11 GP practices
zzGloucester City ILP with 4 PCNs comprising 14 GP practices
zzStroud ILP with 3 PCNs comprising 18 GP practices
zzTewkesbury ILP with 1 ILP comprising 5 GP practices.

Scope of responsibility
As Accountable Officer, I have responsibility for maintaining a sound system of internal control that
supports the achievement of the clinical commissioning group’s policies, aims and objectives, whilst
safeguarding the public funds and assets for which I am personally responsible, in accordance with the
responsibilities assigned to me in Managing Public Money. I also acknowledge my responsibilities as set
out under the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended) and in my Clinical Commissioning Group
Accountable Officer Appointment Letter.
I am responsible for ensuring that the Clinical Commissioning Group is administered prudently and
economically and that resources are applied efficiently and effectively, safeguarding financial propriety
and regularity. I also have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the system of internal control
within the clinical commissioning group as set out in this governance statement.

Governance arrangements and effectiveness
The main function of the Governing Body is to ensure that the Group has made appropriate arrangements
for ensuring that it exercises its functions effectively, efficiently and economically and complies with such
generally accepted principles of good governance as are relevant to it.
The Constitution of the Clinical Commissioning Group establishes the principles and values in
commissioning care for the people of Gloucestershire. The Constitution outlines the governance structure
of the organisation and details the role and responsibilities of the Governing Body, its members and subcommittees.
The CCG operates in line with the good governance standards including the standards of behaviour
published by the Committee on Standards in Public Life (1995) known as the Nolan Principles, the
Standards for Members of NHS Boards and CCGs in England (2012) and the seven key principles of the
NHS Constitution. This includes the highest standards of propriety involving impartiality, integrity and
objectivity in relation to the stewardship of public funds, the management of the organisation and the
conduct of its business.
The CCG’s overarching governance arrangements are set out in its Constitution which explains the powers
that the member practices have elected to reserve for themselves as members of the CCG and those that
they have delegated to the Governing Body of the CCG and its various committees.
The Constitution describes the governing principles, rules and procedures that the member practices have
established to ensure accountability and probity in the day-to-day running of the CCG. It contains the
Standing Orders, Standing Financial Instructions and a Scheme of Reservation & Delegation along with
the terms of reference for the Committees of the Governing Body.
The CCG uses its Internal Audit function to independently audit its governance arrangements and check
compliance with legislative requirements and public sector good practice.
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Governing Body - Structure
The Governing Body is responsible for ensuring that the CCG has appropriate arrangements in place to
exercise its functions effectively, efficiently and economically and in accordance with the principles of
good governance.
The Governing Body is a mixture of primary care and secondary care clinicians, experienced NHS
managers, lay members and local authority representatives. The Governing Body membership can be
found on the CCG’s website here www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/the-governing-body/
member-profiles/.

Governing Body – Meetings
The Governing Body is chaired by Dr Andy Seymour. It met 8 times in 2019-20, two of those meetings
were Extraordinary Governing Body meetings organised to take urgent decisions. All meetings were
quorate.
During the year, the Governing Body received the following reports:
zzPatient Story at each meeting
zzDirector of Public Health Annual Report
zzGoverning Body Assurance Framework and risk report at each meeting
zzPerformance and Finance report at each meeting
zzIntegrated Care System report at each meeting
zzQuality report including a summary of patient engagement and experience activities at each meeting
zzAnnual Emergency Prevention Preparedness and Response (EPRR) Annual Assurance)
zzFit for the Future – Outcome of Engagement Report.
And approved the following:
zzCCG Annual Accounts and Annual Report 2018/19
zzPrimary Care Strategy Refresh 2019-2024
zzSection 75 Agreement.
Governing Body papers are published on the CCG’s website and can be found here:
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/category/board-meetings/.

Audit & Risk Committee
The Audit & Risk Committee is responsible for the oversight of financial assurance matters and reviews
all internal and external audit reports, and has no executive members. The committee is responsible for
risk management, providing assurance to the Governing Body that risk structures, processes and practices
are robust and embedded throughout the organisation. The committee receives regular reports on risk
management, copies of the Corporate Risk Register (CRR) and Governing Body Assurance Framework
(GBAF).
The committee met seven times in the financial year 2019/20 including an extraordinary Audit and Risk
Committee to consider the Mental Health Investment Standard. The committee was quorate on each
occasion except one. The committee is chaired by Colin Greaves, Lay Member for Governance. The
membership of the committee can be found here:
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/the-governing-body/.
Across the year, the committee reviewed a number of internal audit reports undertaken by BDO including
action plans, relating to the following service areas:
zzKey Financial Systems
zzPerformance Management
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zzConflicts of Interests
zzData Security and Protection Toolkit
zzCyber Security
zzPrimary Care Commissioning Committee
zzPartnership Working
zzPersonal Health Budgets
zzSafeguarding Children
zzMedicines Management.
In addition, the committee has oversight and receives regular reports on the following areas:
zzCounter Fraud
zzDeclarations of Interest including the gifts and hospitality registers
zzICS Savings / Solutions report
zzRisk Management (CRR and GBAF)
zzProcurement Decisions
zzWaivers of Standing Orders
zzAged Debtor report.

The Quality & Governance Committee
The Quality & Governance Committee is chaired by Julie Clatworthy, Registered Nurse and is responsible
for the assurance of quality and patient safety issues. The committee is responsible for reviewing and
scrutinising clinical risks, as well as governance matters covering policies and human resources.
The membership of the committee can be found on the CCG’s website:
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/the-governing-body/.
During 2019/20 the committee met six times and was quorate on each occasion.
The Committee received the following reports:
zzCountywide Quality Report
zzReports on infection control (including Covid-19) serious incidents and complaints relating to
commissioned services and the CCG
zzReview of clinical risks included on the Corporate Risk Register (including Covid-19 risks)
zzProvider Quality Reports (Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust and Gloucestershire Health
and Care Foundation Trust etc.)
zzAnnual Health Report for Children in Care
zzSafeguarding Verbal update (MASH, Statutory Reviews etc.)
zzWorking Together 2018 Implementation Plan
zzStaff Survey Report 2018 (findings and action plan)
zzSix monthly workforce reports
zzData Security and Information Security updates.
From January through to March prior to the lockdown, the Committee was given regular updates on the
ICS actions being undertaken to respond to the Covid-19 outbreak. This was reported to the Governing
Body through the bi-monthly Business Sessions.
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The Quality and Governance Committee approved a range of policies and strategies:
zzEngagement and Experience Strategy – An Open Culture refresh
zzPosition Statement on Dietary Advice for people with diabetes
zzComplaints Policy (updated)
zzGametes Preservation Policy
zzBlended Diets draft position statement
zzOxygen in Smokers Policy
zzDomestic Abuse Policy.
The Committee also approved a host of Human Resources policies.

Primary Care Commissioning Committee (PCCC)
As the CCG has delegated authority for the commissioning of primary care, it has an established subcommittee which manages the delivery of primary care services, within the context of the overall CCG
Plan. The committee is chaired by Alan Elkin, Lay Member for Patient and Public Involvement.
The membership of the committee can be found on the CCG’s website:
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/the-governing-body/.
This year, the committee met nine times during the year; four of those meetings were Extraordinary
PCCC meetings that required urgent decisions. Meetings were quorate on each occasion. The committee
received the following:
zzReport on the business case for the development of new premises for Gloucester City Health and
Gloucester Health Access Centre
zzEnhanced Service Learning Disabilities health checks
zzPrimary Care Quality reports
zzPrimary Care Strategy 2019/2024 (refresh)
zzPrimary Care Networks Audit Report and Development update
zzPrimary Care Networks Specifications.
The Committee approved:
zzProcurement of Marybrook list as a branch surgery contract opportunity
zzPrimary Care Offer Enhanced Service 2019/20
zzBusiness Case: New Premises Proposal for Primary Care Development in Stroud
zzBusiness Case for a new premises for Minchampton surgery.
Primary Care Commissioning Committee meeting papers are available on the CCG’s website here:
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/category/board-meetings/.

Priorities Committee
The purpose of the priorities committee is to advise the local NHS health economy as to the health care
interventions and policies that should be given high or low priority.
The Priorities Committee helps the CCG and its localities choose how to allocate its resources to promote
the health of the local community, based on the local health needs assessment. The committee is chaired
by Dr Andy Seymour, Clinical Chair, all members of the Governing Body are also members of the Priorities
Committee.
During 2019/20, the committee met on 2 occasions and was quorate at each meeting. The committee
met to review the projects and schemes that required funding for 20/21 including and a further meeting
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arranged for March to finalise the funding requirements. Unfortunately this meeting could not be
progressed as the CCG was by then fully committed to working on the Covid-19 response.
A number of other schemes were also considered at the March 2020 committee meeting with decisions
pending on which schemes will be funded for 2020-21. A full list of those schemes which were awarded
funding will be made at the May Governing Body meeting.

Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee determines and approves the remuneration, fees and other allowances for
CCG employees (specifically, very senior managers, consultants and contractors etc.).
The membership of the committee can be found on the CCG’s website:
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-us/the-governing-body/.
The Remuneration Committee is chaired by Alan Elkin, Lay Member for Public and Patient Engagement. It
formally met on one occasion during 2019/20.
The full remuneration report can be found within the CCG Annual Report and Accounts.

Annual assessment of committee effectiveness
Each of the Governing Body sub-committees conducts an annual assessment of the committee’s
effectiveness. A survey is completed by committee members and a report along with recommendations
for improvement is produced for each of the committees. During 2019/20 the Audit and Risk Committee
and the Quality and Governance Committee undertook a review of their effectiveness. Both committee
chairs addressed the findings and recommendations at their respective meetings and improvement actions
were agreed by each committee. The Governance Team is currently implementing the recommendations.

UK Corporate Governance Code
NHS Bodies are not required to comply with the UK Code of Corporate Governance.
The guidance contained within the UK Corporate Governance Code (Sept 2012) and the NHS CCG Code
of Governance (Nov 2013) has been followed. I consider that the organisation complies with the principles
and standards of best practices.
The arrangements in place for the discharge of statutory functions have been reviewed for any
irregularities as part of the internal and external audit work and are considered to be legally compliant.
Further assurance has been obtained through the work of the Accountable Officer, Chief Finance Officer,
the Governing Body and the Audit Committee.
The Clinical Commissioning Group has followed guidance issued by NHS England on the role and powers
of clinical commissioning groups and employs experienced and well qualified staff. Legal advice and the
views of the NHS England Local Area Team have been sought to obtain clarification and interpretation of
laws, regulations and guidance, where appropriate.

Discharge of Statutory Functions
In light of recommendations of the 1983 Harris Review, the Clinical Commissioning Group has reviewed
all of the statutory duties and powers conferred on it by the National Health Service Act 2006 (as
amended) and other associated legislation and regulations. As a result, I can confirm that the Clinical
Commissioning Group is clear about the legislative requirements associated with each of the statutory
functions for which it is responsible, including any restrictions on delegation of those functions.
Responsibility for each duty and power has been clearly allocated to a lead Director. Directorates have
confirmed that their structures provide the necessary capability and capacity to undertake all of the
Clinical Commissioning Group’s statutory duties.
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Risk management arrangements and effectiveness
The CCG has maintained a clear view of the keys risks affecting its strategic, corporate and directorate
activities through the implementation of a three lines of defence model; the Governing Body’s Assurance
Framework (GBAF) containing key strategic risks reported to the Governing Body, the Corporate Risk
Register (CRR), containing high level operational risks and Directorate Risk Registers with detailed
directorate risks. The GBAF along with the CRR is reported to the Audit and Risk Committee. The Quality
and Governance Committee has oversight of clinical risks and receives the CRR at each of its meeting
for review. All directorate risk registers are held and managed at a local level. Directorate risk registers
are signed off by the relevant director. They are also reviewed by the Chief Finance Officer and Deputy
Accountable Officer.
This systematic approach is detailed in the Risk Management Policy. This approach tracks:
zzRisk identification, their cause and effect
zzHow risks are being managed
zzThe likelihood of occurrence and impact
zzRisk rating – escalation and de-escalation process
zzTheir potential impact on the successful achievement of the CCG’s objectives.
The GBAF identifies the key risks (those rated 12 and above) actions, controls and assurances that have
been put in place by the organisation and that may have an impact on the CCG’s principal and strategic
objectives. The CRR identifies those high-level operational risks that could threaten the achievement of
the CCG’s operational objectives. The CCG has utilised the National Patient Safety Agency (2006) Risk
Assessment Tool and the (5x5) Risk Matrix to grade and frame risk scores, and to demonstrate what type
of risk the CCG looks to identify in the areas of safety, quality, finance, statutory compliance, people,
claims and complaints. Key risks are owned by an Executive Director to ensure appropriate accountability
for the management of risk. The Governance team provides oversight, challenge and consistency checks
of risks on the directorate risk registers that populate the CRR and GBAF.
Throughout 2019-20, the Governing Body regularly received reports on risk through its respective
committees. The Audit and Risk Committee scrutinise and challenge the risks on the CRR and GBAF
providing effective feedback to directors; the committee acts as the “Assurance Committee” monitoring
the quality of the GBAF and the CRR and refers significant issues to the Governing Body.
The committee supports the Governing Body by ensuring that effective internal control arrangements are
in place. The Audit and Risk Committee receives and considers the latest iteration of the GBAF and CRR at
every meeting along with updates on significant developments. The Quality and Governance Committee
focuses on clinical risks, ensuring that there is alignment between the risks highlighted in the quality and
safety reports reported to the committee and the CRR. This committee escalates quality risks, where
appropriate to Audit and Risk Committee.
The Audit and Risk Committee provides assurance of the robustness of the risk management framework,
structure and processes. The Governing Body has played a key role in reviewing the risk management
system. The Executive Team has been pivotal in the escalation and de-escalation of risk and assessing the
quality of directorate risks that are transferred onto the CRR and GBAF.

Capacity to Handle Risk
During 2019-20 the Governance Team continued to implement the findings and recommendations made
by BDO the CCG’s internal, principally concentrating on the implementation of the new risk management
system 4Risk.
In 2019-20 the Audit and Risk Committee supported the purchase of a new risk management system
4Risk, used by a number of CCGs. The Governance Team undertook the required training in the summer
of 2019 with RSM During the autumn the CCG’s designated directorate risk leads were trained in the new
system. A demonstration of how the new system is capturing and reporting risk, as well as identifying risk
appetite was made to the Audit and Risk Committee in December. Further improvements were suggested
by the Audit and Risk Committee in how the organisation identified controls and assurances. The new
system has also allowed risk leads to identify and quantify the risk appetite related to their directorate risks.
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Key risks identified in 2019-20
There were a number of key risks reported during 2019-20. High level risks rated at 12 or more are
reported through the Governing Body Assurance Framework. A number of key risks were the focus of
dedicated Governing Body business sessions, held on a monthly basis.
Between 1 April 2019 and 31 March 2020, 15 risks were added to the Corporate Risk Register, 3 have
been closed within the year, 31 risks remain open which were added prior to 31 March 2020. It is
noteworthy that a number of risks were re-articulated to fit into the risk definitions contained within the
4Risk system. In December 2019 a Risk Report was submitted to the Audit and Risk Committee which
mapped the original risks and associated IDs with the new ID codes and risk descriptions contained within
the 4Risk system. This provided the committee with continuity of risk reporting.
Of the remaining 31 open risks, 8 of the risks had been originally rated as high risks (16) during the year
2019-20. By 31 March 2020 4 risks were still rated as high risks (16) see below, although one of the risks
had reached its risk target of 4 (see F&ID 2).
zzQD 14. Covd-19 risk to population health and delivery of healthcare related services due to the impact
of the outbreak of Covid-19. This is due to the increased volume of patients requiring hospitalisation,
increased staff absence due to sickness, volume of infectious patients attending A&E etc. Leading
to poor patient care, experience, suspension of planned care etc. This risk was rated as 16 (RED). A
number of actions were taken. The Incident Control Centre was set up in February by the CCG and led
by the CCG’s Executive Director of Nursing and Quality with a team of staff. A command and control
structure was established with:
•

Gold, Silver and Bronze cell calls and reporting

•

Distribution of national, regional and local guidance to partners

•

Coordination of local PPE supplies and work distributing national supplies

•

Establishment of Vulnerable Persons workstream and helpline

•

Agreed actions across partners on managing the pandemic including staff testing, PPE, antibody
testing of staff

•

Care home testing and infection prevention and control training to care homes reaching the target
of 100% within the required timescale

•

Primary Care Hubs set up and operational, daily briefings to Primary Care from CCG Clinical Chair
and Primary Care Team

•

Weekly reports on the management of the Covid Pandemic to MPs as well as the CCG Governing
Body

In early June 2020 approximately 553 recovered COVID-positive patients had been discharged from
Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. There were no patients in critical care and a handful of
Covid positive patients in the hospital.
zzCD 4. Risk of failure to reduce demand and prevent unnecessary acute attendances and emergency
admissions. Due to a failure to implement agreed plans to reduce unnecessary emergency department
attendances and admissions above planned levels. This risk remained unchanged at 16 (Red). A series
of actions have been put in place since earlier this year including:
•

Oversight of delivery of these work streams undertaken by the Urgent and Emergency Care
Programme Group.

•

Emergency Care Summit facilitated with representation across health & social care partners.
Three high priority system actions developed with supporting actions to enable delivery covering:
Attendance & Hospital Admission; Avoidance, Improving Patient Flow; and Living Well Ageing Well.

•

Introduction of SHREWD to enable early and accurate identification of which parts of the system
are under pressure, improving the flow of patients across all pathways and reducing the time spent
on future conference calls to discuss capacity management.

•

Recovery plan for Urgent Care and Emergency Services has been developed and is being
implementing.
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zzCD 3. Non-delivery of the Constitution standard for maximum wait of 4 hours within the emergency
department. This risk remains unchanged at 16 (Red) as a recovery plan post Covid is currently being
implemented. A range of actions had been taken to tackle this risk including:
•

A&EDB/ICS Board receives reports on all work streams identified from UEC Summit including Top
3 priorities have been agreed by partners covering: Attendance & Hospital Admission; Avoidance,
Improving Patient Flow; and Living Well Ageing Well

•

Task and finish groups have been be set up by exception to unblock any potential delays in
progress

•

Introduction of SHREWD to enable early and accurate identification of which parts of the system
are under pressure, improving the flow of patients across all pathways and reducing the time spent
on future conference calls to discuss capacity management

•

GHFT delivery against agreed 4 hr recovery plan has been impacted by Covid and work is
underway on recovery planning

•

Recovery plan for Urgent Care and Emergency Services has been developed and is being
implementing.

zzF&ID 2. Risk that the CCG does not meet its breakeven control total in 2019/20. This risk was originally
rated at 16 (RED). The CCG put in place a range of actions including:
•

Assessment of all transfers validated and quantified.

•

Robust financial plan aligned to commissioning strategy.

•

Monthly contract monitoring in place.

•

Savings plans developed with appropriate governance processes

•

Robust cash monitoring with early warnings.

As a consequence of the actions taken at the end of the financial year the CCG managed to financially
break-even with a small surplus. The CCG managed to meet its risk target of 4.
The outstanding risks in place on 31 March 2020 have been carried over into the new financial year and
will continue to be managed within the Risk Management Framework described within this statement.
The risk profile of the CCG is subject to on-going in-year revision. At the end of the 2019-20 financial year
there were 31 risks on the Corporate Risk Register.
As Accountable Officer I can confirm that there have been no significant lapses of protective security.

Other sources of assurance
Internal Control Framework
A system of internal control is the set of processes and procedures in place in the clinical commissioning
group to ensure it delivers its policies, aims and objectives. It is designed to identify and prioritise the
risks, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks being realised and the impact should they be realised, and
to manage them efficiently, effectively and economically.
The system of internal control allows risk to be managed to a reasonable level rather than eliminating all
risk; it can therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of effectiveness.
How the control mechanisms work
The CCG has robust and effective internal control mechanisms these operate through the CCG’s
governance structure and framework as well as reporting schedule to the Governing Body, Audit and Risk
Committee and other governing body sub-committees, boards and groups.
zzCCG Constitution, Standing Orders and Prime Financial Policies which describes the statutory
framework within which the CCG operates
zzScheme of Delegation which details levels of authority given to the Governing Body, sub-committees,
executive directors, senior managers and budget managers
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zzGoverning Body and sub-committee structure
zzRisk management framework and policy as well as training
zzProcurement Strategy, plan and reporting schedule to the Audit and Risk Committee
zzPolicies, procedures and protocols approved by the Quality and Governance Committee
zzPerformance Management reporting to the Governing Body at every meeting
zzQuality monitoring and reporting to the Quality and Governance Committee and Governing Body at
each meeting
zzInternal Audit plan and reports to the Audit and Risk Committee
zzExternal Audit plan and reports to the Audit and Risk Committee
zzExternal Auditing of annual accounts and reports to the Audit and Risk Committee and Governing
Body
zzCounter Fraud annual plan and reports to the Audit and Risk Committee.
The above is not an exhaustive list of the CCG’s internal controls but a brief overview.
More detail can be found in this Annual Governance Statement.
Annual audit of conflicts of interest (CoI) management
The revised statutory guidance on managing conflicts of interest for CCGs (published 16 June 2017)
requires CCGs `to undertake an annual internal audit of conflicts of interest management.’ To support
CCGs to undertake this task, NHS England has published a template audit framework.
A detailed review of conflicts of interest audit was undertaken in 2019-20 and assurance of ‘moderate
assurance’ for design and ‘moderate’ for operational effectiveness was achieved.
The report identified a number of areas of good practice and areas for improvement. The areas of good
practice identified included the CCG’s Standards of Business Conduct Policy, Staff Handbook, corporate
induction and various guidance, which set out the CCG’s requirements to declare conflicts of interest,
gifts and hospitality.
The CCG has adopted a culture whereby all gifts and hospitalities that do not subscribe to a modest
amount should be declined. This is exemplified in the Association of Pharmaceutical Industry registry
which showed that the CCG had declared and accepted no gifts/hospitalities in 2019/20. The internal
audit report also identified robust procedures for declaring and managing interests related to any
procurement.
The report identified a number of areas for improvement, as follows:
zzAll staff including Governing Body members should declare their interests annually within a 12 month
period
zzThe registers of interests need to be fully populated with dates related to interests and mitigation
actions detailed and noted
zzAll staff should declare their interests prior to appointment through the HR employment checks
zzTraining in Conflicts of Interests should be completed by all staff (reference NHSE e-learning on
Conflicts of Interests).
All the recommendations made by the auditors are being implemented by the Governance Team and staff
more broadly where this applies.

Data Quality
Governing Body members consider data quality to be an integral part of its system of internal controls in
order that it can assess both the effectiveness and performance of the organisation and its contracted
services.
There had been some initial problems with data quality arising from GHFT’s patient administration system
which have to a large extent been resolved. There have been no significant concerns about data quality
reported.
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Information Governance & Data Security
The NHS Data Security Framework sets the processes and procedures by which the NHS handles
information about patients and employees, in particular personal identifiable information. This is
supported by the Data Security and Protection Toolkit, and the annual submission process by the CCG
provides assurances to the Clinical Commissioning Group, other organisations and to individuals that
personal information is dealt with legally, securely, efficiently and effectively.
As part of the annual Data Security and Protection Toolkit submission a comprehensive assessment of
information security was undertaken; further assurance has been provided by the CCG’s internal auditors
who reviewed the submission.
The effectiveness of these measures is reported to, and monitored by, the Data Security and Awareness
Working Group reporting to the Quality and Governance Committee. This includes details of any personal
data related serious incidents, the CCG’s annual data security toolkit assessment and reports of other data
security incidents and audit reviews.
In 2019/20 the CCG made a toolkit submission that met the Data Security and Protection standards.
No serious incidents that have been reported by the Clinical Commissioning Group relating to data
security breaches.
In compliance with the NHS Digital Information Governance Toolkit, the CCG ensures that all key
information security risks are monitored and controlled. This is via its informatics providers: South, Central
and West Commissioning Support Unit (CSU) and Countywide IT Services who ensure that the CCG
operates secure information networks and systems.
New systems and processes are assessed by governance and information security staff at the point of
design or procurement, and appropriate safeguards to minimise risk are put in place. The CCG has a
robust process for recording and managing incidents which are monitored by the CSU’s governance team
with input from Data and Information Security experts as required.
We place high importance on ensuring there are robust information governance systems and processes in
place to help protect patient and corporate information. We have established an information governance
management framework and have developed data security and protection processes and procedures in
line with the Data Security and Protection toolkit. We have ensured all staff undertake annual information
governance training and have implemented a staff information governance handbook to ensure staff are
aware of their information governance roles and responsibilities.
During 2019/20, work has been undertake to improve the Data Privacy Impact Assessments (DPIAs),
information flows, and information management asset registers. The DPIA and IMA registers are reviewed
on a monthly basis at the Data Security and Awareness Working Group, which is attended by directorate
information security and protection leads. During 2019/20, a schedule of face to face Data Security
and Protection training was organised and delivered through the Corporate Induction for new staff.
Bespoke training was provided for directorate/team meetings. This was in addition to face to face and
e-learning data security and protection training. As part of the annual training programme, all Governing
Body members were invited to attend Data Security and Awareness Training with an external expert
consultancy - Stay Compliant. Additionally Governing Body members attended a training session on Cyber
Security in the early part of 2020.
Business Critical Models
In line with best practice recommendations of the 2013 MacPherson review into the quality assurance of
analytical models, I confirm that an appropriate framework and environment is in place to provide quality
assurance of business critical models.
Third party assurances
The CCG is working in partnership with Gloucestershire County Council to manage both the Better
Care Fund and other partnership budgets. The operation of the Better Care Fund is considered as part
of the performance monitoring report received at every formal meeting of the Governing Body. The
arrangement is governed by a Section 75 agreement signed off by both organisations in March 2020.
The CCG receives and reviews the ISAE 3402 Service Audit type II reports to assess the state of the
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control environment for the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020 for services used by the CCG; these
include GP payment services, payroll and some financial services. In terms of these services, the CCG also
has controls in place this ensures that any shortcomings in third party controls are mitigated for the CCG.
In terms of ISAE 3402 reports:
Qualified opinions were raised in the following service reports NHS Shared Business Service Limited: Finance and Accounting Services
A qualified opinion was given due to the period 16 March 2020 to 31 March 2020, access to the Service
Organisation’s India sites was restricted as a result of Covid-19 and the Indian Government’s lock-down
requirements which prevented auditors obtaining the evidence on a number of controls for February 2020
and March 2020.
NHS Digital GP Payments
A qualified opinion was given in relation to Control Objective 4: Controls are in place to provide
reasonable assurance that system change cannot be undertaken unless valid, authorised and tested.
Capita -Primary Care Support England; The report for Capita (PCSE) for 19/20 is not available.

Control Issues
The CCG can state that there were no significant issues of control to report.

Review of economy, efficiency & effectiveness of the use of resources
The Governing Body has overarching responsibility for ensuring the CCG carries out its activities
effectively, efficiently and economically. To ensure this:
zzThere are procurement processes to which the CCG adheres. There is a scheme of delegation which
ensures that financial controls are in place across the organisation. The roles of the accountable and
delegated committees and groups are shown within this report
zzThe Governing Body receives a report from the Chief Finance Officer at each of its Public Governing
Body meetings in addition to finance and performance reporting at the Business Sessions on a monthly
basis
zzThe Audit and Risk Committee receives regular reports on financial governance, monitors the Internal
Audit programme and reviews the draft and final annual accounts
zzThe CCG has a programme of Internal Audits that provides assurance to the Governing Body and
Executive Team of the effectiveness of its internal processes
zzThe CCG’s annual accounts are reviewed by the Audit and Risk Committee and audited by our external
auditors.
Following completion of the planned audit work our external auditors will issue an Independent and
objective opinion on the CCG’s arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the
use of resources.

Delegation of functions
The CCG has a defined scheme of reservation and delegation in the CCG’s Constitution approved by its
GP members, the Council of Members.
This identifies which functions are reserved for the Council of Members and Governing Body and which
are delegated for discharge across the CCG in line with effective use of resources and risk management
processes. In support of this the CCG has a Detailed Scheme of Delegation which identifies what financial
responsibilities the following levels of authority have:
zzLevel 1 – CCG Governing Body
zzLevel 2 – Accountable Officer
zzLevel 3 – Chief Finance Officer
zzLevel 4 – Other Directors
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zzLevel 5 – Budget holders, in accordance with specific levels of authority granted to individuals
zzLevel 6 – all other office holders.
The Governing Body receives regular reports from all its committees to provide assurance regarding the
arrangements for the discharge of delegated functions, including those relating to quality, finance, risk
and performance, particularly relating to constitution targets. The Governing Body receives minutes from
the Primary Care Commissioning Committee ensuring they are meeting their delegated duties and that
conflicts of interests are being effectively managed.
Internal Audit provides independent assurance on the processes in place as part of the annual internal
audit plan which is supplemented by the oversight of the assurance of the CCG’s value for money,
economy, efficiency and effectiveness by the External Auditors.

Counter fraud arrangements
The Chief Finance Officer is the lead for counter fraud within the CCG and works with the nominated
Local Counter Fraud Specialist to develop the annual workplan which is approved by the Audit and Risk
Committee.
The CCG’s Counter Fraud Service is provided by the Gloucestershire Shared Service for NHS (GSS) which
has a Memorandum of Support with Audit South West a provider of internal audit, counter fraud and
consultancy services to healthcare organisations within the South West. GSS employs a team of three
accredited Local Counter Fraud Specialists who provide the full range of Counter Fraud functions.
The Head of Counter Fraud meets regularly with the Chief Finance Officer to discuss progress against the
Action Plan and areas of potential risk. During 2019/20 regular reports and updates were given to the
Audit and Risk Committee on:
zzCounter fraud Annual Report
zzCounter fraud work-plan
zzCounter fraud Alerts
zzNational counter fraud initiative
zzProcurement Risk Assessment exercise
zzCounter Fraud Risk Assessment review
zzCCG counter fraud survey results
zzCurrent cases and proactive counter fraud work
zzCounter fraud training – face to face and the implementation of the e-learning package which all CCG
staff are required to complete.
Counter Fraud deliver face to face training to all staff as a part of the CCG’s Statutory and Mandatory
Training. The Governing Body receives annual Counter Fraud training. Fraud awareness is also raised
through updates via the CCG’s newsletter Team Brief and staff meeting notices.
The Head of Counter Fraud attends all Audit and Risk Committee meetings to provide both a written and
verbal update on progress against the Action Plan and the Standards for Commissioners.

Head of Internal Audit Opinion
The role of internal audit is to provide an opinion to the Governing Body, through the Audit & Risk
Committee, on the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal control system to ensure the achievement
of the organisation’s objectives in the areas reviewed.
The annual report from internal audit provides an overall opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness
of the organisation’s risk management, control and governance processes, within the scope of work
undertaken by our firm as outsourced providers of the internal audit service. It also summarises the
activities of internal audit for the period. The basis for forming my opinion is as follows:
zzAn assessment of the design and operation of the underpinning Governing Body and Assurance
Framework and supporting processes
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zzAn assessment of the range of individual opinions arising from risk-based audit assignments contained
within internal audit risk-based plans that have been reported throughout the year. This assessment
has taken account of the relative materiality of these areas and management’s progress in respect of
addressing control weaknesses
zzAny reliance that is being placed upon third party assurances.
Overall, we are able to provide moderate assurance that there is a sound system of internal control
designed to meet the CCG’s objectives and that controls are being applied consistently. However, some
weakness in the design and/or inconsistent application of controls, put the achievement of particular
objectives at risk.
In forming our view we have taken into account that:
zzThe CCG is forecast to deliver a breakeven position by the end of the financial year. This will result in a
cumulative surplus of £20,470k
zzThe CCG has displayed strong controls in relation to the key financial system and primary care
commissioning processes
zzSignificant work has been undertaken to embed a new risk management system with bespoke
reporting functionality
zzImprovements required to the cyber security and personal health budget processes have contributed to
the overall ‘moderate’ opinion
zzGood progress has been made during the year with implementation of the actions arising from the
audit work. By the year-end, the high rated finding that was raised on the cyber security report had
been completed. Also, as at 31 March 2020, the CCG achieved Cyber Essentials Plus. Progress has been
made to address the high rated finding that was raised on the Personal Health Budget report, although
this has not been completed in full, due to delays incurred as a result of the Covid-19 outbreak.
Report Issued

Recommendations & Significance

Overall Report Conclusions

H

M

L

Design

Operational
Effectiveness

Key Financial Systems

0

0

0

Substantial

Substantial

Conflicts of Interest

0

2

0

Moderate

Moderate

Performance Management

0

0

2

Substantial

Substantial

Cyber Security

1

2

3

Moderate

Limited

Primary Care Commissioning

0

0

0

Substantial

Substantial

Data Security & Protection

0

0

1

Substantial

n/a

Personal Health Budgets

1

6

0

Moderate

Limited

Safeguarding Children

0

4

3

Moderate

Moderate

Medicines Management

0

1

1

Moderate

Substantial

Covid-19 response
At the end of January 2020, the NHS declared a level 4 incident as part of the Government response to
the global pandemic caused by a novel coronavirus – Covid-19.
The impact upon health and social care delivery in direct response to this virus, changes in demand
and capacity for other healthcare, the impact upon wider society (through social distancing and the
‘lockdown’) and the economy has been dramatic.
The virus has placed enormous pressure upon front line NHS and social care staff and staff who support
them.
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As well as paying tribute to all front line staff we would also want to recognise in this report the
enormous efforts of CCG staff as they have worked to co-ordinate the system incident response, lead key
areas of work as part of the response and maintain the essential functions of the CCG.
During March, the health care landscape changed and this included the following:
zzdevelopments in primary care, including a shift towards phone and on-line consultations and creation
of GP community hubs to support patients with Covid-19
zzchanges in community services to ensure safe staffing levels and to manage the Covid-19 response
zznew roles for voluntary sector organisations providing vital support at community level
zzre-shaping of hospitals and hospital services to be able to deal with a significant number of patients
with Covid-19 and to ensure continuity of essential services
zzthe majority of planned surgery ceasing
zzrestrictions to hospital visiting and development of alternative patient support services
zzproviding additional support to elderly and vulnerable people
zzchanges in the use of Independent Sector beds to provide additional inpatient capacity
zzthe creation of a rapid Hospital Discharge Programme and NHS Nightingale ‘surge’ capacity.
Alongside this there have been significant changes in the financial architecture of the NHS to facilitate the
operational changes required to enable the NHS to respond to this pandemic.
Gloucestershire implemented its major incident plan within a Gloucestershire overall response structure as
set out on the next page.
Within this structure there are controls in place within each level, including organisational controls and
decision making processes are in place. These changes have not impacted on the overall view on the
CCG’s control environment.

Gloucestershire overall response structure
Working alongside the ongoing virus response, during 202/21, the CCG will focus upon working with
system partners to plan and deliver recovery.
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Review of the effectiveness of governance, risk management and internal control
My review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control is informed by the work of the internal
auditors, executive managers and clinical leads within Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group who
have responsibility for the development and maintenance of the internal control framework.
I have drawn on performance information available to me. My review is also informed by comments made
by the external auditors in their annual audit letter and other reports.
Our assurance framework provides me with evidence that the effectiveness of controls that manage risks
to the CCG achieving its principles objectives have been reviewed.
I have been advised on the implications of the result of this review by:
zzthe Governing Body
zzthe Audit and Risk Committee
zzthe Quality and Governance Committee; and
zzInternal Audit.
The conclusions of each were that there were no significant control issues.

Conclusion
No significant internal control issues have been identified during 2019/20.
Mary Hutton
Accountable Officer
18th June 2020
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Remuneration and staff report
The Remuneration Committee makes recommendations to the Governing Body about the remuneration,
fees and allowances for senior managers and the persons in senior positions within the CCG, including
those who regularly attend the Governing Body meeting, who are appointed by or who provide services
to the CCG.
Details on the Remuneration Committee are shown within the Governance report including membership
and number of meetings. Full details of the remuneration paid to the Governing Body members and
senior employees are provided within the Remuneration Report included herein, together with their
pension entitlements.

Senior Managers Remuneration Report
For the purpose of this report, senior managers are defined as being ‘those persons in senior positions
having authority or responsibility for directing or controlling the major activities of the Clinical
Commissioning Group’. This means those who influence the decisions of the organisation as a whole
rather than the decisions of individual directorates or departments. Such persons will include Lay
Members. It is the Remuneration Committee that recommends the reward packages of Executive
Directors to the Governing Body. Information on the Remuneration Committee can be found in the
Governance Statement.

Remuneration Policy
The policy on remuneration of senior managers has been set using national CCG remuneration guidance
and principles within “Clinical Commissioning Groups: Remuneration guidance for Chief Officers (where
the senior manager also undertakes the Accountable Officer role) and Chief Finance Officers”. The CCG
does not have a policy for performance related pay for its senior managers.

Senior Manager Contracts
Senior officer appointments to the CCG are consistent with the employment policies of the CCG.
Where appropriate, duration of contracts is determined by the needs of the business. Notice periods take
account of statutory requirements and terms previously established by the NHS very senior managers’ pay
framework.
Liability in the event of early termination is in accordance with the NHS Agenda for Change terms and
conditions handbook. Further guidance is also provided by NHS England on the termination of contracts
and re-engagement of senior managers. They also include any additional pension benefit accrued to
the members as a result of their purchasing additional years of pension service in the scheme at their
own cost. Cash Equivalent Transfer Values (CETVs) are calculated within the guidelines and framework
prescribed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.

Staff Report
Gloucestershire CCG is one of the largest CCG’s in England, employing a headcount staff of 361 as at
the 31 March 2020. The CCG has a well-structured HR service with the Commissioning Support Unit’s
ConsultHR service providing transactional and employee relations HR services. The CCG has internal HR
resources with the Associate Director of Corporate Affairs responsible for HR strategy and organisational
development working closely with ConsultHR.
The CCG had set up a HR/OD Steering Group that met on a quarterly basis and included representation
from the six directorates, members of the Governing Body and HR professionals. The group was chaired
by the Lay Member for Patient and Public Involvement, Jo Davies. The group is responsible for oversight
and delivery of the HR/OD strategy and plan which is aligned to the ICS HR/OD strategy. During 2019, the
Group’s work was temporarily suspended as the Group’s Chair was on long term sick leave. The Group
will re-commence in autumn 2020 once the Covid-19 response period has ended.
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The group has had oversight of a number of key projects and plans including the HR/OD action plan;
annual staff survey; HR policies, staff event programme; staff appraisals and learning and development
activities.
The group also supports the work undertaken by the Disability Confident Employer Group.

The Joint Staff Consultative Committee (JSCC)
The Joint Staff Consultative Committee (JSCC) has an important role providing staff feedback and input
to the development of HR plans, policies, staff events and staff survey, amongst many other things. The
committee was held on a monthly basis and is chaired by the Executive Nursing Director and Quality Lead.
It has been decided that for 2020 the JSCC will meet approximately 10 times within the year with the
summer months in recess. There is good representation from staff working across the CCG, as well as HR
professionals in attendance.

Staff engagement
As part of the CCG’s HR/OD strategy, work has been undertaken to strengthen staff engagement
activities which are revisited on an annual basis. During 2019 the following activities were undertaken:
zzThe CCG signed up to the National Staff Survey in the autumn 2019, commissioning Picker to

undertaken the work

zzEach directorate appointed a Staff Survey Champion to publicise the staff survey and promote

completing the survey

zzMonthly face to face Team Briefing sessions (led by the Accountable Officer and Clinical Chair),

are supported by a written Team Brief e-bulletin distributed throughout the year and discussed within
individual teams

zzMonthly face to face Team Directorate team meetings were held
zzMonthly Staff Awards. The presentation is held at the Staff Briefing meetings
zzLunch and learn sessions were organised with a range of sessions held on health and wellbeing topics

as well as information sessions where staff shared work topics of interest. This included sessions on Fit
for the Future – future service reconfigurations; Looking After Your Feet, Busting Diet Myths, Born to
Run as well as sustainability seminars

zzCraft wellbeing sessions were held prior to Christmas 2019 and further sessions had been arranged for

Easter (the latter was suspended due to the Covid-19 outbreak)

zzA Mental Health First Aid seminar was organised which was hugely popular with staff
zzA Mental Health First Aiders network meeting was organised
zzThe A-Z on the Staff Area of CCG Live containing new pages on corporate induction, policies and the

staff survey 2019 was regularly updated during 2019/20

zzNew web-pages have been developed particularly on health and wellbeing
zzA monthly Wellbeing Newsletter produced by the CCG’s Wellbeing ICS consultant was produced and

shared with staff

zzThe CCG Executive Team met with senior managers on a monthly basis
zzManagers held regular one-to-one meetings with staff and a robust appraisal system ensured all staff

worked towards clearly defined personal objectives which are supported with learning, training and
development opportunities.

Staff survey results 2019
The CCG took part in the national staff survey in 2019, and received early in 2020 a suite of reports
including a full and detailed report of the findings, a summary report of the 10 key themes and
directorate reports providing a breakdown of the results.
This was the first time that the CCG had taken part in the national survey with benchmark data provided
from other CCGs. A total of 259 questionnaires were completed by CCG staff, representing 79% of the
workforce; this compared nationally with 83% median score. This was an improvement from 2018 where
73% of CCG staff completed the in-house staff survey.
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The national reports provide an overview of the 10 key themed areas detailing where Gloucestershire
CCG scored in terms of the best, worst and average compared to other CCGs. These areas covered
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion, Health and Wellbeing, Immediate Managers, the Quality of Appraisals,
Morale and Team-working amongst other areas.
The CCG had a range of positive responses from staff with regard to the positive action undertaken by
the CCG on staff health and wellbeing, morale and staff retention as well as creating and sustaining a
safe environment in which to work. Staff were also positive about the quality of care provided to patients
and the public.
An action plan will be developed for areas that require further improvement.
These over-arching results are underpinned by a range of detailed findings. More information can
be found on the National Staff Survey Coordination Centre website www.nhsstaffsurveys.com/
Page/1085/Latest-Results/NHS-Staff-Survey-Results/.
The development of a Staff Survey Action Plan was interrupted by more pressing work involving the
CCG’s response to Covid-19. This work will continue in the autumn 2020.

Staffing policies
The CCG like other NHS employers has a host of HR policies, user guides, forms and resources. Policies
are formally reviewed both by the Executive Management Team and the JSCC, before being ratified and
adopted by the Quality and Governance Committee prior to publication. Over the past 12 months the
following policies have been reviewed and updated:
zzMaternity, Paternity, Adoption and Shared Parental Leave Policy
zzOther Leave Policy
zzTravel Expenses Policy
zzLegacy Policy Schedule.

CCG Pay Policy
The CCG’s pay policy mirrors Agenda for Change (AFC), staff receive pay awards in line with nationally
negotiated AfC pay. Staff other than VSM do not receive performance related pay or bonuses.

Sickness absence data
Details of the level of sickness absence are given below. The organisation has an approved policy and
associated procedure to help with the management of sickness absence.
Sickness absence is managed in a supportive and effective manner by CCG managers, with professional
advice and support from ConsultHR, Occupational Health and Care First (Employee Assistance
Programme). The CCG’s approach to managing sickness absence is governed by a clear HR policy and
this is further reinforced by the provision of HR support and training sessions for all line managers on
the effective management of sickness absence. Bi-monthly sickness triggers are reported to managers,
highlighting where staff have either breached the sickness triggers or coming close to breaching. The
manager is advised to have a supportive conversation with the staff member.
Managers ensure that the culture of sickness reporting is embedded within their teams and sickness
absence is actively monitored and formally reported to the Quality and Governance Committee on a
bi-monthly basis via the HR Dashboard and detailed reporting is provided in the six month report.
National NHS Absence Rates can be found at the following website:
www.digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/publications/statistical/nhs-sickness-absence-rates
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Ill health retirement
There were no early retirements on ill health grounds in 2019/20 (Nil in 2018/19).

Disabled employees
The CCG has developed an integrated approach to delivering workforce equality so it does not have
a separate policy for disabled employees or for any other protected characteristics. The CCG has
incorporated equalities issues in policies covering all aspects of employee management ranging from
recruitment to performance to discipline.
The CCG’s aim is to operate in ways which do not discriminate our potential or current employees with
any of the protected characteristics specified in the Equality Act 2010 and to support our employees to
maximise their performance including making any reasonable adjustments that may be required on a
case by case basis. The CCG publishes their employee
profile by each of the nine protected characteristics, this
helps the organisation to identify and address areas of
under-representation in a systematic manner as and when
opportunities arise.
A Disability Confident Employer Group (DCE) has been
established within the CCG with representatives from
HR, JSCC and staff from across the 6 directorates. The
CCG and Gloucestershire County Council jointly fund a
Disability Employment Commissioner with expertise in disability and employment who advises the DCE
Group.
The CCG’s aim is to increase the participation of disabled employees within the CCG’s workforce. The DCE
group focuses on:
zzensuring our recruitment process is inclusive and accessible and follows best practice
zzcommunicating and promoting vacancies where they are accessible to disabled people
zzoffering a guaranteed interview to disabled applicants who meet the essential job criteria
zzanticipating and providing reasonable adjustments as required
zzsupporting any existing employee who acquires a disability or long term health condition, enabling

them to stay in work through reasonable adjustment and a supportive culture

zzorganising and delivering learning events to raise awareness and support managers to recruit and

retain people with disabilities.

The Executive Team and Quality and Governance Committee receive regular reports on the profile of the
workforce including staff with disabilities (where known) in the bi-monthly and six monthly HR reports.

Disability
Disability Flag
No
Not Declared

Headcount
303
43

%
83.9
11.9

FTE
254.98
32.63

Prefer Not To Answer

1

0.3

1.00

Unspecified

6

1.7

1.53

Yes

8

2.2

6.92

Grand Total

361

100.0

297.05

More information about the CCG Equality and Diversity Strategy can be found on the website:
www.gloucestershireccg.nhs.uk/about-you/equality-diversity/our-strategy/
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The Trade Union (Facility Time Publication Requirements) – Regulations 2017
The CCG confirms that there is a relevant union official who is a staff member of the CCG. Arrangements
have been made so that one CCG member of staff takes time off during their working hours for the
purpose of taking part in any activities in relation to which they are acting as a representative of a union
(Unison).

Equalities monitoring
The CCG monitors equalities information and reports are given to the HR/OD group, Executive Team
and the Quality and Governance Committee on the diversity of its workforce. The CCG working with its
partners within the ICS – GHFT, GHC and GCC will be making Equality, Diversity and Inclusion one of its
top three themes for 2020/21 Workforce Priorities. Work is to be undertaken in the autumn 2020.
Gender

Headcount

%

FTE

Female
Male

275
86

76.2
23.8

224.70
72.35

Total

361

100.0

297.05

Ethnicity
Ethnic Group

Headcount

A White - British

%

FTE

299

82.83

251.23

B White - Irish

3

0.83

2.64

C White - Any other White background

8

2.22

6.09

CP White Polish

1

0.28

0.60

F Mixed - White & Asian

2

0.55

1.44

G Mixed - Any other mixed background

2

0.55

1.80

GE Mixed - Asian & Chinese

1

0.28

0.90

H Asian or Asian British - Indian

5

1.39

3.85

J Asian or Asian British - Pakistani

2

0.55

0.90

L Asian or Asian British - Any other Asian background

2

0.55

1.60

LH Asian British

1

0.28

0.40

M Black or Black British - Caribbean

2

0.55

1.48

N Black or Black British - African

3

0.83

2.80

R Chinese

2

0.55

1.80

S Any Other Ethnic Group

1

0.28

1.00

Unspecified

7

1.94

1.81

Z Not Stated

20

5.54

16.72

Grand Total

361

100.0

297.05
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Age Band
Age Band

Headcount

%

FTE

21-25

18

4.99

16.55

26-30

16

4.43

16.00

31-35

37

10.25

28.51

36-40

41

11.36

34.13

41-45

49

13.57

38.77

46-50

48

13.30

39.65

51-55

72

19.94

64.73

56-60

43

11.91

33.85

61-65

28

7.76

21.08

66-70

7

1.94

3.36

>=71 Years

2

0.55

0.42

361

100.00

297.05

Grand Total

Other employee matters
Equality and Diversity
We have a range of policies to promote equality and inclusion in the workplace. We will also be using
the National Staff Survey 2019 findings to explore issues around equality and diversity; as well as staff
ideas on how to improve diversity representation in the workforce and career opportunities for those with
protected characteristics. This will link with our work around tackling the gender pay gap.
The CCG continues with its work on Disability Confident monitoring the CCG’s recruitment and selection
of people with disabilities and raising awareness of the benefits of employing people with disabilities
to CCG staff. The HR team is working with the Strategic Lead for Disability Employment, a joint post
between the CCG and GCC to promote opportunities to young people who are furthest away from the
job market. Due to Covid-19 we postponed our work on the 30/30 Challenge which would have seen the
CCG hosting Career Days at local schools. We had intended to raise awareness of the range of NHS job
opportunities and means of accessing those opportunities to young people with caring responsibilities,
disabilities, and or who are economically and socially disadvantaged. We hope to resume this work in the
autumn/winter 2020.
Working with our ICS HR/OD partners we have identified Equality, Diversity and Inclusion as one of the
top three priorities for 2020/21. We intend to work collaboratively on designing a bespoke leadership
programme for BAME staff in pay bands 4-6 using Health Education England funding to pump-prime its
development and implementation.
Health and Safety at work
The overall responsibility for CCG health and safety resides with the Executive Nurse Director, Quality
Lead. The CCG has a contract with the Commissioning Support Unit to provide specialist advice and
training in health and safety at work. In addition the Business Manager for the Executive Team has a
health and safety role within the workplace, undertaking monthly walkabouts through the building
and checking and reporting on health and safety concerns. All staff are required to complete e-learning
training on Health, Safety and Welfare every three years. New staff are required to attend a Corporate
Induction Day that includes a Health and Safety Training session. A quarterly Health and Safety report is
produced and considered by the Quality and Governance Committee.
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Fair Pay (subject to audit)
The annualised range of remuneration is £18.8k to £179k (£14k to £177.7k 2018/19).
Reporting bodies are required to disclose the relationship between the remuneration for the highest-paid
Director/Member in their organisation and the median remuneration of the organisation’s workforce.
The banded remuneration of the highest paid member of the Governing Body in the CCG in the financial
year was £175k - £180k (£175k - £180k in 2018/19) on an annualised basis. This was 4.06 (4.25 in
2018/19) times the median remuneration of the workforce which was £43,774 (£41,724 in 2018/19).
This is not a significant movement from the previous financial year. This figure is different to the
remuneration table due to it being calculated on an annualised basis for part-time work.
In 2019/20 no employee received remuneration in excess of the governing body. Total remuneration
includes salary, non-consolidated performance-related pay, benefits in kind, but not severance payments.
It does not include employer pension contributions and the cash equivalent transfer of pensions.

Off Payroll Engagements
For all off-payroll engagements as of 31 March 2020, for more than £245 per day and that last longer
than six months:
Number of existing engagements as of 31 March 2019
Of which, the number that have existed:
for less than one year at the time of reporting
for between one and two years at the time of reporting
for between 2 and 3 years at the time of reporting
for between 3 and 4 years at the time of reporting
for 4 or more years at the time of reporting

Number
9
0
2
4
2
1

For all new off-payroll engagements as of 31 March 2020, for more than £245 per day and that last
longer than six months:
Number of new engagements or those that reached six months in duration between 1 April
2019 and 31 March 2020 greater than £245 per day and that last for longer than six months:
Of which:
No. Assessed as caught by IR35
No. assessed as not caught by IR35
Of which:
No. engaged directly (via PSC contracted to department and are on the departmental payroll
No. of engagements reassessed for consistency/assurance purposes during the year
No. of engagements that saw a change to IR35 status following the consistency review

Number
0

0
0
0
0
0

Off-payroll engagements of Board/Governing Body members and/or senior officials with significant
financial responsibility between 1 April 2019 and 31 March 2020:
Number of off payroll engagements of Board/Governing Body members and/or senior
officials with significant responsibility during the financial year
Total number of individuals on payroll and off-payroll that have been deemed “board
members and/or senior officials with significant financial responsibility” during the financial
year. This includes both on-payroll and off-payroll engagements.

Number
0
21
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0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

120-125
160-165
135-140

15-17.5 140-145
52.5-55 210-215
57.5-60 195-200

120-125
120-125

0
0

0
0

0
0

120-125
120-125

40-42.5 160-165
0 120-125

95-100

0

0

0

95-100

0-2.5 100-105

55-60
45-50

0
0

0
0

0
0

55-60
45-50

27.5-30
0

85-90
45-50

45-50

0

0

0

45-50

5-7.5

50-55

45-50

0

0

0

45-50

0

45-50

60-65
15-20

0
0

0
0

0
0

60-65
15-20

42.5-45 100-105
0
15-20

45-50

0

0

0

45-50

15-17.5

60-65

45-50

0

0

0

45-50

2.5-5

50-55

20-25
115-120

0
0

0
0

0
0

20-25
115-120

0
0

20-25
115-120

45-50

0

0

0

45-50

0

45-50

15-20

0

0

0

15-20

0

15-20

20-25
10-15

0
0

0
0

0
0

20-25
10-15

0
0

20-25
10-15

10-15
15-20

0
0

0
0

0
0

10-15
15-20

0
0

10-15
15-20

Total (bands of £5,000)

Sub-total (band of
bands)

120-125
160-165
135-140

All Pension Related
Benefits (bands of
£2,500) * •

Long term performance
pay and bonuses (bands
of £5,000)

Dr Andrew Seymour, Clinical Chair
Mary Hutton, Accountable Officer
Mark Walkingshaw, Deputy Accountable Officer/
Director Of Commissioning Implementation
Cath Leech, Chief Finance Officer
Ellen Rule, Director of Transformation and Service
Redesign
Helen Goodey, Director of Primary Care and Locality
Development1
Kim Forey, Director of Integration2
Dr Caroline Bennett, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(North Cotswolds)
Dr Lawrence Fielder, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(Forest of Dean)
Dr Will Haynes, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(Gloucester City)
Dr Hein Le Roux, Deputy Clinical Chair3
Dr Jeremy Welch, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(Tewkesbury, Newent & Staunton) Until 31st July 2019
Dr Sheena Yerburgh, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(Stroud & Berkeley Vale)
Dr Will Miles, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(Cheltenham)
Julie Clatworthy, Registered Nurse
Dr Marion Andrews-Evans, Executive Nurse & Quality
Lead
Dr Alan Gwynn, Clinical Commissioning Lead (South
Cotswolds)
Alan Elkin, Lay Member, Patient And Public
Engagement
Colin Greaves, Lay Member, Governance
Joanna Davies, Lay Member, Patient & Public
Engagement
Peter Marriner, Lay Member, Business
Dr Lesley Jordan, Secondary Care Clinical Advisor4

Performance pay and
bonuses (bands of
£5,000)

Name & Title

Expense Payments
(taxable) to nearest £100

2019/20
Salary (bands of £5,000)

Remuneration and Staff Report

Remuneration Report for NHS Gloucestershire CCG 2019-20 (subject to audit)

* These figures are purely the benefits accruing to senior managers from membership of the NHS Pensions Scheme.
These are the aggregate input amounts, calculated using the method set out in section 229 of the Finance Act
2004(1). Para 10(1)(e)(ii)(cc) of sch8 of 2013/1981 (update to the Finance Act 2004):
• Due to changes in the NHS pension scheme and, in particular, where individuals may have changed schemes in
previous years this distorts the calculations.
1
Remuneration relates to Work for Gloucestershre CCG . Non disclosed remuneration for role at Gloucestershire
Care and Health NHSFT
2
Remuneration relates to Work for Gloucestershre CCG . Non disclosed remuneration for role at Gloucestershire
County Council
3
Includes Remuneration for Dementia Clinical Lead role of £13k, not previously disclosed in 2018/19
4
Payment is made to Dr Jordan’s host Trust (Royal United Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust)
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Remuneration Report for NHS Gloucestershire CCG 2018-19 (subject to audit)

Sub-total (band of
bands)

0
0
0

0
0-5
0

0
0
0

120-125
150-155
125-130

17.5-20 140-145
0 150-155
30-32.5 155-160

115-120
115-120

0
0

0
0

0
0

115-120
115-120

17.5-20 135-140
0 115-120

105-110

0

0

0

105-110

22.5-25 130-135

50-55
45-50

0
0

0
0

0
0

50-55
45-50

22.5-25
5-7.5

75-80
50-55

45-50

0

0

0

45-50

0

45-50

45-50

0

0

0

45-50

5-7.5

50-55

45-50
45-50

0
0

0
0

0
0

45-50 117.5-120 165-170
45-50
7.5-10
55-60

45-50

0

0

0

45-50

45-50

0

0

0

45-50 130-132.5 175-180

20-25
105-110

0
0

0
0

0
0

20-25
105-110

45-50

0

0

0

45-50

0

45-50

15-20

0

0

0

15-20

0

15-20

20-25
5-10

0
0

0
0

0
0

20-25
5-10

0
0

20-25
5-10

5-10
30-35

0
0

0
0

0
0

5-10
30-35

0
0

5-10
30-35

0-2.5

Total (bands of £5,000)

Long term performance
pay and bonuses (bands
of £5,000)

120-125
145-150
125-130

All Pension Related
Benefits (bands of
£2,500) * •

Performance pay and
bonuses (bands of
£5,000)

Dr Andrew Seymour, Clinical Chair
Mary Hutton, Accountable Officer
Mark Walkingshaw, Deputy Accountable Officer/
Director Of Commissioning Implementation
Cath Leech, Chief Finance Officer
Ellen Rule, Director of Transformation and Service
Redesign
Helen Goodey, Director of Primary Care and Locality
Development
Kim Forey, Director of Integration
Dr Caroline Bennett, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(North Cotswolds)
Dr Lawrence Fielder, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(Forest of Dean)
Dr Will Haynes, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(Gloucester City)
Dr Hein Le Roux, Deputy Clinical Chair
Dr Jeremy Welch, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(Tewkesbury, Newent & Staunton)
Dr Sheena Yerburgh, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(Stroud & Berkeley Vale)
Dr Will Miles, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(Cheltenham)
Julie Clatworthy, Registered Nurse
Dr Marion Andrews-Evans, Executive Nurse & Quality
Lead
Dr Alan Gwynn, Clinical Commissioning Lead (South
Cotswolds)
Alan Elkin, Lay Member, Patient And Public
Engagement
Colin Greaves, Lay Member, Governance
Joanna Davies, Lay Member, Patient & Public
Engagement
Peter Marriner, Lay Member, Business
Dr Lesley Jordan, Secondary Care Clinical Advisor1

Expense Payments
(taxable) to nearest £100

Name & Title

Salary (bands of £5,000)

2018/19

45-50

0
20-25
0 105-110

* These figures are purely the benefits accruing to senior managers from membership of the NHS Pensions Scheme.
These are the aggregate input amounts, calculated using the method set out in section 229 of the Finance Act
2004(1). Para 10(1)(e)(ii)(cc) of sch8 of 2013/1981 (update to the Finance Act 2004):
• Due to changes in the NHS pension scheme and, in particular, where individuals may have changed schemes in
previous years this distorts the calculations.
1

Payment is made to Dr Jordan’s host Trust (Royal United Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust)
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£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

0-2.5

0-2.5

15-20

45-50

348

19

390

15

2.5-5

7.5-10

40-45

120-125

900

80

1,021

19

2.5-5

0-2.5

45-50

105-110

800

53

884

11

2.5-5

0

45-50

105-110

840

40

912

11

0-2.5

0-2.5

25-30

55-60

0

35

530

11

0-2.5

0

15-20

0

242

45

301

8

0-2.5

0

10-15

30-35

269

0

276

7

0-2.5

0-2.5

10-15

20-25

191

16

218

7

0

0

15-20

35-40

319

0

310

7

0

0

15-20

25-30

204

0

208

7

0-2.5

0-2.5

5-10

20-25

175

12

199

7

0-2.5

0-2.5

10-15

30-35

225

10

247

7

Cash Equivalent Transfer Value
at 31 March 2019

Cash Equivalent Transfer Value
at 31 March 2018

Employers contribution to
stakeholder pension

£000

Real increase in Cash Equivalent
Transfer Value

Lump sum at pension age
related to accrued pension at 31
March 2019 (bands of £5,000)

Name & Title
Dr Andrew Seymour, Clinical Chair (opted
out of pension Feb-20)
Mary Hutton, Accountable Officer (opted
out of pension Feb-20)
Mark Walkingshaw, Deputy Accountable
Officer/Director Of Commissioning
Implementation (opted out of pension
Nov-19)
Cath Leech, Chief Finance Officer (opted
out of pension Dec-19)
Helen Goodey, Diretor of Primary Care and
Locality Development
Kim Forey, Director of Integration (Opted
out of pension scheme in Oct-19)
Dr Caroline Bennett, Clinical
Commissioning Lead (North Cotswolds)
Dr Sheena Yerburgh, Clinical
Commissioning Lead (Stroud & Berkeley
Vale)
Dr Will Haynes, Clinical Commissioning
Lead (Gloucester City)
Dr Jeremy Welch, Clinical Commissioning
Lead (Tewkesbury, Newent & Staunton)
Dr Lawrence Fielder, Clinical
Commissioning Lead (Forest of Dean)
Dr Will Miles, Clinical Commissioning Lead
(Cheltenham)
Dr Hein Le Roux, Deputy Clinical Chair
Ellen Rule, Director of Transformation and
Service Redesign
Dr Lesley Jordan, Secondary Care Clinical
Advisor
Dr Alan Gwyn, Clinical Commissioning
Lead (South Cotswolds)
Dr Marion Andrews,Evans – Executive
Nurse & Quality Lead

Total accrued pension at
pension age at 31 March 2019
(bands of £5,000)

Name & Title

Real increase in pension lump
sum at pension age (bands of
£2,500)

2019/20
Real increase in pension at
pension age (bands of £2,500)

Remuneration and Staff Report

Pensions Report 2019-20 (subject to audit)

2.5-5
0
15-20
20-25
215
13
240
0
Ellen Rule is not included as she was only in the pension scheme for 4 months
from Sep-19 to Dec-19
Dr Jordan is not an employee of NHS Gloucestershire CCG and payment is made
to his host Trust (Royal United Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust)
Dr Gwyn has opted out of the NHS pension scheme
Dr Andrews-Evans has opted out of the NHS pension scheme
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Pensions Report 2018-19 (subject to audit)

Employers contribution to
stakeholder pension

Cash Equivalent Transfer Value
at 31 March 2019

Real increase in Cash Equivalent
Transfer Value

Cash Equivalent Transfer Value
at 31 March 2018

Lump sum at pension age
related to accrued pension at 31
March 2019 (bands of £5,000)

Total accrued pension at
pension age at 31 March 2019
(bands of £5,000)

Real increase in pension lump
sum at pension age (bands of
£2,500)

Name & Title

Real increase in pension at
pension age (bands of £2,500)

2018/19

Name & Title
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000
Dr Andrew Seymour, Clinical Chair
0-2.5
2.5-5
15-20
45-50
275
46
348
18
Mary Hutton, Accountable Officer *
0-2.5
0-2.5
35-40 110-115
796
50
900
17
Mark Walkingshaw, Deputy Accountable
Officer/Director Of Commissioning
0-2.5
0-2.5
40-45 105-110
658
104
800
18
Implementation
Cath Leech, Chief Finance Officer
0-2.5
0
40-45 100-105
709
93
840
17
Helen Goodey, Director of Primary Care
0-2.5
0
25-30
50-55
387
59
473
16
and Locality Development
Kim Forey, Director of Integration
0-2.5
0
15-20
0
205
17
242
15
Dr Caroline Bennett, Clinical
0-2.5
0
10-15
30-35
226
30
269
7
Commissioning Lead (North Cotswolds)
Dr Sheena Yerburgh, Clinical
Commissioning Lead (Stroud & Berkeley
0-2.5
0
5-10
20-25
164
16
191
7
Vale)
Dr Will Haynes, Clinical Commissioning
0-2.5
0
15-20
35-40
271
33
319
7
Lead (Gloucester City)
Dr Jeremy Welch, Clinical Commissioning
0-2.5
0
15-20
30-35
162
30
204
7
Lead (Tewkesbury, Newent & Staunton)
Dr Lawrence Fielder, Clinical
0
0
5-10
20-25
159
5
175
7
Commissioning Lead (Forest of Dean)
Dr Will Miles, Clinical Commissioning Lead
5-7.5
17.5-20
5-10
25-30
77
139
225
7
(Cheltenham)
Dr Hein Le Roux, Deputy Clinical Chair
5-7.5 10-12.5
10-15
20-25
131
74
215
7
Ellen Rule, Director of Transformation and
Ellen Rule has opted out of the NHS Pension scheme
Service Redesign
Dr Lesley Jordan, Secondary Care Clinical
Dr Jordan is not an employee of NHS Gloucestershire CCG and payment is made
Advisor
to his host Trust (Royal United Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust)
Dr Alan Gwynn, Clinical Commissioning
Dr Gwynn has opted out of the NHS pension scheme
Lead (South Cotswolds)
Dr Marion Andrews-Evans, Executive Nurse
Dr Andrews-Evans has opted out of the NHS pension scheme
& Quality Lead
* The figures are part year due to opting out of the pension scheme from February 19

Cash Equivalent Transfer Values
A Cash Equivalent Transfer Value (CETV) is the actuarially assessed capital value of the pension scheme
benefits accrued by a member at a particular point in time. The benefits valued are the member’s accrued
benefits and any contingent spouse’s pension payable from the scheme. A CETV is a payment made by a
pension scheme or arrangement to secure pension benefits in another pension scheme or arrangement
when the member leaves a scheme and chooses to transfer the benefits accrued in their former scheme.
The pension figures shown relate to the benefits that the individual has accrued as a consequence of their
total membership of the pension scheme, not just their service in a senior capacity to which disclosure
applies.
The CETV figures and the other pension details include the value of any pension benefits in another
scheme or arrangement which the individual has transferred to the NHS pension scheme. They also
include any additional pension benefit accrued to the member as a result of their purchasing additional
years of pension service in the scheme at their own cost. CETVs are calculated within the guidelines and
framework prescribed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.
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NHS Pensions are still assessing the impact of the McCloud judgement in relation to changes to benefits
in 2015. The benefits and related CETVs disclosed do not allow for any potential future adjustments that
may arise from this judgement. During the year, the Government announced that public sector pension
schemes will be required to provide indexation on the Guaranteed Minimum Pension element of the
pension. NHS Pensions has updated the methodology used to calculate CETV values as at 31 March
2020. The impact of the change in methodology is included within the reported real increase in CETV for
the year.

Real Increase in CETV
This reflects the increase in CETV effectively funded by the employer. It takes account of the increase in
accrued pension due to inflation, contributions paid by the employee (including the value of any benefits
transferred from another scheme or arrangement) and uses common market valuation factors for the
start and end of the period.
19/20

Average Contracted WTE of Staff Groupings
by Occupational Code (excluding Off Payroll
engagements only)

18/19

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Governing Body members

4

7

11

3

7

10

Senior Manager G0 (Band 8D and Above)

6

5

11

6

6

12

Manager G1 (Band 8A, 8B, 8C)

16

31

47

18

38

56

Clerical and Administrative G2 (Band 7 and Below)

42

128

170

39

102

141

Nursing, midwifery and health visiting staff

3

30

33

3

34

37

Medical and dental staff

0

1

1

0

0

0

Scientific, therapeutic and technical staff

4

25

29

5

27

32

Local Snr Mgr Miscellaneous

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sub Totals

75

227

302

74

214

288

Grand Total

302

288

Staff profile (audited)
The profile of staff within the CCG, based on the average number of Whole Time Equivalent contracted in
2019-20, is as presented in the table below. This is referred to in note 4.2 of the Annual Accounts.
Avg No WTE contracted (including
Directors & Off Payroll engagements)

19/20

18/19

Director

Other
Ee

Total

Director

Other
Ee

Total

7

296

303

7

284

291

Perm

7

270

277

7

264

271

Other

0

26

26

0

20

20

Male

1

74

75

1

73

74

Female

6

222

228

6

211

217

total Staff
of which:

of which:
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Total staff costs including employers national insurance and pension (audited)
19/20

18/19

Directors Other Ees
£’000
£’000
total Staff Costs

Total
£’000

Directors Other Ees
£’000
£’000

Total
£’000

1,081

16,332

17,413

1,017

13,957

14,974

1,081

15,601

16,681

1,017

13,168

14,185

732

732

789

789

of which
permanent
other

-

-

Employee benefits and staff numbers (subject to audit)
2019/20

2018/19

Permanent
Total
Other
Employees
£’000
£’000
£’000

Permanent
Total
Other
Employees
£’000
£’000
£’000

Salaries and Wages

13,447

12,715

732

12,223

11,434

789

Social Security Costs

1,393

1,393

0

1,212

1,212

0

Employer Contributions to NHS Pension
scheme

2,503

2,503

0

1,536

1,536

0

Other Pension Costs

1

1

0

3

3

0

Apprenticeship Levy

54

54

0

50

50

0

Termination Benefits

15

15

0

91

91

0

Gross employee benefits expenditure

17,413

16,681

732

15,115

14,326

789

Total – Net admin employee benefits
including capitalised costs

17,413

16,681

732

15,115

14,326

789

0

0

0

0

0

0

17,413

16,681

732

15,115

14,326

789

Employee Benefits

Less: Employee costs capitalised
Net employee benefits excluding
capitalised costs

The largest increase in staff groups in 2019/20 again relates to increases in clinical staff within both the
continuing healthcare and clinical pharmacy teams, which is reflective of the increased demand on these
services.
zzThere have been no significant awards made to past senior managers in 2019/20
zzThere has been no compensation on early retirement or for loss of office in 2019/20
zzThere have been no payments to past directors in 2019/20
zzNo staff on Very Senior Manager contracts earn in excess of £150,000 pa on a pro-rata basis

Exit Package cost band (including any special payment element)
zzThere has been 1 exit package paid in 2019/20 which fell in the remuneration band £10,001 to

£25,000.
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Consultancy
Consultancy costs of £114.7k in 2019-20 were spent in the following areas:

Primary Care 47%
Corporate 18%
Acute 3%
Community Health Services 14%
Continuing Care 3%
Mental Health 12%
Other 3%

External Audit
The CCG’s external auditors are Grant Thornton UK LLP. The cost of the annual statutory audit of the
2019/20 Financial Statements was £64.4k. The cost was determined based upon the size of the CCGs
commissioning budget. The CCG did not receive any additional audit services from Grant Thornton in
year.

Mary Hutton
Accountable Officer
18th June 2020
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Independent auditor's report to the members of the Governing Body of
NHS Gloucestershire CCG
Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of NHS Gloucestershire CCG (the ‘CCG’) for the year ended
31 March 2020, which comprise the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure, the Statement of
Financial Position, the Statement of Changes in Taxpayers Equity, the Statement of Cash Flows and
notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies. The financial
reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union, and as interpreted and
adapted by the Department of Health and Social Care Group Accounting Manual 2019 to 2020.
In our opinion, the financial statements:
•

give a true and fair view of the financial position of the CCG as at 31 March 2020 and of its
expenditure and income for the year then ended; and

•

have been properly prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union, as interpreted and adapted by the Department of Health
and Social Care Group Accounting Manual 2019 to 2020; and

•

have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Health and Social Care Act 2012.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)) and
applicable law. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the ‘Auditor’s
responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements’ section of our report. We are independent of the
CCG in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial
statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard, and we have fulfilled our other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
The impact of macro-economic uncertainties on our audit
Our audit of the financial statements requires us to obtain an understanding of all relevant uncertainties,
including those arising as a consequence of the effects of macro-economic uncertainties such as Covid19 and Brexit. All audits assess and challenge the reasonableness of estimates made by the
Accountable Officer and the related disclosures and the appropriateness of the going concern basis of
preparation of the financial statements. All of these depend on assessments of the future economic
environment and the CCG’s future operational arrangements.
Covid-19 and Brexit are amongst the most significant economic events currently faced by the UK, and at
the date of this report their effects are subject to unprecedented levels of uncertainty, with the full range
of possible outcomes and their impacts unknown. We applied a standardised firm-wide approach in
response to these uncertainties when assessing the CCG’s future operational arrangements. However,
no audit should be expected to predict the unknowable factors or all possible future implications for an
entity associated with these particular events.
Conclusions relating to going concern
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the ISAs (UK) require
us to report to you where:
•

the Accountable Officer’s use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the
financial statements is not appropriate; or

•

the Accountable Officer has not disclosed in the financial statements any identified material
uncertainties that may cast significant doubt about the CCG’s ability to continue to adopt the going

Grant Thornton UK LLP.

1

concern basis of accounting for a period of at least twelve months from the date when the financial
statements are authorised for issue.
In our evaluation of the Accountable Officer’s conclusions, and in accordance with the expectation set
out within the Department of Health and Social Care Group Accounting Manual 2019 to 2020 that the
CCG’s financial statements shall be prepared on a going concern basis, we considered the risks
associated with the CCG’s operating activities, including effects arising from macro-economic
uncertainties such as Covid-19 and Brexit. We analysed how those risks might affect the CCG’s
financial resources or ability to continue operations over the period of at least twelve months from the
date when the financial statements are authorised for issue. In accordance with the above, we have
nothing to report in these respects.
However, as we cannot predict all future events or conditions and as subsequent events may result in
outcomes that are inconsistent with judgements that were reasonable at the time they were made, the
absence of reference to a material uncertainty in this auditor's report is not a guarantee that the CCG
will continue in operation.
Other information
The Accountable Officer is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the
information included in the Annual Report, other than the financial statements and our auditor’s report
thereon. Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and, except to the
extent otherwise explicitly stated in our report, we do not express any form of assurance conclusion
thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information
and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial
statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we
identify such material inconsistencies or apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine
whether there is a material misstatement in the financial statements or a material misstatement of the
other information. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material
misstatement of the other information, we are required to report that fact.
We have nothing to report in this regard.
Other information we are required to report on by exception under the Code of Audit Practice
Under the Code of Audit Practice published by the National Audit Office in April 2015 on behalf of the
Comptroller and Auditor General (the Code of Audit Practice) we are required to consider whether the
Governance Statement does not comply with the guidance issued by the NHS Commissioning Board or
is misleading or inconsistent with the information of which we are aware from our audit. We are not
required to consider whether the Governance Statement addresses all risks and controls or that risks
are satisfactorily addressed by internal controls.
We have nothing to report in this regard.
Opinion on other matters required by the Code of Audit Practice
In our opinion:
•

the parts of the Remuneration and Staff Report to be audited have been properly prepared in
accordance with IFRSs as adopted by the European Union, as interpreted and adapted by the
Department of Health and Social Care Group Accounting Manual 2019 to 2020 and the
requirements of the Health and Social Care Act 2012; and

•

based on the work undertaken in the course of the audit of the financial statements and our
knowledge of the CCG gained through our work in relation to the CCG’s arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources, the other information published
together with the financial statements in the Annual Report for the financial year for which the
financial statements are prepared is consistent with the financial statements.
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Opinion on regularity required by the Code of Audit Practice
In our opinion, in all material respects the expenditure and income recorded in the financial statements
have been applied to the purposes intended by Parliament and the financial transactions in the financial
statements conform to the authorities which govern them.
Matters on which we are required to report by exception
Under the Code of Audit Practice, we are required to report to you if:
•

we issue a report in the public interest under Section 24 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act
2014 in the course of, or at the conclusion of the audit; or

•

we refer a matter to the Secretary of State under Section 30 of the Local Audit and Accountability
Act 2014 because we have reason to believe that the CCG, or an officer of the CCG, is about to
make, or has made, a decision which involves or would involve the body incurring unlawful
expenditure, or is about to take, or has begun to take a course of action which, if followed to its
conclusion, would be unlawful and likely to cause a loss or deficiency; or

•

we make a written recommendation to the CCG under Section 24 of the Local Audit and
Accountability Act 2014 in the course of, or at the conclusion of the audit.

We have nothing to report in respect of the above matters.
Responsibilities of the Accountable Officer and Those Charged with Governance for the
financial statements
As explained more fully in the Statement of Accountable Officer's responsibilities set out on pages 52 to
53, the Accountable Officer, is responsible for the preparation of the financial statements in the form and
on the basis set out in the Accounts Directions, for being satisfied that they give a true and fair view, and
for such internal control as the Accountable Officer determines is necessary to enable the preparation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the Accountable Officer is responsible for assessing the CCG’s
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and
using the going concern basis of accounting unless they have been informed by the relevant national
body of the intention to dissolve the CCG without the transfer of its services to another public sector
entity.
The Accountable Officer is responsible for ensuring the regularity of expenditure and income in the
financial statements.
The Audit and Risk Committee is Those Charged with Governance. Those Charged with Governance
are responsible for overseeing the CCG’s financial reporting process.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an
audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on
the basis of these financial statements.
A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located on the
Financial Reporting Council’s website at: www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms
part of our auditor’s report.
We are also responsible for giving an opinion on the regularity of expenditure and income in the
financial statements in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice.

Grant Thornton UK LLP.
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Report on other legal and regulatory requirements – Conclusion on the
CCG’s arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness
in its use of resources
Matter on which we are required to report by exception - CCG’s arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources
Under the Code of Audit Practice, we are required to report to you if, in our opinion we have not been
able to satisfy ourselves that the CCG has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency
and effectiveness in its use of resources for the year ended 31 March 2020.
We have nothing to report in respect of the above matter.
Responsibilities of the Accountable Officer
As explained in the Governance Statement, the Accountable Officer is responsible for putting in place
proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of the CCG's
resources.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the review of the CCG’s arrangements for securing economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources
We are required under Section 21(1)(c) and Schedule 13 paragraph 10(a) of the Local Audit and
Accountability Act 2014 to be satisfied that the CCG has made proper arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources and to report where we have not been
able to satisfy ourselves that it has done so. We are not required to consider, nor have we considered,
whether all aspects of the CCG's arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its
use of resources are operating effectively.
We have undertaken our review in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice, having regard to the
guidance on the specified criterion issued by the Comptroller and Auditor General in April 2020, as to
whether in all significant respects, the CCG had proper arrangements to ensure it took properly
informed decisions and deployed resources to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers
and local people. The Comptroller and Auditor General determined this criterion as that necessary for us
to consider under the Code of Audit Practice in satisfying ourselves whether the CCG put in place
proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources for the
year ended 31 March 2020, and to report by exception where we are not satisfied.
We planned our work in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice. Based on our risk assessment, we
undertook such work as we considered necessary to be satisfied that the CCG has put in place proper
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements – Certificate
We certify that we have completed the audit of the financial statements of NHS Gloucestershire CCG in
accordance with the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 and the Code of Audit
Practice.
Use of our report
This report is made solely to the members of the Governing Body of the CCG, as a body, in accordance
with Part 5 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014. Our audit work has been undertaken so that
we might state to the members of the Governing Body of the CCG those matters we are required to
state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we
do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the CCG and the members of the
Governing Body of the CCG, as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have
formed.
Alex Walling, Key Audit Partner
for and on behalf of Grant Thornton UK LLP, Local Auditor
Bristol
24 June 2020
Grant Thornton UK LLP.
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ANNUAL ACCOUNTS

Completed in accordance with the DH Group Accounting Manual 2019/20 and NHS
England SharePoint Finance Guidance Library

Mary Hutton
Accountable Officer
18/06/2020

Data entered below will be used throughout the workbook:

Entity name:
This year
Last year
This year ended
Last year ended
This year commencing:
Last year commencing:

NHS Gloucestershire CCG
2019-20
2018-19
31-March-2020
31-March-2019
01-April-2019
01-April-2018

These account templates are a proforma for a set of NHS England Group Entity Accounts, this is not a
mandatory layout for local accounts.
Please review and adjust to local reporting requirements
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NHS Gloucestershire CCG - Annual Accounts 2019-20
Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure for the year ended
31 March 2020

Note

2019-20
£'000

2018-19
£'000

Income from sale of goods and services
Other operating income
Total operating income

3
3

(29,342)
(4,230)
(33,572)

(25,429)
(4,244)
(29,673)

Staff costs
Purchase of goods and services
Depreciation and impairment charges
Provision expense
Other Operating Expenditure
Total operating expenditure

4
5
5
5
5

17,413
938,204
127
(905)
1,345
956,184

15,114
882,359
113
1,095
1,240
899,921

922,612

870,247

-

-

922,612

870,247

Total Net Expenditure for the Financial Year
Other Comprehensive Expenditure
Comprehensive Expenditure for the year ended 31st March 2020
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Statement of Financial Position as at
31 March 2020

Note
Non-current assets:
Property, plant and equipment

8

2019-20

2018-19

£'000

£'000
199

326

199

326

5,917
45

7,899
9

Total current assets

5,962

7,909

Total assets

6,161

8,235

(48,508)
(1,413)

(50,642)
(2,876)

Total current liabilities

(49,921)

(53,518)

Non-Current Assets plus/less Net Current Assets/Liabilities

(43,760)

(45,284)

Non-current liabilities

-

-

Assets less Liabilities

(43,760)

(45,284)

Financed by Taxpayers’ Equity
General fund

(43,760)

(45,284)

Total taxpayers' equity:

(43,760)

(45,284)

Total non-current assets
Current assets:
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

9
10

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Provisions

11
12

The notes on pages 7 to 26 form part of this statement

The financial statements on pages 3 to 6 were approved by the Governing Body on 18th June 2020 and signed on its behalf by:

Chief Accountable Officer
Mary Hutton
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Statement of Changes In Taxpayers Equity for the year ended
31 March 2020
2019/20
General fund
£'000

2018/19
General fund
£'000

(45,284)

(43,783)

(922,612)

(870,248)

Net funding

924,136

868,747

Balance at 31 March

(43,760)

(45,284)

Changes in taxpayers’ equity for 2019-20
Balance at 01 April
Changes in NHS Clinical Commissioning Group taxpayers’ equity for 2019-20
Net operating expenditure for the financial year

The notes on pages 7 to 26 form part of this statement
The General Fund is the only reserve for NHS Gloucestershire CCG.
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NHS Gloucestershire CCG - Annual Accounts 2019-20
Statement of Cash Flows for the year ended
31 March 2020
Note
Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Net operating expenditure for the financial year
Depreciation and amortisation
(Increase)/decrease in trade & other receivables
Increase/(decrease) in trade & other payables
Provisions utilised
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) from Operating Activities

5
9
11
12
12

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
(Payments) for property, plant and equipment
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) from Investing Activities
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) before Financing
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Grant in Aid Funding Received
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) from Financing Activities
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash & Cash Equivalents

10

Cash & Cash Equivalents at the Beginning of the Financial Year
Effect of exchange rate changes on the balance of cash and cash equivalents held in foreign currencies
Cash & Cash Equivalents (including bank overdrafts) at the End of the Financial Year

The notes on pages 7 to 26 form part of this statement
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2019-20
£'000

2018-19
£'000

(922,612)
127
1,982
(2,064)
(558)
(905)
(924,030)

(870,248)
113
(2,232)
3,453
(855)
1,095
(868,674)

(70)
(70)

(70)
(70)

(924,100)

(868,744)

924,136
924,136

868,747
868,747

36

3

9
0
45

6
0
9
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Notes to the financial statements
1

Accounting Policies
NHS England/ has directed that the financial statements of clinical commissioning groups shall meet the accounting requirements of the
Group Accounting Manual issued by the Department of Health and Social Care. Consequently, the following financial statements have
been prepared in accordance with the Group Accounting Manual 2019-20 issued by the Department of Health and Social Care. The
accounting policies contained in the Group Accounting Manual follow International Financial Reporting Standards to the extent that they
are meaningful and appropriate to clinical commissioning groups, as determined by HM Treasury, which is advised by the Financial
Reporting Advisory Board. Where the Group Accounting Manual permits a choice of accounting policy, the accounting policy which is
judged to be most appropriate to the particular circumstances of the clinical commissioning group for the purpose of giving a true and fair
view has been selected. The particular policies adopted by the clinical commissioning group are described below. They have been
applied consistently in dealing with items considered material in relation to the accounts.

1.1

Going Concern
These accounts have been prepared on a going concern basis.
Public sector bodies are assumed to be going concerns where the continuation of the provision of a service in the future is anticipated, as
evidenced by inclusion of financial provision for that service in published documents.
Where a clinical commissioning group ceases to exist, it considers whether or not its services will continue to be provided (using the
same assets, by another public sector entity) in determining whether to use the concept of going concern for the final set of financial
statements. If services will continue to be provided the financial statements are prepared on the going concern basis.
At the end of January 2020 the NHS declared a level 4 incident as part of the Government response to the global pandemic caused by a
novel coronavirus - Covid 19. The impact on healthcare delivery in direct response to this virus, changes in demand and capacity for
other healthcare and the impact on wider society (through social distancing and the so-called 'lockdown') and economy has been
dramatic. Two specifics items of relevance are firstly, the UK Government publically stating it will fund the NHS 'whatever it takes' to
manage the pandemic; and secondly a significant overhaul of the financial architecture of the NHS, for example suspending the current
financial performance management regime, moving all NHS providers onto a cost based 'block' payment regime, authorising prepayments of one month’s operating costs to NHS providers, centralising the procurement of Independent Sector Capacity, providing new
funding for Hospital Discharge Programme and NHS Nightingale 'surge' capacity and enabled the recharge of other specific Covid 19
costs to NHSE. Taken together, this package and Government statements effectively demonstrate how the Clinical Commissioning
Group, as a statutory body in the NHS, will have its finances supported by the Government for the period of the pandemic and in the
event of any future radical change to demand and funding for healthcare.
On this basis of the above the Clinical Commissioning Group considers it remains a going concern

1.2

Accounting Convention
These accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention modified to account for the revaluation of property, plant and
equipment, intangible assets, inventories and certain financial assets and financial liabilities.

1.3

Movement of Assets within the Department of Health and Social Care Group
As Public Sector Bodies are deemed to operate under common control, business reconfigurations within the Department of Health and
Social Care Gorup are outside the scope of IFRS 3 BusinessCombinations. Where fundtions transfer between two public sector bodies,
the Department of Health and Social Care GAM requires the application of apsorption accounting. Absorption accounting requires that
entities account for their transactions in the period in which they took place, with no restatement of performance required when functions
transfer within the public sector. Where assets and liabilities transfer, the gain or loss resulting is recognised in the Statement of
Comprehensive Net Expenditure, and is disclosed separately from operating costs.
Other transfers of assets and liabilities within the Department of Health and Social Care Group are accounted for in line with IAS 20 and
similarly give rise to income and expenditure entries.

1.4

Pooled Budgets
The clinical commissioning group has entered into a pooled budget arrangement with Gloucestershire County Council [in accordance with
section 75 of the NHS Act 2006]. Under the arrangement, funds are pooled for integrated community equipment services and Note 15
provides details of the income and expenditure.
The pool is hosted by Gloucestershire County Council. The clinical commissioning group accounts for its share of the assets, liabilities,
income and expenditure arising from the activities of the pooled budget, identified in accordance with the pooled budget agreement. This
arrangement has not changed in 2019/20.

1.5

Operating Segments
Income and expenditure are analysed in the Operating Segments note and are reported in line with management information used within
the clinical commissioning group.
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1.6

Revenue

In the application of IFRS 15 a number of practical expedients offered in the Standard have been employed. These are as follows;
• As per paragraph 121 of the Standard the clinical commissioning group will not disclose information regarding performance obligations
part of a contract that has an original expected duration of one year or less,
• The clinical commissioning group is to similarly not disclose information where revenue is recognised in line with the practical expedient
offered in paragraph B16 of the Standard where the right to consideration corresponds directly with value of the performance completed
to date.
• The FReM has mandated the exercise of the practical expedient offered in C7(a) of the Standard that requires the clinical
commissioning group to reflect the aggregate effect of all contracts modified before the date of initial application.
The main source of funding for the Clinical Commissioning Group is from NHS England. This is drawn down and credited to the general
fund. Funding is recognised in the period in which it is received.
Revenue in respect of services provided is recognised when (or as) performance obligations are satisfied by transferring promised
services to the customer, and is measured at the amount of the transaction price allocated to that performance obligation.
Where income is received for a specific performance obligation that is to be satisfied in the following year, that income is deferred.
Payment terms are standard reflecting cross government principles.
Total net revenue expenditure for the year of £922,612k is funded by in year revenue resource allocations from NHS England. The
revenue resource allocation is accounted for by crediting the general fund, but this funding is only drawn down from NHS England and
accounted for, to meet payments as they fall due. The total funding credited to the general fund during the year was equal to the revenue
resource allocation (see Statement of Changes to Taxpayers Equity on page 5).
The CCG’s financial position is controlled by a limit on net expenditure rather than funding from DHSC. As such, the CCG’s income from
other activities is limited. The most significant element of income is where the CCG commissions service level agreements (for Mental
Health and Community Services) through liaison with the local authority. In this instance, all figures are shown in gross terms (i.e. the
contribution from the local authority is shown within Other Operating Revenue). The CCG does not enter into long term revenue contracts
and, so, the assessment indicates that there is no impact of income recognition from adopting IFRS 15.
The value of the benefit received when the clinical commissioning group accesses funds from the Government’s apprenticeship service
are recognised as income in accordance with IAS 20, Accounting for Government Grants. Where these funds are paid directly to an
accredited training provider, non-cash income and a corresponding non-cash training expense are recognised, both equal to the cost of
the training funded.
1.7

Employee Benefits

1.7.1

Short-term Employee Benefits
Salaries, wages and employment-related payments, including payments arising from the apprenticeship levy, are recognised in the period
in which the service is received from employees.
The cost of leave earned but not taken by employees at the end of the period is recognised in the financial statements to the extent that
employees are permitted to carry forward leave into the following period.

1.7.2

Retirement Benefit Costs
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the NHS Pensions Schemes. These schemes are unfunded, defined
benefit schemes that cover NHS employers, General Practices and other bodies allowed under the direction of the Secretary of State in
England and Wales. The schemes are not designed to be run in a way that would enable NHS bodies to identify their share of the
underlying scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore, the schemes are accounted for as though they were defined contribution schemes:
the cost to the clinical commissioning group of participating in a scheme is taken as equal to the contributions payable to the scheme for
the accounting period.
For early retirements other than those due to ill health the additional pension liabilities are not funded by the scheme. The full amount of
the liability for the additional costs is charged to expenditure at the time the clinical commissioning group commits itself to the retirement,
regardless of the method of payment.
The schemes are subject to a full actuarial valuation every four years and an accounting valuation every year.
National Employment Savings Trust (“NEST”) Pension Scheme
The CCG has a small number of employees who are not enrolled into the NHS Pensions Scheme, with cover from the defined
contributions scheme which is managed by the National Employment Savings Trust (NEST). The cost to the CCG is taken as equal to the
contributions payable to the scheme for the accounting period.

1.8

Other Expenses
Other operating expenses are recognised when, and to the extent that, the goods or services have been received. They are measured at
the fair value of the consideration payable.
Expenses and liabilities in respect of grants are recognised when the clinical commissioning group has a present legal or constructive
obligation, which occurs when all of the conditions attached to the payment have been met.
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1.9

Grants Payable (where relevant)
Where grant funding is not intended to be directly related to activity undertaken by a grant recipient in a specific period, the clinical
commissioning group recognises the expenditure in the period in which the grant is paid. All other grants are accounted for on an accruals
basis.

1.10

Property, Plant & Equipment

1.10.1

Recognition
Property, plant and equipment is capitalised if:
·
It is held for use in delivering services or for administrative purposes;
·
It is probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential will be supplied to the clinical commissioning group;
·
It is expected to be used for more than one financial year;
·
The cost of the item can be measured reliably; and,
·
The item has a cost of at least £5,000; or,
·
Collectively, a number of items have a cost of at least £5,000 and individually have a cost of more than £250, where the assets
are functionally interdependent, they had broadly simultaneous purchase dates, are anticipated to have simultaneous disposal dates and
are under single managerial control; or,
·
Items form part of the initial equipping and setting-up cost of a new building, ward or unit, irrespective of their individual or
Where a large asset, for example a building, includes a number of components with significantly different asset lives, the components are
treated as separate assets and depreciated over their own useful economic lives.

1.10.2

Measurement
All property, plant and equipment is measured initially at cost, representing the cost directly attributable to acquiring or constructing the
asset and bringing it to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management.
Assets that are held for their service potential and are in use are measured subsequently at their current value in existing use. Assets
that were most recently held for their service potential but are surplus are measured at fair value where there are no restrictions
preventing access to the market at the reporting date
Revaluations are performed with sufficient regularity to ensure that carrying amounts are not materially different from those that would be
determined at the end of the reporting period. Current values in existing use are determined as follows:
·
·

Land and non-specialised buildings – market value for existing use; and,
Specialised buildings – depreciated replacement cost.

Properties in the course of construction for service or administration purposes are carried at cost, less any impairment loss. Cost includes
professional fees but not borrowing costs, which are recognised as expenses immediately, as allowed by IAS 23 for assets held at fair
value. Assets are re-valued and depreciation commences when they are brought into use.
IT equipment, transport equipment, furniture and fittings, and plant and machinery that are held for operational use are valued at
depreciated historic cost where these assets have short useful economic lives or low values or both, as this is not considered to be
materially different from current value in existing use.
An increase arising on revaluation is taken to the revaluation reserve except when it reverses an impairment for the same asset
previously recognised in expenditure, in which case it is credited to expenditure to the extent of the decrease previously charged there. A
revaluation decrease that does not result from a loss of economic value or service potential is recognised as an impairment charged to
the revaluation reserve to the extent that there is a balance on the reserve for the asset and, thereafter, to expenditure. Impairment
losses that arise from a clear consumption of economic benefit are taken to expenditure. Gains and losses recognised in the revaluation
reserve are reported as other comprehensive income in the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure.
1.10.3

Subsequent Expenditure
Where subsequent expenditure enhances an asset beyond its original specification, the directly attributable cost is capitalised. Where
subsequent expenditure restores the asset to its original specification, the expenditure is capitalised and any existing carrying value of the
item replaced is written-out and charged to operating expenses.

1.10.4

Depreciation, Amortisation & Impairments
Freehold land, properties under construction, and assets held for sale are not depreciated.
Otherwise, depreciation and amortisation are charged to write off the costs or valuation of property, plant and equipment and intangible
non-current assets, less any residual value, over their estimated useful lives, in a manner that reflects the consumption of economic
benefits or service potential of the assets. The estimated useful life of an asset is the period over which the clinical commissioning group
expects to obtain economic benefits or service potential from the asset. This is specific to the clinical commissioning group and may be
shorter than the physical life of the asset itself. Estimated useful lives and residual values are reviewed each year end, with the effect of
any changes recognised on a prospective basis. Assets held under finance leases are depreciated over the shorter of the lease term and
the estimated useful life.
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At each reporting period end, the clinical commissioning group checks whether there is any indication that any of its property, plant and
equipment assets or intangible non-current assets have suffered an impairment loss. If there is indication of an impairment loss, the
recoverable amount of the asset is estimated to determine whether there has been a loss and, if so, its amount. Intangible assets not yet
available for use are tested for impairment annually.
A revaluation decrease that does not result from a loss of economic value or service potential is recognised as an impairment charged to
the revaluation reserve to the extent that there is a balance on the reserve for the asset and, thereafter, to expenditure. Impairment
losses that arise from a clear consumption of economic benefit are taken to expenditure. Where an impairment loss subsequently
reverses, the carrying amount of the asset is increased to the revised estimate of the recoverable amount but capped at the amount that
would have been determined had there been no initial impairment loss. The reversal of the impairment loss is credited to expenditure to
the extent of the decrease previously charged there and thereafter to the revaluation reserve.
1.11

Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases when substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership are transferred to the lessee. All other
leases are classified as operating leases.

1.12

The Clinical Commissioning Group as Lessee

Property, plant and equipment held under finance leases are initially recognised, at the inception of the lease, at fair value or, if lower, at
the present value of the minimum lease payments, with a matching liability for the lease obligation to the lessor. Lease payments are
apportioned between finance charges and reduction of the lease obligation so as to achieve a constant rate on interest on the remaining
balance of the liability. Finance charges are recognised in calculating the clinical commissioning group’s surplus/deficit.
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term. Lease incentives are recognised
initially as a liability and subsequently as a reduction of rentals on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
Contingent rentals are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.
Where a lease is for land and buildings, the land and building components are separated and individually assessed as to whether they
are operating or finance leases.
1.13

Cash & Cash Equivalents
Cash is cash in hand and deposits with any financial institution repayable without penalty on notice of not more than 24 hours. Cash
equivalents are investments that mature in 3 months or less from the date of acquisition and that are readily convertible to known
amounts of cash with insignificant risk of change in value.
In the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalents are shown net of bank overdrafts that are repayable on demand and that
form an integral part of the clinical commissioning group’s cash management.

1.14

Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the clinical commissioning group has a present legal or constructive obligation as a result of a past
event, it is probable that the clinical commissioning group will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate can be made of
the amount of the obligation. The amount recognised as a provision is the best estimate of the expenditure required to settle the
obligation at the end of the reporting period, taking into account the risks and uncertainties. Where a provision is measured using the
cash flows estimated to settle the obligation, its carrying amount is the present value of those cash flows using HM Treasury’s discount
rate as follows:
Early retirement provisions are discounted using HM Treasury’s pension discount rate of negative 0.50% (2018-19: positive 0.29%) in real
terms. All general provisions are subject to four separate discount rates according to the expected timing of cashflows from the Statement
of Financial Position date:
• A nominal short-term rate of 0.51% (2018-19: 0.76%) for inflation adjusted expected cash flows up to and including 5 years from
Statement of Financial Position date.
• A nominal medium-term rate of 0.55% (2018-19:1.14%) for inflation adjusted expected cash flows over 5 years up to and including 10
years from the Statement of Financial Position date.
• A nominal long-term rate of 1.99% (2018-19: 1.99%) for inflation adjusted expected cash flows over 10 years and up to and including 40
years from the Statement of Financial Position date.
• A nominal very long-term rate of 1.99% (2018-19: 1.99%) for inflation adjusted expected cash flows exceeding 40 years from the
Statement of Financial Position date.
When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a provision are expected to be recovered from a third party, the receivable is
recognised as an asset if it is virtually certain that reimbursements will be received and the amount of the receivable can be measured
reliably.
A restructuring provision is recognised when the clinical commissioning group has developed a detailed formal plan for the restructuring
and has raised a valid expectation in those affected that it will carry out the restructuring by starting to implement the plan or announcing
its main features to those affected by it. The measurement of a restructuring provision includes only the direct expenditures arising from
the restructuring, which are those amounts that are both necessarily entailed by the restructuring and not associated with on-going
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1.15

Clinical Negligence Costs

NHS Resolution operates a risk pooling scheme under which the clinical commissioning group pays an annual contribution to NHS
Resolution, which in return settles all clinical negligence claims. The contribution is charged to expenditure. Although NHS Resolution is
administratively responsible for all clinical negligence cases, the legal liability remains with clinical commissioning group.
1.16

Non-clinical Risk Pooling
The clinical commissioning group participates in the Property Expenses Scheme and the Liabilities to Third Parties Scheme. Both are risk
pooling schemes under which the clinical commissioning group pays an annual contribution to the NHS Resolution and, in return,
receives assistance with the costs of claims arising. The annual membership contributions, and any excesses payable in respect of
particular claims are charged to operating expenses as and when they become due.

1.17

Financial Assets
Financial assets are recognised when the clinical commissioning group becomes party to the financial instrument contract or, in the case
of trade receivables, when the goods or services have been delivered. Financial assets are derecognised when the contractual rights
have expired or the asset has been transferred.
Financial assets are classified into the following categories:
·
Financial assets at amortised cost;
·
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income and ;
·
Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss.
The classification is determined by the cash flow and business model characteristics of the financial assets, as set out in IFRS 9, and is
determined at the time of initial recognition.

1.17.1

Financial Assets at Amortised cost
Financial assets measured at amortised cost are those held within a business model whose objective is achieved by collecting
contractual cash flows and where the cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest. This includes most trade receivables and
other simple debt instruments. After initial recognition these financial assets are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest
method less any impairment. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts through the life of
the financial asset to the gross carrying amount of the financial asset.

1.17.2

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
Financial assets held at fair value through other comprehensive income are those held within a business model whose objective is
achieved by both collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial assets and where the cash flows are solely payments of principal
and interest.

1.17.3

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss
Financial assets measure at fair value through profit and loss are those that are not otherwise measured at amortised cost or fair value
through other comprehensive income. This includes derivatives and financial assets acquired principally for the purpose of selling in the
short term.
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1.17.4

Impairment
For all financial assets measured at amortised cost or at fair value through other comprehensive income (except equity instruments
designated at fair value through other comprehensive income), lease receivables and contract assets, the clinical commissioning group
recognises a loss allowance representing the expected credit losses on the financial asset.
The clinical commissioning group adopts the simplified approach to impairment in accordance with IFRS 9, and measures the loss
allowance for trade receivables, lease receivables and contract assets at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses. For other
financial assets, the loss allowance is measured at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses if the credit risk on the financial
instrument has increased significantly since initial recognition (stage 2) and otherwise at an amount equal to 12 month expected credit
losses (stage 1).
HM Treasury has ruled that central government bodies may not recognise stage 1 or stage 2 impairments against other government
departments, their executive agencies, the Bank of England, Exchequer Funds and Exchequer Funds assets where repayment is ensured
by primary legislation. The clinical commissioning group therefore does not recognise loss allowances for stage 1 or stage 2 impairments
against these bodies. Additionally Department of Health and Social Care provides a guarantee of last resort against the debts of its arm's
lengths bodies and NHS bodies and the clinical commissioning group does not recognise allowances for stage 1 or stage 2 impairments
against these bodies.
For financial assets that have become credit impaired since initial recognition (stage 3), expected credit losses at the reporting date are
measured as the difference between the asset's gross carrying amount and the present value of the estimated future cash flows
discounted at the financial asset's original effective interest rate. Any adjustment is recognised in profit or loss as an impairment gain or
loss.

1.18

Financial Liabilities

Financial liabilities are recognised on the statement of financial position when the clinical commissioning group becomes party to the
contractual provisions of the financial instrument or, in the case of trade payables, when the goods or services have been received.
Financial liabilities are de-recognised when the liability has been discharged, that is, the liability has been paid or has expired.
1.18.1

Financial Guarantee Contract Liabilities
Financial guarantee contract liabilities are subsequently measured at the higher of:
·
The premium received (or imputed) for entering into the guarantee less cumulative amortisation; and,
·
The amount of the obligation under the contract, as determined in accordance with IAS 37: Provisions, Contingent Liabilities
and Contingent Assets.

1.18.2

Financial Liabilities at Fair Value Through Profit and Loss
Embedded derivatives that have different risks and characteristics to their host contracts, and contracts with embedded derivatives
whose separate value cannot be ascertained, are treated as financial liabilities at fair value through profit and loss. They are held at fair
value, with any resultant gain or loss recognised in the clinical commissioning group’s surplus/deficit. The net gain or loss incorporates
any interest payable on the financial liability.

1.18.3

Other Financial Liabilities
After initial recognition, all other financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, except for loans
from Department of Health and Social Care, which are carried at historic cost. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts
estimated future cash payments through the life of the asset, to the net carrying amount of the financial liability. Interest is recognised
using the effective interest method.

1.19

Value Added Tax
Most of the activities of the clinical commissioning group are outside the scope of VAT and, in general, output tax does not apply and
input tax on purchases is not recoverable. Irrecoverable VAT is charged to the relevant expenditure category or included in the capitalised
purchase cost of fixed assets. Where output tax is charged or input VAT is recoverable, the amounts are stated net of VAT.

1.20

Losses & Special Payments
Losses and special payments are items that Parliament would not have contemplated when it agreed funds for the health service or
passed legislation. By their nature they are items that ideally should not arise. They are therefore subject to special control procedures
compared with the generality of payments. They are divided into different categories, which govern the way that individual cases are
handled.
Losses and special payments are charged to the relevant functional headings in expenditure on an accruals basis, including losses which
would have been made good through insurance cover had the clinical commissioning group not been bearing its own risks (with insurance
premiums then being included as normal revenue expenditure).
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1.21

Critical accounting judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty
In the application of the clinical commissioning group's accounting policies, management is required to make various judgements,
estimates and assumptions. These are regularly reviewed.

1.21.1

Critical accounting judgements in applying accounting policies
There are no critical accounting judgements in the application of accounting policies

1.21.2

Sources of estimation uncertainty
The following assumption about the future and other major sources of estimation uncertainty that has a significant risk of resulting in a
material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year.
 Secondary Healthcare service costs
Secondary Healthcare activity information is collected on a national system "Secondary Users System" (SUS). This data is subsequently
imported into a local contract management system. Secondary Healthcare providers are paid in year for activity which has been carried
out and which is due under the contract terms. However, the final year end activity for which the CCG will be charged will not be available
until June, therefore estimates of the activity has been provided based on the information from the contract monitoring system and
providers themselves. The estimated creditor for the final month of the year is included within Trade and Other Payables.

1.22

Gifts
Gifts are items that are voluntarily donated, with no preconditions and without the expectation of any return. Gifts include all transactions
economically equivalent to free and unremunerated transfers, such as the loan of an asset for its expected useful life, and the sale or
lease of assets at below market value.

1.23

Accounting Standards That Have Been Issued But Have Not Yet Been Adopted
The Department of Health and Social Care GAM does not require the following IFRS Standard and Interpretation to be applied in 201920. These Standards are still subject to HM Treasury FReM adoption, with IFRS 16 being for implementation in 2021-22 (due to a recent
amendment), and the government implementation date for IFRS 17 still subject to HM Treasury consideration.
● IFRS 16 Leases – The Standard is effective 1 April 2021 as adapted and interpreted by HM Treasury (which was amended in April
2020). This represents a deferral of 1 year against the original implementation date. The financial impact of this will be finalised in 20/21
and is unlikely to be material.
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0

Revenue resource use on specified matter(s) does
not exceed the amount specified in Directions

17,413
938,771
956,184
4
21,470
(1,000)
20,474

Employee benefits
Operating costs
Total Expenditure

In year Surplus/(Deficit) spend
Cumulative surplus brought forward at 1 April
Cumulative surplus drawn down during the financial year
Cumulative surplus carried forward at 31 March

2019-20
Capital
£000

0

0

0
Nil

Nil

0

13,239

0

0

922,612

0

Met

4
21,470
(1,000)
20,474

17,413
938,771
956,184

922,616
33,572
956,188

Total
£000

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(Y/N)
£'000

13,713

0

0

870,253

70

5
21,767
(302)
21,470

15,114
884,807
899,921

870,253
29,673
899,926

Revenue
£000

13,712

0

0

870,248

70

899,921

£'000

Target

899,926

2018-19
Performance

2018-19

14

Met

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(Y/N)

2018-19
Capital
£000

The overall notified resource limit above includes specific funding for Primary Care Delegated Co-Commissioning of £84.165m (2018/19: £81.161m).

922,616
33,572
956,188

Revenue
£000

Notified Resource Limit
Total Other operating revenue
Total Income

2.1 Performance against Resource limit

14,392

0

Capital resource use on specified matter(s) does not
exceed the amount specified in Directions

Revenue administration resource use does not
exceed the amount specified in Directions

922,616

0

956,184

£'000
956,188

£'000

Target

Revenue resource use does not exceed the amount
specified in Directions

Capital resource use does not exceed the amount
specified in Directions

Expenditure not to exceed income

2019-20
Performance

2019-20

NHS Clinical Commissioning Group have a number of financial duties under the NHS Act 2006 (as amended).
NHS Clinical Commissioning Group performance against those duties was as follows:

2 Financial performance targets
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0

0

70
70

70

70

5
21,767
(302)
21,470

15,114
884,877
899,991

870,323
29,673
899,996

Total
£000
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3 Other Operating Revenue

Income from sale of goods and services (contracts)
Education, training and research
Non-patient care services to other bodies
Other Contract income
Total Income from sale of goods and services
Other operating income
Charitable and other contributions to revenue expenditure: non-NHS
Non cash apprenticeship training grants revenue
Other non contract revenue
Total Other operating income
Total Operating Income

2019-20
Total

2018-19
Total

£'000

£'000

634
28,708
0
29,342

342
25,087
25,429

181
27
4,022
4,230

461
4
3,779
4,245

33,572

29,674

The movement in non-patient care services to other bodies relates primarily to an increase in charges to
Gloucestershire County Council.
3.1 Disaggregation of Income - Income from sale of good and services (contracts)
The majority of income from sales of goods and services (Contracts) relate to contracts with Gloucestershire
County Council; the timing of the income for these contracts being over a period of time.

15

16,681

Less: Employee costs capitalised
Net employee benefits excluding capitalised costs

26

2019-20
Compulsory redundancies
Number
£
1
14,869
1
14,869

277

Other
Number

2019-20

732

732

732
732

Other
£'000

2019/20

303

Total
Number

17,413

17,413

13,447
1,393
2,503
1
54
15
17,413

Total
£'000

Other
Number

2018-19

20

789

789

789
789

Other
£'000

2018/19

2018-19
Compulsory redundancies
Number
£
2
6,522
1
30,092
1
54,133
4
90,747

271

Permanently
employed
Number

14,324

14,324

11,434
1,212
1,535
3
50
91
14,324

Permanent
Employees
£'000

291

Total
Number

15,112

15,112

12,223
1,212
1,534
3
50
91
15,112

Total
£'000
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These tables report the number and value of exit packages agreed in the financial year. The expense associated with these departures may have been recognised in part or in full in a previous period.
Any redundancy and other departure costs have been paid in accordance with the provisions of the Agenda for Change terms and conditions of service.
Exit costs are accounted for in accordance with relevant accounting standards and at the latest in full in the year of departure.
The Remuneration Report includes the disclosure of exit payments payable to individuals named in that Report.

Less than £10,000
£10,001 to £25,000
£25,001 to £50,000
£50,001 to £100,000
Total

4.3 Exit packages agreed in the financial year

Total

Permanently
employed
Number

16,681

Less recoveries in respect of employee benefits (note 4.1.2)
Total - Net employee benefits including capitalised costs

4.2 Average number of people employed

12,715
1,393
2,503
1
54
15
16,681

Permanent
Employees
£'000

Employee Benefits
Salaries and wages
Social security costs
Employer Contributions to NHS Pension scheme
Other pension costs
Apprenticeship Levy
Termination benefits
Gross employee benefits expenditure

4.1 Employee benefits

4. Employee benefits and staff numbers
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4.4 Pension costs
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the two NHS Pension Schemes. Details of the benefits payable and rules of
the Schemes can be found on the NHS Pensions website at www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pensions.
These schemes are unfunded, defined benefit schemes that cover NHS employers, General Practices and other bodies allowed under the
direction of the Secretary of State in England and Wales. The schemes are not designed to be run in a way that would enable NHS bodies
to identify their share of the underlying scheme assets and liabilities.

Therefore, the schemes are accounted for as though they were defined contribution schemes: the cost to the clinical commissioning group
of participating in a scheme is taken as equal to the contributions payable to the scheme for the accounting period.
The schemes are subject to a full actuarial valuation every four years and an accounting valuation every year.
The employer contribution rate for NHS Pensions increased from 14.3% to 20.6% from 1st April 2019. For 2019/20, NHS CCGs continued
to pay over contributions at the former rate with the additional amount being paid by NHS England on CCGs behalf. The full cost and
related funding has been recognised in these accounts.
NEST is a defined contribution scheme managed by a third party organisation. It carries no possibility of actuarial gain or loss to the CCG
and there are no financial liabilities other than payment of the 3% employers contribution of qualifying earnings. This contribution remained
at 3% in April 2020. Employer contributions are charged directly to the Statement of Comprehensive Income and paid to NEST monthly. At
31st March 2020 there were 2 employees enrolled in the scheme (2 at 31 March 2019). Further details of the scheme can be found at
www.nestpensions.org.uk.
4.4.1 Accounting valuation

A valuation of scheme liability is carried out annually by the scheme actuary (currently the Government Actuary’s Department) as at the
end of the reporting period. This utilises an actuarial assessment for the previous accounting period in conjunction with updated
membership and financial data for the current reporting period, and is accepted as providing suitably robust figures for financial reporting
purposes. The valuation of the scheme liability as at 31 March 2019, is based on valuation data as 31 March 2018 updated to 31 March
2019 with summary global member and accounting data. In undertaking this actuarial assessment, the methodology prescribed in IAS 19,
relevant FReM interpretations, and the discount rate prescribed by HM Treasury have also been used.
The latest assessment of the liabilities of the scheme is contained in the report of the scheme actuary, which forms part of the annual NHS
Pension Scheme Accounts. These accounts can be viewed on the NHS Pensions website and are published annually. Copies can also be
obtained from The Stationery Office.
4.4.2 Full actuarial (funding) valuation
The purpose of this valuation is to assess the level of liability in respect of the benefits due under the schemes (taking into account recent
demographic experience), and to recommend contribution rates payable by employees and employers.

The last published actuarial valuation undertaken for the NHS Pension Scheme was completed for the year ending 31 March 2016. The
results of this valuation set the employer contribution rate payable from April 2019. The Department of Health and Social Care have
recently laid Scheme Regulations confirming that the employer contribution rate will increase to 20.6% of pensionable pay from this date.
The 2016 funding valuation was also expected to test the cost of the Scheme relative to the employer cost cap set following the 2012
valuation. Following a judgment from the Court of Appeal in December 2018 Government announced a pause to that part of the valuation
process pending conclusion of the continuing legal process.
For 2019/20, employer's pension contributions of £2,503k were payable to the NHS Pensions Scheme (2018/19:£1,535k) at the rate of
20.6% of pensionable pay (2018/19 14.38%). These costs are included in the NHS Pension line of note 4.
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5. Operating expenses
2019-20
Total
£'000
Purchase of goods and services
Services from other CCGs and NHS England
Services from foundation trusts1
Services from other NHS trusts1
Services from Other WGA bodies
Purchase of healthcare from non-NHS bodies
Purchase of social care
Prescribing costs
General Ophthalmic services
GPMS/APMS and PCTMS2
Supplies and services – clinical
Supplies and services – general
Consultancy services
Establishment 3
Transport
Premises
Audit fees 4
Other non statutory audit expenditure
·
Internal audit services 5
·
Other services 6
Other professional fees
Legal fees
Education, training and conferences
Non cash apprenticeship training grants
Total Purchase of goods and services

2018-19
Total
£'000

3,034
545,347
63,703
3
125,476
7,077
90,544
95,548
1,576
360
115
1,885
41
1,898
64

3,670
457,691
107,115
5
116,405
6,376
88,453
89,333
1,678
1,354
613
6,211
74
1,704
63

274
140
1,092
27
938,204

10
5
646
103
865
4
882,374

127
127

113
113

Provision expense
Provisions
Total Provision expense

(905)
(905)

1,095
1,095

Other Operating Expenditure
Chair and Non Executive Members
Grants to Other bodies
Research and development (excluding staff costs)
Other expenditure
Total Other Operating Expenditure

694
636
5
10
1,345

724
414
36
47
1,225

938,771

884,807

Depreciation and impairment charges
Depreciation
Total Depreciation and impairment charges

Total operating expenditure

1

Following the formation of Gloucestershire Health and Care NHS Foundation Trust in October 2019, expenditure with the
combined trust has been reported under "Services from foundation trusts" in the table above. Prior to this date, the two
former organisations, Gloucestershire Care Services NHS Trust and 2gether NHS Foundation Trust had been reported in
"Services from other NHS trusts" and "Services from foundation trusts" respectively.
2

The rise in GPMS/APMS and PCTMS costs predominantly relate to increases outlined within the national GP Contractual
Framework agreement. The higher level also includes cost implications of establishing Primary Care Networks and
increased staffing costs in this area for Clinical Directors, Clinical Pharmacists and Social Prescribers.
3

The reduction in Establishment costs largely reflect that GPIT costs funded through NHSEI’s capital programme have
been netted off by NHSEI’s contribution in 2019/20 whereas these charges were accounted for on a gross expenditure and
income basis in the previous financial year.
4

In Accordance with SI 2008 no 489, The Companies (Disclosure of Auditor Remuneration and Liability Limitation
Agreements) Regulations 2008, there is no limitation of auditor liability in respect of death or personal injury, fraud or
fraudulent misrepresentation by it or its employees. In all other instances a total aggregate limit of £2m applies. The
external audit fee is £64,428; representing a net spend of £53,690 together with irrecoverable VAT of £10,738.
5
Other audit related services relate to the Mental Health Investment Standard audit covering the period 2017/18 and
2018/19. No notification had been been received relating to this exercise for 2019/20 at the balance sheet date.
6

Other non audit related services relate to a population health management system which has been discontinued in
2019/20
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6 Better Payment Practice Code
Measure of compliance

2019-20
Number

2019-20
£'000

2018-19
Number

2018-19
£'000

Non-NHS Payables
Total Non-NHS Trade invoices paid in the Year
Total Non-NHS Trade Invoices paid within target
Percentage of Non-NHS Trade invoices paid within target

14,914
14,610
97.96%

87,010
85,500
98.26%

13,937
13,664
98.04%

86,620
84,980
98.11%

NHS Payables
Total NHS Trade Invoices Paid in the Year
Total NHS Trade Invoices Paid within target
Percentage of NHS Trade Invoices paid within target

4,113
4,072
99.00%

603,260
602,830
99.93%

3,959
3,888
98.21%

565,090
564,720
99.93%

7. Operating Leases
7.1 As lessee
The CCG occupies property owned and managed by NHS Property Services Limited. In 2014/15, a transitional occupancy
rent based on annual property cost allocations was agreed. However, in 2016/17, such property moved to market rent
valuation and additional funding was received by the CCG to offset any increased cost of implementing this policy. This is
reflected in Note 7.1.1.
While our arrangements with NHS Property Services Limited fall within the definition of operating leases, the rental charge
for future years has not yet been agreed. Consequently, this note does not include future minimum lease payments for
these arrangements.
Other lease costs in prior years relate to photocopiers.
Under delegated co-commissioning of primary care services arrangements, NHS Gloucestershire CCG has entered into
certain financial arrangements involving the use of GP premises. These have been considered under:
IAS 17 Leases
SIC 27 Evaluating the substance of transactions involving the legal form of a lease
IFRIC 4 Determining whether an arrangement contains a lease.
The CCG has determined that these are operating leases that must be recognised, but, as there is no defined term in the
arrangements entered into, it is not possible to analyse the arrangements over financial years. The financial value included
in operating expenses is £6.7m

7.1.1 Payments recognised as an Expense
Buildings
£'000

2019-20
Payments recognised as an expense
Minimum lease payments
Total

Other
£'000

699
699

Buildings
£'000

2018-19
Payments recognised as an expense
Minimum lease payments
Total

1,332
1,332

Total
£'000
5
5

Other
£'000

704
704

Total
£'000
5
5

1,337
1,337

The cost of the building highlighted as lease payments in 2019/20 are those classified as "Rental payments" on the annual
costs schedule received from NHS Property Services relating to Sanger House; this being the CCG's administrative
headquarters. In 2018/19, the total costs of the building included both soft and hard facilities management expenditure in
addition to rental costs..
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2019-20
£'000

-

Charged during the year

0
0

Purchased

Total at 31 March

0

Total at 31 March

Transport equipment
Information technology

Minimum Life
(years)
0
0

760

Total

8.2 Economic lives

81
679

Transport equipment
Information technology

The cost or valuation of fully depreciated assets still in use was as follows:

8.1 Cost or valuation of fully depreciated assets

0

Owned

Asset financing:

0

Net Book Value at 31 March

81

81

Depreciation 01 April

Depreciation at 31 March

81

-

Transport
equipment
£'000
81

Cost/Valuation at 31 March

Additions purchased

Cost or valuation at 01 April

2019-20

8 Property, plant and equipment
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586

81
505

20

0
5

Maximum Life

2018-19
£'000

199

199

199

199

199

934

127

807

1,133

-

Information
technology
£'000
1,133

2019-20

199

199

199

199

199

1,015

127

888

1,214

-

Total
£'000
1,214

-

-

-

-

-

81

-

81

81

-

Transport
equipment
£'000
81

326

326

326

326

326

807

113

694

1,133

70

Information
technology
£'000
1,063

2018-19

326

326

326

326

326

888

113

775

1,214

70

Total
£'000
1,144
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9 Trade and other receivables

Current
2019-20
£'000

Current
NHS receivables: Revenue
NHS prepayments
NHS accrued income
NHS Non Contract trade receivable (i.e pass through funding)
Non-NHS and Other WGA receivables: Revenue
Non-NHS and Other WGA prepayments
Non-NHS and Other WGA accrued income

Current
2018-19
£'000

517
23
669
857
832
2,189

2,113
23
386
867
1,199
651
1,856

774
(57)
102
11

389
346
(57)
114
12

5,917

7,899

-

-

Total current and non current

5,917

7,899

Included above:
Prepaid pensions contributions

-

Non-NHS and Other WGA Contract Receivable not yet invoiced/non-invoice
Non-NHS and Other WGA Non Contract trade receivable (i.e pass through funding)
Expected credit loss allowance-receivables
VAT
Other receivables and accruals
Total Trade & other receivables
Non-current receivables

-

9.1 Receivables past their due date but not impaired
2019-20
DHSC Group
Bodies
£'000
By up to three months
By three to six months
By more than six months

1
14
10

2019-20
Non DHSC
Group Bodies
£'000
505
24
29

Total

25

558

21

2018-19
DHSC Group
Bodies
£'000
687
17

2018-19
Non DHSC
Group Bodies
£'000
404
59
14

704

477
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10 Cash and cash equivalents
2019-20
£'000

2018-19
£'000

Balance at 01 April
Net change in year
Balance at 31 March

9
36
45

6
3
9

Made up of:
Cash with the Government Banking Service
Cash in hand

45
0

9
0

Cash and cash equivalents as in statement of financial position

45

9

Balance at 31 March

45

9

-

-

11 Trade and other payables

Current
NHS payables: Revenue
NHS payables: Capital
NHS accruals
Non-NHS and Other WGA payables: Revenue
Non-NHS and Other WGA payables: Capital
Non-NHS and Other WGA accruals
Non-NHS and Other WGA deferred income
Social security costs
VAT
Tax
Other payables and accruals
Total Trade & Other Payables
Non-current
Total current and non-current Trade and other payables

Current
2019-20

Current
2018-19

£'000

£'000

6,931
4,024
2,967
32,708
10
208
182
1,478
48,508

4,201
70
5,071
5,373
33,799
2
210
176
1,740
50,643

-

-

48,508

50,643

Other payables include £920k outstanding pension contributions at 31 March 2020 (2018/19:£1,120k)
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428
428

(488)
428

916

Continuing
Care
£'000

1,413

-

428
985
1,413

Current
2019-20
£'000

985
985

(70)
(905)
985

1,961

Other
£'000

2019-20

2,875

-

Current
2018-19
£'000
915
1,961
2,875

1,413
1,413

(558)
(905)
1,413

2,876

Total
£'000

915
915

550
(560)
915

925

Continuing
Care
£'000

1,961
1,961

655
(295)
(111)
1,961

1,712

Other
£'000

2018-19

2,637
1,205
(855)
(111)
2,876
2,876
2,876

Total
£'000
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Legal claims are calculated from the number of claims currently lodged with the NHS Resolution and the probabilities provided by them.

Provisions made under the 'Other' category relates to potential primary care costs relating to practice development, tax related items and other legal and contractual issues.
During 2019/20 there were movements in the following categories
- some elements of the provision relating to practices has been utilised to offset costs incurred during the year with a further amount reversed as unused
- the tax related provision has been reviewed based on the latest information and using the knowledge of the CCG’s appointed external advisor. This has led to a reduction in the
overall value provided and accounts for only those instances where a very high chance of payment is anticipated.

The claims outstanding at 31 March 2020 are expected to be paid within the 2020/21 financial year

NHS England hold a provision for all backdated claims received prior to 1 April 2013 which totals £1,146k (2018-19: £1,816k)

The continuing care provision of £428k (2018-19: £915k) is for costs expected to be incurred in relation to backdated claims received by the CCG since 1st April 2013 for
continuing healthcare and which have yet to be settled. Claims are assessed for eligibility using the national guidance and toolkit. The lower value provided at 31 March 2020
reflects the focus on reducing the number of outstanding backlog settlements throughout the year; any settlement values reached during the year having been charged to
expenditure in 2019/20.

Expected timing of cash flows:
Within one year
Between one and five years
After five years
Balance at 31 March

Arising during the year
Utilised during the year
Reversed unused
Unwinding of discount
Change in discount rate
Balance at 31 March

Balance at 01 April

Total current and non-current

Non Current

Current
Continuing care
Other
Total

12 Provisions
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13 Financial instruments
13.1 Financial risk management
Financial reporting standard IFRS 7 requires disclosure of the role that financial instruments have had during the period in creating or changing the
risks a body faces in undertaking its activities.

Because NHS clinical commissioning group is financed through parliamentary funding, it is not exposed to the degree of financial risk faced by
business entities. Also, financial instruments play a much more limited role in creating or changing risk than would be typical of listed companies, to
which the financial reporting standards mainly apply. The clinical commissioning group has limited powers to borrow or invest surplus funds and
financial assets and liabilities are generated by day-to-day operational activities rather than being held to change the risks facing the clinical
commissioning group in undertaking its activities.
Treasury management operations are carried out by the finance department, within parameters defined formally within the NHS clinical
commissioning group standing financial instructions and policies agreed by the Governing Body. Treasury activity is subject to review by the NHS
clinical commissioning group and internal auditors.
13.1.1 Currency risk
The NHS clinical commissioning group is principally a domestic organisation with the great majority of transactions, assets and liabilities being in the
UK and sterling based. The NHS clinical commissioning group has no overseas operations. The NHS clinical commissioning group and therefore
has low exposure to currency rate fluctuations.
13.1.2 Interest rate risk
The clinical commissioning group borrows from government for capital expenditure, subject to affordability as confirmed by NHS England. The
borrowings are for 1 to 25 years, in line with the life of the associated assets, and interest is charged at the National Loans Fund rate, fixed for the
life of the loan. The clinical commissioning group therefore has low exposure to interest rate fluctuations.
13.1.3 Credit risk
Because the majority of the NHS clinical commissioning group and revenue comes parliamentary funding, NHS clinical commissioning group has
low exposure to credit risk. The maximum exposures as at the end of the financial year are in receivables from customers, as disclosed in the trade
and other receivables note.
13.1.4 Liquidity risk

NHS clinical commissioning group is required to operate within revenue and capital resource limits, which are financed from resources voted
annually by Parliament. The NHS clinical commissioning group draws down cash to cover expenditure, as the need arises. The NHS clinical
commissioning group is not, therefore, exposed to significant liquidity risks.
13.1.5 Financial Instruments

As the cash requirements of NHS England are met through the Estimate process, financial instruments play a more limited role in creating and
managing risk than would apply to a non-public sector body. The majority of financial instruments relate to contracts to buy non-financial items in
line with NHS England's expected purchase and usage requirements and NHS England is therefore exposed to little credit, liquidity or market risk.
13.2 Financial assets
Financial
Assets
measured at
amortised
cost
2019-20
£'000
Trade and other receivables with NHSE bodies
Trade and other receivables with other DHSC group bodies
Trade and other receivables with external bodies
Other financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total at 31 March 2020

Equity
Instruments
designated at
FVOCI
2019-20
£'000

1,078
1,505
2,435
45
5,063

-

Total
2019-20
£'000
1,078
1,505
2,435
45
5,063

Total
2018-19
£'000
806
4,321
2,030
12
9
7,178

13.3 Financial liabilities
Financial
Liabilities
measured at
amortised
cost
2019-20
£'000
Trade and other payables with NHSE bodies
Trade and other payables with other DHSC group bodies
Trade and other payables with external bodies
Other financial liabilities
Total at 31 March 2020

1,941
25,192
20,975
48,108
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Other
2019-20
£'000

Total
2019-20
£'000
-

1,941
25,192
20,975
48,108

Total
2018-19
£'000
1,062
24,211
23,242
1,740
50,255
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14 Operating Segments
The CCG and consolidated group conside that they have only one segment: commissioning of healthcare services
NHS Gloucestershire CCG presents its regular reports to the Governing Body (designated as the organisations Chief Operating Decision
Maker) in this format

15 Pooled budgets
The pooled budget relates to integrated community equipment services with Gloucestershire County Council
This service has been running for a number of years and buys, delivers, collects, maintains and decontaminates equipment for patients in their
The NHS Clinical Commissioning Group share of the income and expenditure handled by the pooled budget in the financial year are:

Income
Expenditure

2019-20
£000
(3,604)
3,604

2018-19
£000
(3,461)
3,461

Total Number of
Cases
2019-20
Number

Total Value of
Cases
2019-20
£'000

16 Losses and special payments
16.1 Losses
Ther were no losses inurred by NHS Gloucestershire in 2019-20 (2018-19: nil)
162 Special payments

Compensation payments
Ex Gratia Payments
Total

2
1
3

17 Events after the end of the reporting period
There are no events after the end of the reporting Period
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Total Number of
Cases
2018-19
Number
0
0
1

Total Value of
Cases
2018-19
£'000
2
2

1
1

£000

£000

100

1,820
4,187
1,816
1,598
1,594
1,063
758

Dr Hein Le Roux (CCG Member/Deputy Clinical Chair)
Churchdown Surgery

Dr Andrew Seymour (CCG Clinical Chair)
Partner - Aspen Medical Practice

Dr Jeremy Welch (CCG Member/GP Locality Lead) (ceased 31/07/19)
Partner - Mythe Medical Practice

Dr Will Miles (CCG Member/GP Locality Lead)
GP Partner - The Portland Practice

Dr Alan Gwynn (CCG Member/GP Locality Lead)
GP Partner - Cirencester Health Group

Dr Sheena Yerburgh (CCG Member/GP Locality Lead)
GP Partner - Prices Mill

Dr Lawrence Fielder (CCG Member/GP Locality Lead)
GP Partner - Brunston
364

35

72

84

£000

54

126

161

132

308

571

140

367

158

Other
payments

3,903

4,858

1,176

1,224

1,827

1,814

743

1,050

1,005

1,559

1,584

1,842

2,017

2,215

2,213

2,728

1,486

£000

£000
2,422

Payments under
delegated cocommissioning
arrangements

Total
Payments

£000

369

34

43

66

88

125

63

95

711

Drugs
reimbursed

£000

65

125

56

140

169

554

186

367

187

Other
payments

2018/19 Payments to Related Party
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The clinical commissioning group has also received revenue payments from a number of charitable funds.
Payments to primary care contractors, under devolved commissioning arrangements, are governed by the Primary Care Commissioning Committee (PCCC) which is a formal sub-committee of the Governing Body.

In addition, the clinical commissioning group has had a number of material transactions with other government departments and other central and local government bodies. Most of these transactions have been with Gloucestershire
County Council in respect of joint commissioning of services.

Mr Colin Greaves (a lay member and Audit Committee Chair at the CCG) has been a Council of Governors member of Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS FT since October 2016.
Ellen Rule (Director of Transformation and Service redesign) is a member of the NICE Technology Appraisal Committee
Julie Clatworthy (Governing Body Registered Nurse) is a standing member of the Quality Standards Advisory Committee at NICE and is,also, a member of the West of England Genomic Medicine Partnership Board.
Marion Andrews-Evans (Executive Nurse and Quality Lead) is the Co-Chair of NHS Clinical Commissioners (NHSCC) Nurse Forum and is a member of the NHSCC Board.
Hein Le Roux (CCG Member/Deputy Clinical Chair) is a Primary Care GP lead on the West of England Academic Health Sciences Network (AHSN)
Will Miles (CCG Member/GP Locality Lead) is a shareholder in CFHCC Ltd and SMS Ltd (where he, also, holds a directorship). There are no transactions with the CCG
Dr Lesley Jordan is employed by Royal United Hospital NHSFT and relevant salary is recharged to the CCG. The CCG has a separate contract for Healthcare services with Royal United Hospital NHSFT.
Andy Seymour (Clinical Chair) is a partner of a practice that works out of a building owned by a third party; this third party leases out non-GMS reimbursed space to Newmedica Ltd and operating space to the practice which in turn then
leases the theatre space to Newmedica; Andy Seymour does not though receive any personal financial benefit from this leasing arrangement

1,177

1,209

1,104

1,765

1,841

4,582

2,091

2,675

2,384

£000

Total
Payments

The Department of Health is regarded as a related party. During the year the clinical commissioning group has had a significant number of material transactions with entities for which the Department is regarded as the parent
Department. For example NHS England, NHS Foundation Trusts, NHS Trusts, NHS Litigation Authority and NHS Business Services Authority.

Costs have increased generally due to a new initiative called Primary Care Networks

57

2,246

Dr William Haynes (CCG Member/GP Locality Lead)
Partner - Hadwen Medical Practice

91

115

1,542

722

Drugs
reimbursed

Payments under
delegated cocommissioning
arrangements

2019/20 Payments to Related Party

Dr Caroline Bennett (CCG Member/GP Locality Lead)
Partner - Cotswold Medical Practice

The Declaration of Interest register can be found on our website

The Clinical Commissioning Group has detailed in this note all declarations of interest for Governing Body Members, however, only related party transactions have been disclosed where they meet the criteria of either
(i) having significant influence over the reporting entity or
(ii) are a member of the key management personnel.

During the year, with the exception of those listed below, none of the Department of Health Ministers, clinical commissioning group Governing Body members or members of the key management staff, or parties related to any of them,
has undertaken any material transactions with the clinical commissioning group.

18 Related party transactions
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